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Abstract 
This study explored the lived experiences of the family members who have 
participated in a Cardiogenetics Clinic at The Children’s Hospital at Montefiore, which 
utilizes an interprofessional approach to care. A qualitative phenomenological approach 
was used to explore the lived experience of the families. Families that are referred to the 
clinic have suffered the loss of a family member to sudden cardiac death (SCD). This 
interprofessional model of care offers information regarding SCD, a genetic profile to 
determine risk for SCD, an integrative collaborative approach to care as well as nursing, 
medical interventions, psychological support, and counseling. The theory of health as 
expanding consciousness and science of unitary human beings theory were used to gain 
insight into how the interprofessional care provided by the Cardiogenetics Clinics 
influenced SCD families’ understanding of their lived experiences. Insights gained may 
allow the interprofessional team to improve the quality of care being provided to SCD 
family members as well as establish a new model of care for genetic testing and disease 
management. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Introduction to the Study  
A qualitative study was conducted to explore the lived experiences of families 
that have experienced a sudden cardiac death and attended an interprofessional clinic for 
follow-up care. The first chapter presents the background of the study, specifies the 
problem of the study, describes the significance of the proposed study, and presents an 
overview of the methodology to be used. The chapter concludes with definitions of 
special terms that were used in the study.  
Problem Statement 
Each year in the United States approximately 4,000 people under the age of 35 die 
suddenly due to a previously undiagnosed and unanticipated disturbance in heart rhythm 
(American Heart Association, 2009). This phenomenon, known as sudden cardiac death 
(SCD), is a condition whereby a person suffers from sudden collapse of the heart that 
most often results in death within one hour of the onset of symptoms in a previously 
healthy individual (Sovari, Kocheril, & Baas, 2010). For families, this loss may be 
unexpected and devastating.  
In families where one family member has suffered SCD the chance of this 
occurring in other family members increases (Priori & Napolitano, 2007). The reality of 
SCD may be intensified for the family members when they are told that in at least one-
third of these cases an inherited genetic disorder in cardiac channel proteins may have 
caused the unexpected death (Hendriks,  Hendriks, Birnie, Grosfeld, Wilde, Van den 
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Bout, Smets, Van Tintelen, Ten Kroode, & Van Langen, 2008). Compounding the 
family’s loss is the fear they may experience as they begin to realize the possibility that 
they or their immediate family members may suffer a similar fate.  
Because of advances in medicine the genetic etiology of cardiac channelopathies 
is better understood. Commercially available testing may be able to determine individual 
risk assessment. Once DNA testing is performed and at-risk individuals are identified, the 
development of medical interventions such as implantable cardiac defibrillators as well as 
personalized life-saving treatment for those at risk can be offered. Some examples of 
personalized treatments in gene-specific cardiac channelopathies are the use of 
medications such as beta-blockers and avoidance of competitive sports. If left untreated, 
as many as 13% of the at-risk individuals may succumb to SCD before the age of 30 
(Modell & Lehmann, 2006).  
As families struggle to cope with their loss due to SCD, they are often seeking 
answers to what caused their loved one to die suddenly and whether they or others in 
their family are at risk for suffering the same fate. In the past, these families experienced 
fragmented care because it was necessary to seek care from many different health care 
providers, such as registered nurses, advanced practice nurses, cardiologists, geneticists, 
genetic counselors, and psychologists or psychiatrists (Hendriks, Hendriks, Birnie, 
Grosfeld, Wilde,Van den Bout, & VanLangen, 2008). In 1996, in the Netherlands, the 
first interprofessional clinic was developed (Hendriks et al., 2008). This new model of 
care delivery offered families who had experienced SCD clinical information and 
medical evaluations as well as psychological support and counseling. Through DNA 
testing the clinic identified those family members at risk for SCD. The goal of the clinic 
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was to educate all family members regarding diagnosis, treatment options, and potential 
benefits of treatment, as well as addressing their physical and psychological needs 
(Hendriks et al., 2008). 
The Cardiogenetics Clinics are a new model of care designed to provide families 
with comprehensive, coordinated care as well as the medical and psychological support 
they need. The goal of these clinics is to identify those family members at risk for SCD, 
treat those who are identified with the genetic predisposition for SCD, offer medical and 
psychological support to these families to decrease their level of uncertainty about the 
future, and improve their quality of life. This goal is reflected in the mission statement 
presented in The Strategic Plan for the decade 2009-2019 that was developed for 
Montefiore Advancing Health and Enriching Lives mission statement (Appendix A). 
The Committee on the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Initiative on the Future 
of Nursing, at the Institute of Medicine (CIOM), issued recommendations entitled: The 
Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health (2011). This document provided 
evidence-based data and recommendations for encouraging nurses to take an active role 
in health care and leadership. One of the major recommendations is to provide seamless 
coordinated care within an interprofessional setting. The advanced practice nurse (APN) 
is well positioned to help meet the evolving health care needs. 
The APN has a vital role in achieving patient-centered care, strengthening 
interprofessional services, providing community outreach programs, and providing 
seamless, coordinated care (CIOM, 2011). APNs have an opportunity to rise to the 
challenge of providing leadership in rapidly changing healthcare settings and in an 
evolving health care system. The APN in a Cardiogenetics Clinic is responsible for 
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contacting the families and providing ongoing communication, education, and support 
throughout the process (Appendix B). A primary role of the APN in a Cardiogenetics 
Clinic is to help these family members understand their clinical diagnosis, accept their 
risk level, support healthy decision-making, and promote their health and well-being. 
The Children’s Hospital at Montefiore Medical Center (CHAM) in the Bronx, 
New York, developed one of the first interprofessional Cardiogenetics Clinics (hereafter 
referred to as the Cardiogenetics Clinic) in the metropolitan area to help care for families 
who have experienced SCD. The Cardiogenetics Clinic offers an integrated and 
comprehensive interprofessional approach to care, which is part of the strategic plan of 
Montefiore (Appendix A). In the Cardiogenetics Clinic, families who have experienced 
SCD are offered state-of-the-art testing and intervention through a collaborative effort of 
various specialists including adult and pediatric cardiologists, geneticists, genetic 
counselors, social workers, psychologists, and an APN. Prior to the development of this 
interdisciplinary model, many families experienced fragmented care for diagnosis, 
evaluation, and treatment of SCD. This comprehensive interprofessional approach seeks 
to provide medical, nursing, genetic, and psychosocial care for these families in an 
integrative approach. 
This new model of interprofessional care in the Cardiogenetics Clinic is intended 
to identify the risk in those family members at risk for SCD, decrease the stress of each 
family member, and offer a supportive environment as they deal with their risk of SCD, 
as well as their anxiety and perceived suffering (Appendix A). The comprehensive role of 
the APN (Appendix B) is integral to the structure and function of the clinic. The APN is 
the main connection between the families and each of the professionals and helps to 
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facilitate the families moving through the process of attending the Cardiogenetics Clinic. 
The APN is the first point of contact for the families. The bond between the APN and 
families begins at the initial phone call to review the processes of the clinic. As these 
families share feelings, hopes, and fears, the APN helps each family member move 
through the evaluation and testing process and supports them as they await their results 
and consider their treatment options. 
The APN is integral in the design and implementation of the Cardiogenetics 
Clinic at CHAM. The holistic perspective of the APN provides the collaborative and 
integrated framework for the delivery of care in this new model. The role of the APN 
within this interprofessional model of care is that of a holistic care provider, facilitating 
collaboration between the multiple disciplines participating in the clinic and assuring 
open communication between the professionals and families in order to allow for optimal 
care for patients. In addition to working with families, the APN oversees the day-to-day 
operations and keeps a database of all the families’ demographic information and test 
results.  
The initial case review is performed by the APN prior to acceptance to the clinic. 
The APN presents cases that are referred to the Cardiogenetics Clinic to the 
interprofessional team to determine if the family will be seen by this Clinic team. The 
APN provides all necessary medical information and test results to each professional to 
facilitate the evaluation process. As additional testing is ordered and completed the APN 
disseminates all results to appropriate personnel. Once everyone has reviewed the case, 
the APN organizes and schedules the case reviews for a collaborative meeting to allow 
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for input from all professionals and to assure that a holistic approach to each 
patient/family is achieved.  
Currently, the Cardiogenetics Clinic is offered twice a month at CHAM. Families 
who have had a family member suffer SCD are referred for evaluation and treatment. 
Prior to their initial visit for evaluation at the clinic, the APN contacts the families by 
phone to review the historical events surrounding the family member’s death, review 
autopsy results, and assure that all required information for a comprehensive evaluation is 
obtained. The APN schedules the families for an initial visit with multiple specialists who 
will evaluate them at the initial and subsequent visits. The first visit entails a 
comprehensive family history, including medical, social, and demographic information. 
Each family member is evaluated and receives a physical exam, appropriate testing, 
including electrocardiogram (ECG), echocardiogram, and stress testing, as well as 
laboratory tests that include basic metabolic evaluation and DNA testing. 
The families of the Cardiogenetics Clinic meet with the APN, adult and pediatric 
cardiologists, geneticist, genetic counselor, social worker, and a psychologist as a group 
during the initial evaluation process. The APN is present throughout the visit and is 
responsible for explaining the genetic testing and obtaining consent from all family 
members for the DNA testing. The APN also answers questions during this group 
meeting to facilitate the dialogue in a mutual process. Once the initial visit is completed, 
the families are scheduled for a subsequent visit. The APN is identified as the primary 
liaison for the families. They are given the APN’s contact information for any additional 
questions or concerns the family may have.  
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At the follow-up visit, the family members receive the results of their individual 
risk for SCD, as well as possible interventions and/or treatments that may be 
recommended. During this visit, the results of the testing are given to the individuals in 
an interprofessional meeting with the family along with the cardiologist, geneticist, 
psychiatrist, social worker, and the APN. The family members are given time to ask any 
questions or to ask for clarification that may be needed prior to discussing treatment 
options.  
Those family members who have tested positive for the gene for SCD are 
provided with treatment options including, medication, surgical insertion of an internal 
defibrillator (ICD), cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) instruction, and activity 
restriction. Patients are given prescriptions for recommended medications and scheduled 
for an appointment to place a 24-hour cardiac monitor on the patient. Individuals who 
have elected to have an ICD inserted are scheduled for surgical procedure. The APN is 
present for all communication and coordinates all appointments and procedures. In 
addition, the APN continues to be the main point of contact for the families, including 
facilitating ongoing care and offering support. Patients with the genetic predisposition for 
SCD continue to be followed in the Cardiogenetics Clinic on an ongoing basis following 
interventions and treatments. The APN helps facilitate all future care for these families 
and offers ongoing presence in the moment, support, information, and education as 
needed.  
Family members whose DNA results are undetermined for risk of SCD are 
offered the opportunity to participate in an investigational study. These patients are told 
that further investigative research is ongoing in the clinic to determine whether they are, 
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in fact, truly at risk for SCD or not. They are told this testing may take up to one year 
before results will be available to them. These patients are not prescribed any medication 
or offered any intervention because of the undetermined risk. These patients are given the 
contact information for the APN and told they will be contacted when the investigational 
testing is completed. However, the patients are offered counseling at the time of this 
discussion and, if needed, are given ongoing counseling while they await their final 
results. The APN serves as an ongoing contact for these patients regarding any questions, 
concerns, need for support, dialogue, or any additional information they may seek.  
Patients who are negative for the gene for SCD are discharged from the clinic 
after they receive all of their test results and all their questions have been answered. Once 
again, the APN is present during this visit and serves as a liaison to the families and their 
primary care providers for any future questions they may have. 
The interaction between the APN and the families is an integral part of the clinic. 
The APN is the initial contact for the families in the setting. The APN helps facilitate the 
organizational process for the families by scheduling testing and follow-up appointments. 
Additionally, the APN listens and provides support for communication with these 
families as they move through this process of discovering their risk for SCD and possible 
treatment options. This APN-centered interprofessional model of care is an attempt to 
provide holistic comprehensive care.  
Nursing’s role in this evolution of patterns of the human-environment process is 
being present with families as they process the information and learn a new pattern of 
interaction within their lives. The nurse enters this process with an open mind, striving to 
suspend preconceived ideas. The nurse allows the process to occur and offers the families 
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an open and nonjudgmental environment as they move through to a new level of 
patterning. The APN in the Cardiogenetics Clinic listens to the families, provides 
information and results, offers emotional support, and connects them to support services 
they may need. This model of care for nursing is intended to decrease the stress of each 
family member and offer a supportive environment as they deal with the reality of their 
risk of SCD, as well as reduce their anxiety and suffering. Gaining an understanding of 
the families’ experiences throughout their interactions within this setting will allow 
advanced practices to improve upon this role of the nurse and enhance their ability to 
help these families process their experiences.  
For families presenting to the Cardiogentics Clinic, the APN initiates a 
partnership with the family members who are experiencing disruption and uncertainty in 
their lives. “A reflective dialogue centering on the meaningfulness” (Newman, 2008, 
p. 9) of these families’ patterns and relationships is maintained with the APN during the 
period of perceived uncertainty. In order to explore and recognize the possibility of 
change in patterning, providing a holistic approach by the APN may help in the process. 
The APN is integral in the process by engaging in the evolving process of the family 
members understanding and recognizing health as the pattern of the whole so the families 
may see disease not as a separate entity but as a manifestation of the evolving pattern of 
person-environment interaction (Newman, 2008). 
Theoretical Rationale 
This study used Newman’s (1994, 2008) theoretical framework of health as 
expanding consciousness (HEC) to understand the lived experiences of families who 
participate in the Cardiogenetics Clinic at CHAM. Newman’s theory was developed to 
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address the situation of the person for whom the concept of health must incorporate the 
reality that illness may be a dimension of their health. Newman recognized that for some 
the ability to live without disease or illness is not possible, yet these same people may be 
able to achieve an experience of health within the concepts of her theory. The APN 
partners with the families in the Cardiogenetics Clinic to grow and expand their 
consciousness to find greater meaning in life and gain a new appreciation of 
connectedness to their environment. One of the key concepts of Newman’s HEC theory is 
the concept of pattern. Newman described pattern as revealing “the client’s story of 
relationships with others and in her or his physiological interactions within and with the 
environment” (Newman, 2008, p. 99). 
Newman’s (1994) view of health and disease emerged from Rogerian science-
based nursing theories and are manifested in the pattern of the human being. The purpose 
of nursing “is to promote the health and well-being for all persons wherever they are” 
(Rogers, 1992, p. 28). An exploration into not only a nursing theory but also a framework 
for nursing practice is Rogers’ science of unitary human beings (SUHB). Rogers 
provided a framework for nursing study and research. She identified the traditional 
nursing framework as reductionistic, mechanistic, and analytic. Her unitary framework 
allows for an alternative worldview that has challenged many traditional ideas about 
fragmented health care. 
Rogers’ (1970) conceptual framework has five basic assumptions, which are 
wholeness, openness, unidirectionality, pattern and organization, and sentience and 
thought. Rogers’ (1970) framework is summarized in the following ways. The human 
being is considered a unified whole which is different from the sum of its parts. The 
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person and the environment are continuously exchanging matter and energy with each 
other. The life process exists along an irreversible space-time continuum. Pattern and 
organization are used to identify individuals and mirror their wholeness. Human beings 
are the only organisms able to think abstractly, have language, sensation, and emotion. 
Rogers’ theory further described the elements of nursing’s metaparadigm in the following 
ways (1992). A person is an open system, different from the sum of its parts. The 
environment is an energy field including everything that is not the person. Health is 
viewed in terms of choosing actions that lead to the fulfillment of a person's potential, 
and nursing tries to direct the interaction of the person and the environment in order to 
maximize health potential.  
The APN in Cardiogenetics Clinic creates an environment that fosters the health 
and well-being of all families that come for care. The APN’s holistic approach to the 
family is guided by Rogers’ (1992) conceptual framework. The family members call, 
anxious to connect with an individual who cannot only help them but, more importantly, 
understand their emotional pain. The APN tries to address these emotional needs as 
he/she addresses the families in a holistic manner noting individual patterns of the family 
members. 
Rogers (1992) made note of changes in the terminology she used across time. She 
differentiates pattern from patterning, stating: “Pattern is an abstraction that reveals itself 
through its manifestations” (p. 31). She stated that manifestations of patterning “are 
continuously innovative while the evolution of life and non-life is a dynamic, irreducible, 
non-linear process” (p. 31). With regard to the importance of pattern and patterning in the 
application of Rogers’ conceptual system in contemporary nursing practice, that 
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patterning in the life of a patient or family is an observable emergent of the person-
environment process and is especially relevant to the use of Rogers’ work in the practice 
of nursing. The concept of Rogers’ description of patterning is useful in nursing practice, 
as nurses encounter people in the patterning of their lives and facilitate in mutual process 
and patterning in promoting health. 
Newman’s (1994) theory of HEC supports Rogers’ (1992) perspective that each 
person has a unique pattern. HEC theory has been derived from Rogers’ SUHB theory 
and includes genetic patterns as well as movement, diversity, rhythm, energy exchange, 
and transformation. Newman described nurses as becoming therapeutic partners with 
patients who are searching for pattern and meaning toward the expansion of 
consciousness and health as an evolving process of developing self-awareness. Within 
Newman’s theory (1994) “characteristics of patterning include movement, diversity, and 
rhythm. The pattern is in constant movement or change; the parts are diverse and are 
changing in relation to each other; and movement is rhythmic.” (p. 72)   
The families that present to the Cardiogenetics Clinic seek medical, genetic, and 
psychosocial care. Newman’s (1994) theory of HEC, as it relates to this study, strives to 
identify the unique pattern these family members embody. The APN had a meaningful 
role of participating in the therapeutic partnership with these families during a time of 
suffering. In fact, the nurse researcher, the APN in this clinic, played an integral role 
during the time of the interview process. The researcher established trust and mutuality as 
she participated in the discussion of the individuals’ most meaningful lived experiences 
during a time of suffering a loss. The APN encouraged dialogue and reflection in a 
nonjudgmental environment.  
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The integration of theory, practice, and research is known as nursing praxis 
according to Newman (2008). As Newman’s (1994) HEC theory has explored, dialogue 
and reflection provide an opportunity for insight, which can lead to choice, change, or 
transformation. The practice and research of HEC theory has proposed that suffering may 
be viewed as an opportunity for change. Newman has often described consciousness as 
being the evolving pattern of the human environmental system in flux.  
During the time that families attend the Cardiogenetics Clinic, suffering may 
create chaos for the individual members. The APN helps them by facilitating discussion 
of their lived experiences in an environment that allows them the freedom to explore and 
process their feelings in order to promote optimal health potential. Newman’s (1994) 
theory of HEC described suffering as possibly being a time of growth and understanding. 
It is during this most difficult time that there is possibility of exploring the connections 
between meaning and pattern that can lead to further understanding, and, then, 
transformation may occur. The goal of this study was to explore the lived experiences of 
these family members and to generate knowledge of how interprofessional care as 
provided by the Cardiogenetics Clinic influenced SCD families’ understanding of their 
lived experiences. Newman’s (1994) HEC theory was used as a foundation for 
facilitation of the family interviews. Guided by this theory, the nurse researcher entered 
into a partnership with the families at a time when they were experiencing disruption and 
uncertainty. The APN interviewed these families, seeking to create a reflective dialogue 
centering on the meaningfulness of the family’s pattern of relationships and experiences 
as they explored their experiences participating in the Cardiogenetics Clinic.  
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Study Significance 
In families where one family member has suffered SCD, the chance of this 
occurring in other family members increases (Farnsworth, Fosyth, Haglund, & 
Ackerman, 2005). Typically, relatives of young sudden death victims are referred to 
cardiologists for a history and physical to evaluate any identifiable risk factors he/she 
may have. Recently, with the advent of new DNA testing, health care providers have the 
opportunity to identify those family members with the genetic predisposition for SCD as 
well to identify those who are not at risk. Prior to the availability of genetic testing, 
family members were referred to multiple specialists, including cardiologists, geneticists, 
social workers, and psychologists, to identify whether they were at risk for SCD and to 
deal with the emotions of losing a loved family member. Now a more comprehensive 
approach to these families has been developed at some medical institutions. The 
Cardiogenetics Clinic provides a comprehensive approach where family members are 
seen and cared for by many interprofessionals at one visit. Families are seen as a group 
by multiple specialists offering a more comprehensive model of care. Health care 
providers in the Cardiogenetics Clinic include: cardiologists, geneticists, an advanced 
practice nurse, social workers, and psychologists.  
The APN’s role is to facilitate the processes of the Cardiogenetics Clinic for the 
family members and to be with them as they incorporate the risk of SCD into their daily 
lives and evolve a new pattern of living. Newman (1994) described patterns as a 
theoretical concept of identifying the wholeness of an individual. “Families’ perceptions, 
feelings and understandings as they live day to day, in mutual process with their 
environments, are integral with their life patterns.” (Falkenstern, Gueldner, & Newman, 
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2009, p. 267). Within the framework of HEC, the APN engages with the family to create 
a mutual-process partnership, which is integral to exploring the lived experience. 
Through the nurse researcher’s explorations of these families’ experiences, 
nursing may better understand and help facilitate their evolving life patterns. This study 
explored themes that may help identify the impact on how a family’s experiences are 
changed by participating in this specialized clinic. To date, there have been several 
studies (Anderson, Oyen, Bjorvatn, & Gjengedal, 2008; Farnsworth et al., 2005; 
Hendriks et al., 2008; Ingles, Lind, Phongsavan, & Semsarian, 2008) assessing the 
psychological impact of this integrated and comprehensive model of care. However, there 
have been no studies that have explored the lived experiences of the families participating 
in a Cardiogenetics Clinic. 
As clinical research in this field has provided the ability to better identify those 
family members at risk for sudden death, the need for a new type of personalized care has 
been identified (Bai, Napolitano, Bloise, Monteforte, & Priori, 2009). A comprehensive 
approach to care seeks to address the multitude of issues and needs among the at-risk 
families and allows families to receive coordinated medical care as well as integrated 
support they need to deal with the complex family issues that may develop. The goal of 
these clinics is to identify those family members at risk for SCD and offer nursing, 
medical, and psychosocial support to the family members. This goal is consistent with the 
American Academy of Nurse Practitioners (AANP) Standard of Practice (Appendix C).  
The role of the APN in this interprofessional approach to care delivery is 
significant because of the collaborative nature of this comprehensive Cardiogenetics 
Clinic. The AANP recently updated their Standards of Practice for Nurse Practitioners in 
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2010 (AANP, 2010). One of the standards the AANP stated the APN is to participate as a 
member of the health and medical care “interacting with professional colleagues to 
provide comprehensive care” (AANP, 2010, para. iv). As the interprofessional approach 
to care has developed, there remains a need to evaluate the effectiveness of this model of 
care from the lived perspective of the family members attending and participating in the 
clinic. 
Purpose of the Study  
The purpose of the study is to explore the lived experiences and what is 
meaningful to the participants of the Cardiogenetics Clinic. The clinic’s aim is to identify 
and educate family members and provide psychosocial support. To date, there is no data 
that explores the comprehensive interprofessional approach with regard to families who 
have experienced an SCD of a family member. This study provides an opportunity to 
understand the lived experiences of these families.  
The lived experiences will be explored by using Newman’s theory of HEC (2008) 
as the theoretical framework. Newman posited when an individual’s thoughts and 
feelings are truly being heard in a safe environment a therapeutic intervention has 
occurred. During this interaction the APN has an opportunity to encourage dialogue that 
can encourage the process of storytelling. The APN encouraged family members to speak 
about their lived experience during this time of uncertainty and suffering. When such 
reflection was prompted, it enabled meaningful events and relationships to be explored 
during this process of storytelling. This process leads to pattern awareness, promoted 
healing and encouraged an evolving consciousness.  
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Engaging the family members who have experienced SCD to share their lived 
experiences may lead to a deeper understanding of their loss and trauma. The study 
sought to understand the experiences of families who have had a traumatic loss in their 
lives. This understanding was sought within the perceptions of these families who were 
being evaluated and treated in the comprehensive interprofessional Cardiogenetics Clinic. 
Research Questions 
The study explored the lived experiences of clients who have participated in the 
Cardiogenetics Clinic. Specifically, it explored the families’ response to living with the 
reality of SCD of a family member and the unknown, uncertain, personal risk for SCD. 
The study answered the following research questions: 
1. What is the lived experience of families who have experienced the SCD of a 
family member?  
2. What is the meaning of the evolving pattern of the nurse and the participant’s 
mutual process that facilitates HEC in families who have experienced SCD?  
Definition of Terms 
For the purpose of this study the following definitions will be used. 
Adult cardiologist. The adult cardiologist is Board Certified in Cardiology and has 
both PhD and MD academic credentials. The dual academic credentials enable the 
cardiologist to study genetic material in a research laboratory. The cardiologist evaluates 
the ECGs and echocardiograms and provides medical treatment for any pressing cardiac 
concerns for family members over the age of 21. 
Cardiac channelopathies. This term refers to inherited syndromes that affect the 
electrical system of the heart. These cardiac arrhythmia syndromes are known to have a 
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genetic basis and are caused by mutations in ion channel genes. These mutations cause 
abnormal ionic currents, which can lead to cardiac arrhythmias that may result in SCD. 
Those syndromes known as cardiac channelopathies include long QT syndrome (LQTS), 
short QT syndrome (SQTS), Brugada syndrome (BS), and catecholaminergic 
polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT) (Bai et al., 2009). 
Cardiogenetics clinic. This term refers to a treatment center that provides an 
interprofessional approach to comprehensive care. Members of a Cardiogenetics Clinic 
include an adult and a pediatric cardiologist, geneticist, nurse practitioner, genetic 
counselor, social worker, psychologist, and cardiology and genetic research fellows. The 
clinic offers medical, nursing, psychological, and social care to families that have 
experienced the loss of a family member to SCD.  
Family members. This term refers to individuals who are physically, genetically, 
and/or emotionally involved in families who have experienced SCD and are 18 years old 
or older. 
Geneticist. The geneticist in a Cardiogenetics Clinic evaluates the potential risk 
factors for SCD based on the history and initial examination of the data. The geneticist 
consults with the adult and pediatric cardiologists to determine and understand the 
potential risk factors to other family members.  
Genetic counselor. The genetic counselor in a Cardiogenetics Clinic is a certified 
genetic counselor and obtains the family history. A family genogram is prepared by 
asking the family members questions about other family members, relationships, and any 
information related to unusual history of sudden death in any other family members. 
Typically, the counselors ask questions up to the first- or second-degree relatives, if 
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known. They also elicit the history of present illness (HPI), asking the reason and 
circumstances for the referral. The counselor presents the case to the interprofessional 
team. 
Health as expanding consciousness. “In the model of health as expanding 
consciousness it does not matter where one is in the spectrum. There is no basis for 
rejecting any experience as irrelevant. The important factor is to be fully present in the 
moment and know that whatever the experience, it is a manifestation of the process of 
evolving consciousness.” (Newman, 1994, p. 68). 
Mutual process. In this study, mutual process is defined as being present to that 
which is meaningful in dialogue or presencing (Rogers, 1992). Newman (1994) defined it 
as the interaction between the human field and the environment. 
Pattern or patterning “is a dynamic process. The continuous change that marks 
man and his environment is expressed in the continuing emergence of new patterns in 
man and environment” (Rogers, 1970, p. 63,). Newman (1994) described the process of 
patterning as occurring “in the interpenetration of human energy fields as transformation 
takes place. The interference pattern of interacting waves forms a new pattern of the 
whole” (p. 72). Newman also states that pattern, “ is relatedness and is self-organizing 
over time, i.e., it becomes more highly organized with more information. With increasing 
information, there is a more complex pattern of relationships” (p. 72). Newman (2008) 
further stated, “Patterning is a process of recognizing and creating meaning in life. It is 
enduring and evolving. It is a reflection of one’s relationships with significant people in 
one’s life and how those relationships change over time” (p. 99).  
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Pediatric cardiologist. The pediatric cardiologist in a Cardiogenetics Clinic is a 
Board Certified clinician who performs physical examinations on all of the pediatric 
patients. The pediatric cardiologist consults with the adult cardiologist to assess different 
risk factors among adult family members. The pediatric cardiologist provides medical 
evaluation and treatment of potentially lethal cardiac channelopathies in children from 
infancy to 21 years of age. 
Presence in nursing. The conscious moment of a nurse’s and client’s presence 
through the suspension of judgment and preconceived ideas and being able to recognize 
their own patterns of interacting with the environment (Newman, 2008). Newman stated 
that, “It is important that you are fully present with the patient in unconditional 
acceptance of where they are in the situation” (p. 96). 
Simultaneity Paradigm. Parse defined this paradigm as man is a unitary being in 
continuous, mutual process with the environment (Parse, 1992).  
Sudden cardiac death (SCD) refers to “the sudden, unexpected natural death from 
a cardiac cause a short time (generally < 1 hour) after the onset of symptoms in a person 
without any previous condition that would seem fatal” (Zheng, Croft, Giles, & Mensah, 
2001, p. 2158). 
Chapter Summary 
This chapter provided the foundation for the research study. It included the 
introduction, statement of the problem, theoretical rationale, study significance, purpose 
of the study, essential research questions, and definition of key terms to be used 
throughout the study. This chapter described the main goal of the proposed study, which 
is to explore the lived experiences of the families who have participated in a unique inter-
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professional approach to the delivery of care. Gaining insight into how the 
Cardiogenetics Clinic influences the families may allow interprofessionals to better 
understand the needs and experiences of family members dealing with SCD and improve 
the quality of care. 
Chapter 2 provides a review of literature, including aspects of clinic design, the 
theoretical basis of the practice in Newman’s HEC and Roger’s SUHB, and a comparison 
of similar research on the experiences of families with similar conditions. The research 
design and methodology is presented in Chapter 3. Separate sections detail the setting and 
context of the research, method of data collection, safeguards against hurt or injury to the 
participants and guarantees of confidentiality and anonymity, and techniques of data 
analysis.  
The results of the study are presented in Chapter 4 and include the demographics 
of the participants and presentations of the important themes uncovered through the 
interviews, including focus on health, guilty feelings, ambivalence about genetic testing, 
family blame and the unwillingness of family members to share information, fear of 
death. The family’s perceptions of their interaction with the Cardiogenetics Clinic are 
presented, including the negative experience of fragmented care before they were referred 
to the Cardiogenetics Clinic, affirmation that they were being listened to at the Clinic, the 
meaningfulness of the experience, and evidence of mutual process as described by 
Newman (1994). A brief summary of the findings is presented. 
In Chapter 5 the findings are related to the theoretical basis for the study and the 
study’s implications and limitations are presented. The themes from the data analyzed are 
developed into two proposed frameworks. One framework is a model of interprofessional 
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care delivery. The other model is a framework for transformative nursing praxis.  Finally, 
recommendations for future study and conclusions are offered. 
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 
Introduction 
The purpose of the study was to explore the lived experiences and what is 
meaningful to the family participants of the Cardiogenetics Clinic. The families who 
attended this Cardiogenetics Clinic have experienced the SCD of a family member. This 
study also explored the integrative collaborative approach to care with an 
interprofessional team. Gaining insight into how the Cardiogenetics Clinic influenced 
these families may allow interprofessionals to better understand the needs of family 
members dealing with SCD and improve quality of care. This chapter presents a review 
of the literature including an examination of key aspects of the clinic design, HEC theory 
(Newman, 2008), and research studies that have explored the lived experiences of 
families with similar disease processes. Evaluating the key aspects of the clinic design is 
part of the process the families of this Cardiogenetics Clinic encounter. The chapter 
concludes with a review of research studies that have explored the experiences of 
families with similar disease processes to establish previous understanding and the need 
for future research in this area. 
Aspects of Clinic Design 
The Cardiogenetics Clinic evaluates families that have experienced the loss of a 
family member due to SCD. Research studies that investigate key aspects of clinic design 
are important to establish a foundation for the design and evolution of specialized clinic, 
such as a Cardiogenetics Clinic. In order to understand the purpose of the 
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interprofessional model of care, the researcher investigated studies that highlighted the 
current practices of fragmented care and offered an understanding of the need for 
different models. 
Ingles et al. (2008) conducted a study that described key aspects of the 
interprofessional model of care. The study evaluated the psychosocial impact of 
specialized cardiac genetic clinics for families with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 
(HCM). The purposes of this study were to describe the psychosocial factors associated 
with attending the specialty cardiac genetic clinic and determine whether psychosocial 
factors may be predictors of comorbid anxiety and depression in this population. The 
sample size was 64 respondents, which included 50 who were diagnosed with HCM and 
14 who were identified at risk for HCM. All attended this specialty HCM clinic. 
Ingles et al. (2008) conducted the study at the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital 
(RPAH) HCM Clinic located in Sydney, Australia. The HCM Clinic is a specialized 
cardiac genetic service offering a multidisciplinary approach to the management of 
individuals with HCM and their families. Individuals attending the RPAH HCM Clinic 
from September 2003 to September 2006 were invited to participate in the study 
anonymously. The instruments used in the study included a basic demographic 
questionnaire, the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), the Patient 
Experience Scale and the Patient Satisfaction Scale. 
The HADS is a 4-point, 14-item self-report scale that used two subscales to 
evaluate anxiety and depression. According to the researchers (Ingles et al., 2008) this 
instrument has been used in hospital settings and to screen for emotional disorders only. 
The researchers reported that previous studies had used a score of 11 points or higher to 
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identify those persons with a mood disorder and scores of 8 and 10 points to suggest 
possible mood disorders (Ingles et al., 2008).  A minimum score of 8 points in each of the 
two subscales was used to identify those subjects with anxiety and depression. The use of 
this lower cutoff may have resulted in the authors classifying more study participants as 
depressed or anxious than actually met criteria for these disorders. The authors do not 
provide actual reliability or validity data for this instrument. However, the authors did 
state that the HADS scale has been used extensively in the hospital setting and is an 
important screening tool for emotional disorders. 
The Patient Experience Scale was developed specifically for a HCM population. 
The instrument examines the subject’s adjustment to HCM, worry about HCM, 
understanding of HCM, and involvement in management of their own care. Cronbach’s 
alpha values for the instrument range from 0.67 to 0.91 (Ingles et al., 2008).  
The Patient Satisfaction Scale was used to evaluate subjects overall satisfaction 
with the clinic experience. This instrument was developed for a population of patients 
with HCM. It has four subscales measuring (a) staff-patient relationship satisfaction with 
information provided, (b) satisfaction with time spent with clinician, and (c) level of 
understanding of HCM. The instrument used a 5-point Likert scale for each item.  
Results of the Patient Experience Scale of the Ingles et al. (2008) study identified 
that 66% of those patients with HCM reported adjustment problems related to their 
diagnosis. Only 10% of patients with HCM stated they had low worry and only 4% of 
those at-risk subjects reported low worry about their diagnosis. Of the study participants 
with HCM, 45.2 % suffered from anxiety. In the at-risk participant group 32% suffered 
from anxiety. Seventeen percent of the subjects in HCM group and 4% of the at-risk 
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group had scores in the depression range. Statistical analysis found that there was no 
significant difference between the group with HCM and the at-risk group for either 
anxiety or depression.  
Results of the Patient Satisfaction Survey found that the patient satisfaction scores 
across all scales (staff-patient relationship, satisfaction with information provided, 
satisfaction with time spent with the clinician, and satisfaction with level of 
understanding of HCM) of HCM patients showed statistically significant satisfaction 
overall in the individuals attending the RPAH HCM clinic, compared to the at-risk 
relatives Additionally, the issue of patient satisfaction that was most highly correlated 
with adjustment among all participants was the level of understanding their diagnosis. 
Ingles et al. (2008) identified the small sample size as a limitation of the study. 
They noted, also, that the use of lower cutoff scores than suggested by the designers of 
the instrument to identify those persons who were depressed and/or anxious might have 
resulted in more subjects identified with anxiety or depression. However, the numbers of 
the participants in the HCM and at-risk relatives were not distributed evenly. The use of a 
larger sample size and having a comparison group with patients who have not 
participated in an interprofessional clinic may offer more information in future studies 
and was recommended by the authors. Among the most significant findings of this study 
was the concept that gaining an understanding of one’s diagnosis was statistically 
correlated with the participant’s adjustment. This offers future programs the knowledge 
of how important it is to assure that patients understand their diagnosis and treatment 
plans.  
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Giuffee, Gupta, Crawford, and Leung (2008) conducted a quantitative study that 
compared children with asthma to children with LQTS, specifically addressing their 
levels of anxiety and medical fears. The study also evaluated the mothers of children with 
LQTS compared to mothers of children with asthma. The sample size consisted of 40 
children (25 males/15 females) with asthma and their mothers, along with 7 children with 
LQTS (4 males/3 females) and their mothers. The groups were further subdivided for a 
final analysis that compared 10 children with severe asthma with 7 children with LQTS 
and their mothers. Children were asked to complete the Fear Survey Schedule for 
Children–Revised (FSSC–R) and the Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale (R–
CMAS). Mothers were asked to complete the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist 
(CBCL) and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory.  
All families participating in the study (Giuffee et al., 2008) were followed at the 
Alberta Children’s Hospital in Alberta, Canada. The results indicated that children with 
asthma had higher scores on the FSSC–R for more medical fears as well as fear of minor 
injury and small animals (p = 0.001) compared to children with LQTS. There was no 
difference noted in overall anxiety between the two groups of children. However, the 
children with LQTS had higher rates of internalizing behaviors (anxiety, depression, 
worry) than the children with asthma (p < .042).  
Mothers of children with LQTS reported higher State-Trait Anxiety Inventory 
scores (p = 0.001) as compared to mothers of children with asthma. The overall anxiety 
scores for both groups of mothers were not statistically different. When the groups were 
further divided into the 10 mothers of children with severe asthma and their levels of 
anxiety were compared to the mothers of children with LQTS, the results showed that the 
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mothers of children with LQTS had higher overall anxiety (p < .001) and State-Trait 
anxiety (p < .025) than the mothers of children with severe asthma. 
The study (Giuffee et al., 2008) suggested that mothers of children with LQTS 
live with a higher level of anxiety because they fear their child may suddenly die. 
Although not addressed by the researchers, the findings of this study must be considered 
with caution due to the small sample size and, specifically, the relatively small number of 
patients with LQTS. Future studies gaining a deeper understanding of these families’ 
experiences offers nursing the ability to enhance future care for these at-risk families. 
Gaining an in-depth understanding of the lived experiences of these families offers 
nursing the opportunity to understand what these families feel and identify what the 
needs of these families are.  
Health as Expanding Consciousness Theory 
Newman’s (1994) nursing theory, HEC, is the proposed framework for this 
research study. Contrary to the orientation of the biomedical model, Newman’s theory 
has a holistic nature. She views her theory as evolving from Martha Roger’s Science of 
Unitary Beings (SUHB) theory, which regards the “patterning of persons in interaction 
with the environment basic to my view that consciousness is a manifestation of an 
evolving pattern of person-environment interaction” (Newman, 1990, p. 38). Fawcett, 
Watson, Neuman, Walker, and Fitzpatrick (2001) classified Newman’s theory as a grand 
theory. Grand theories are broad in scope and comprehensive in order to encompass 
“views on person, health, and environment to create a perspective of nursing” 
(LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, 2010, p. 578). Newman (1994) classified her theory as a 
unitary-transformative grand theory. The theory assumes that human beings are different 
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than the sum of their parts. They are self-regulating and self-evolving, embedded in and 
interacting with the larger energy system known as the universe, and known for their 
ways of being, patterns of energy, and distinctness from others.  
Newman (1994) echoed Rogers’ view that health and illness are contained within 
what is termed a unitary process, meaning that human beings are related to the larger 
universe in mutual process. Health and illness are no longer seen as part of a continuum. 
The idea that health is a higher state of consciousness and illness is a lower is not 
consistent with this theory. Newman’s theory reflects a paradigm shift of what is 
considered the experience of health. Central is the idea that illness is not a separate 
function, but is a dimension of the evolving pattern of patient-environment interaction 
(Newman, 1994). Within HEC, the nurse-client relationship is not fragmented or 
hierarchical but is a partnership that encourages exploring the patterns that exist for 
individual experiences. These patterns include the experience of health and expanding 
consciousness. Because the APN is a nurse, the APN’s role includes assisting the family 
to understand the overall evolving patterns.  
A goal is for the APN to help the family member see that the pattern of health is 
integral within the broader experience of life and consciousness. One unique aspect of the 
theory is that APNs and families may be changed or transformed by this process. The 
nurse or nurse-researcher engages the participant in a dialogue about events most 
important to them, and the nurse creates an opportunity for “reflection, awareness, and 
potential insight” (Picard & Jones, 2005, p. 13). Identifying patterns in life, patterns that 
can affect health, can lead to an expansion of consciousness (Newman, 1994). Both the 
APN and the client are affected by patterns and create a healing unit rather than a 
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traditional expert-patient relationship. The healing unit creates a partnership where both 
parties are needed to develop insight and move toward recognizing the patterns relevant 
to a person’s life. Because the APN experiences a profound reflection in mutual process 
on his or her life and insight, the APN as well as the family member experience an 
expansion in consciousness. 
Falkenstern et al. (2009) conducted a study that sought to develop knowledge 
about the nurse-client process of facilitating health in families who have a child with 
special needs. This qualitative study asked, “What is the evolving pattern of the nurse-
client process that facilitates health as expanding consciousness in families who have a 
child with special needs?” (p. 267). The theoretical framework used for the study was 
Newman’s theory of HEC. The family was defined as one caretaking adult and one child 
living within the same household. At least one child in the family required special care 
needs and was at least 5 years old. A total of seven eligible families participated in the 
study.  
The APN met twice with six families and four times with one family. A total of 
16 interview sessions produced 500 transcribed pages. Interviews with Family 6 and 7 
confirmed the APN’s judgment that the pattern of the whole of the nurse-client process 
was emerging. The settings for the interviews were established at a time and place that 
was convenient for the families. Meetings spanned seven months, with most meetings 
occurring during the first four months. The APN was identified as the instrument. 
Newman’s (1994) recommendation of speaking from the center of truth allowed the APN 
to relax in the process. Immediately after each meeting, the APN started a computer file 
to record the observations of the family’s physical environment: their sense of time, 
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space, and movement. The APN noted her own feelings, insights, and sense of time, 
space, and movement. The APN became synchronized with the rhythm of the family as 
future meetings occurred (Falkenstern et al., 2009).  
The APN used hermeneutic dialectics to make sense of the transcribed interviews. 
Hermeneutics is the search for meaning and understanding through interpretation. 
Dialectics refers to the process of interview between the researcher and the participant. 
After the APN reflected on the taped and transcribed dialogue, she completed a narrative 
summary of the family’s meaningful events. The pattern of the nurse-client process 
emerged and became meaningful within the APN ’s consciousness. The evolving pattern 
of the nurse-client process became connecting with each family, forming a partnership 
for interview, creating a sense of freedom for limitless expression, feeling a sense of 
timelessness for awareness and insights, and resonating with each other as one for 
transformation (Falkenstern et al., 2009). 
Experiences of Families with Similar Conditions 
A qualitative study conducted in 2005 (Farnsworth et al.) explored the fear of 
death and quality of life in 58 patients with LQTS. Data from this study was derived from 
a pilot study done by the authors in 2002 that was never published. The data collected in 
the pilot study was reevaluated with a focus on questions pertaining to fear of death and 
quality of life in the patients who had been diagnosed with LQTS. 
In the pilot study, 58 subjects with genotyped LQTS (LQT1, LQT2, or LQT3) 
were asked to answer seven open-ended questions about living with LQTS. The questions 
included fear of death, quality of life, the impact of education on decisions about care, 
and the impact of the diagnosis on insurance. Farnsworth et al. (2005) conducted a 
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secondary analysis of the 2002 pilot study that described the experiences of parents who 
have a child with LQTS.  
The researchers’ secondary analysis evaluated responses from 31 parents of 
children with LQTS. The study reported what life was like for parents who have children 
with LQTS. Data was sorted, analyzed, and categorized into themes relating to fear of 
death, quality of life, uncertainty, and responses relating to education (Farnsworth et al., 
2005). The researchers presented three most common themes among the parents and 
families of children with LQTS, which were fear of death, quality of life, and uncertainty.  
When evaluating the first common theme of the fear of death, the authors noted 
that 21 of the 31 parents stated they did not fear their own death but 19 of the same 31 of 
these parents expressed fear of their children dying. Additionally, 12 of 31 parents 
reported no fear of their child dying. It should be noted that all 12 of these children had 
no symptoms of their disease (Farnsworth et al., 2005). It may be that these parents of 
asymptomatic children may not have experienced the potential reality of their child’s 
death as other parents may have.  
Parents reported (Farnsworth et al., 2005) fear of death, which they managed by 
lifestyle changes made by the families. Examples of lifestyle changes included: parents 
would provide cell phones to their children to check on them frequently; parents 
purchased a portable defibrillator that they kept at home and took with them everywhere 
the child went, such as sports fields; and families educated other family members and 
school personnel on what to do in case their child passed out. Parents, also, taught their 
children how to listen to their bodies and not ignore any unusual feelings and to seek 
immediate help. The key findings of this study included parents decreasing fear by 
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empowering themselves and their children. Parents educated the community and health 
care professionals regarding the signs and symptoms of LQTS syndrome, and supporting 
the families suffering from LQTS was a way family’s perceived empowerment.  
Quality of life was the second common reoccurring theme described in the study 
(Farnsworth et al., 2005). The most significant impact on quality of life included 
decisions families must make to avoid triggers that can precipitate lethal cardiac 
arrhythmias and decisions made about treatment options, such as knowing the side effect 
of medications and implantable devices. Treatment options and triggers are different 
based on the different types of LQTS.  
The third common theme explored in this study (Farnsworth et al., 2005) was 
uncertainty. Upon the initial diagnosis the families experienced uncertainty, but once they 
began to understand and manage LQTS, they were better able to not let the emotion take 
over their lives. The families revealed that with time, knowledge, and treatment options, 
uncertainty was not an ongoing theme.  
The key findings of the study were the need for education of families, health care 
professionals, and the community in the diagnosis of LQTS (Farnsworth et al., 2005). 
This study demonstrated how significantly many aspects of the lives of all family 
members are affected by LQTS. How the newly developed interprofessional clinics 
influence the lives of these families has not yet been fully researched.  
In a personal investigation, Picard (2002) explored her family’s experiences 
related to the death of her brother in 1953 from sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). 
Picard’s study was a process of cooperative inquiry among her family members to 
uncover the story of her brother and the ways his death resonated within her family. The 
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sample participants were Picard’s family members: her mother, father, five sisters, 
paternal aunt, maternal aunt, and Picard, herself. Family participants were invited to share 
what he/she remembered about her brother’s death and to reflect on the meaning his 
death and its impact on the family. The participants were also invited to share any 
writings or materials they encountered during the dialogue. All conversations were 
audiotaped and transcribed. Dialogues lasted approximately one-and-a-half hours. The 
theoretical framework Picard (2002) chose for her study was Newman’s HEC theory. 
 In this process, Picard stated that she offered her presence as both a family 
member and nurse researcher. Picard noted, “Although the inquiry was focused on one 
part of the family story, the researcher recognizes that this is a particular expression of a 
much larger whole” (p. 243). She also stated that the family consciousness expanded 
through unbinding energy through the process of dialogue. The process of dialogue was 
the therapeutic nursing intervention that expanded the family consciousness. 
The outcome at the end of this process, noted by Picard (2002), was an increased 
experience of family connectedness. She also described a booklet that was made of the 
transcripts of the dialogue, pictures, poems, essays, and personal journal reflections. 
Copies were given to the participants and they were invited to read their own stories. Ten 
days after receiving the booklets, the participants came together to reflect on the stories 
as a family. Picard observed that this collaborative process made it possible for her 
family to express feelings of grief, sorrow, energy shifts, and insight. It incorporated the 
praxis mode of reflective practice and growth for the researcher and her family.  
Picard’s (2002) study is an example of a family that could be referred to the 
Cardiogenetics Clinic. The sudden loss of an infant to SIDS is a very common referral. In 
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fact, in Picard’s discussion she encourages the use of a genogram as a praxis tool to 
identify family loss issues, old or new when other symptoms are manifested. The 
dialogue shared in this study could be an example of some of the processes encountered 
by families in the Cardiogenetics Clinic. Another key aspect of this study was the use of 
dialogue and presencing to expand the family consciousness.  
Hendriks et al. (2008) conducted a quantitative prospective study with 134 
participants in families at risk for SCD. The study was conducted in a multidisciplinary 
cardiogenetic outpatient clinic in the Netherlands situated in all university hospitals. The 
purpose of the study was to investigate the extent and course of disease-related anxiety 
and depression caused by cardiac genetic testing for LQTS. There were 77 adult relatives 
and 57 of their partners of LQTS index patients in whom a causative mutation in one of 
the three major LQTS-causing genes was detected. The 77 adult relatives wanted to be 
tested to determine their risk for an LQTS-causing gene. None of the 77 relatives had 
been clinically diagnosed with LQTS before. In addition to the 77 relatives tested, 57 of 
their partners were tested, as a theoretical control group. The prospective study design 
consisted of data assessments within two weeks of the first consultation (T1) and two 
weeks (T2) and 18 months (T3) after the genetic testing result disclosure.  
Disease-related anxiety was assessed with the 15-item Impact of Event Scale 
(IES). This instrument measures anxiety as a result of a stressful event, such as being at 
risk for LQTS. Scores of 0 to 8 indicate minor anxiety, 9 to 19 moderate anxiety, and 20 
or above clinically important anxiety. Depression was assessed with the 21-item Beck 
Depression Inventory (BDI). Scores of 0 to 9 are considered normal, 10 to 16 suggest 
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mild depression symptoms, and scores higher than 16 suggest moderate to severe 
depression symptoms. 
During the initial phase of the study (Hendriks et al., 2008), the participants were 
evaluated in a combined consultation by the cardiologist and clinical geneticist. Based on 
the ECG results and the clinical/family data, a presumptive diagnosis was given. Pairwise 
comparisons among the study patients and their partners were preformed. The four 
clinical groups were performed during the three points in assessments. 
Patients were segmented into four different clinical groups, those with abnormal 
ECG who proved to be carriers, those with uncertain ECG who proved to be carriers, 
another group with uncertain ECG’s who proved to be noncarriers, and those with a 
normal ECG who proved to be noncarriers. Blood for genetic testing was drawn at the 
first visit. The result of the genetic testing was disclosed at the second visit, 
approximately eight weeks after the initial visit. Psychological support was made 
available at the patient’s request.  
The study (Hendriks et al., 2008) noted subjects with an abnormal ECG who 
proved to be carriers proved to have mean disease-related anxiety scores that were 
statistically significant during the first two assessments and on the third assessment 
expressed a moderate disease-related anxiety scores. 
The subjects in the second clinical group with an uncertain ECG who proved to be 
carriers expressed mean disease-related anxiety at the first two assessments. This group 
went on to have a moderate disease-related anxiety at the third assessment. This group 
also showed a higher depression scores compared to the participants that had normal or 
abnormal ECG irrespective of future carrier status.  
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The subjects in either the normal or uncertain ECG group that proved to be 
noncarriers had moderate disease-related anxiety scores during the first assessment. This 
anxiety score decreased once the genetic results were disclosed, and the anxiety scores 
dropped in the next two assessments. Comparisons among the four subgroups revealed 
that the first assessment with an uncertain ECG showed a higher depression score than 
subjects who had a normal or abnormal ECG, irrespective of future status of being a 
carrier or not (Hendriks et al., 2008). The study reported that subjects with an uncertain 
ECG showed a higher depression score than others. This suggests the need for ECG 
results to be given to the patients at the time of visit. 
Summary 
The research indicated that families that had a SCD of a family member do 
experience anxiety related to the possibility of carrying the genetic mutation of LQTS. 
These studies (Ingles et al., 2008; Giuffee et al., 2008) support the need for an 
interprofessional model of care by providing data that encourages the collaboration of 
cardiologists, geneticists, and genetic counselors.  
Previous research that was grounded in Newman’s (1994) HEC explored the 
nurse-client relationship (Falkenstern et al., 2009). This nursing theory provided the 
theoretical framework and basis for the research questions for this study. Falkenstern et 
al. (2009) and Newman’s HEC theory support and describe the evolving pattern of the 
nurse-client process and how the process facilitates health as expanding consciousness.  
The studies that are similar to the experiences of families with similar conditions 
to SCD are key in exploring the different aspects of emotion. Farnsworth et al. (2005) 
found that fear is a common theme of families with LQTS. Hendriks et al. (2008) study 
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found that anxiety and depression are key emotions when patients are evaluated for 
LQTS. Picard (2002) found the use of dialogue and presence was able to expand family 
consciousness during the qualitative exploration of her sibling’s death due to SIDS. 
These studies have shown that fear, anxiety, and depression are associated with the 
process of being tested for a potentially life-threatening disease, such as LQTS 
(Farnsworth et al., 2005; Hendriks et al., 2008). The research has shown that by exploring 
these different emotions and lived experiences through dialogue and presencing, 
expanding consciousness may be achieved (Picard, 2002). 
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Chapter 3: Research Design Methodology 
Introduction 
The purpose of the study was to explore the lived experiences of families who 
experienced a loss of a family member from a sudden cardiac death (SCD) episode and 
have been evaluated in the Cardiogenetics Clinic at the Children’s Hospital at Montefiore 
(CHAM). Because Cardiogenetics is a new and evolving field, little is known about the 
medical and psychosocial needs of these families (Farnsworth, Fosyth, Haglund, & 
Ackerman, 2005). The study utilized a qualitative phenomenological approach to explore 
the lived experiences of family members who have SCD. A sample was drawn from the 
families that had been evaluated in the Cardiogenetics Clinic and participated in the 
National Institute of Health (NIH) study also conducted in the Cardiogenetics Clinic. 
Interviews were conducted; phone conversations were a part of this study before and after 
the interview process. The APN also journaled experiences before and after the interview 
process. The participants are the source of knowledge and were asked to engage in 
dialogue to explore their lived experiences and what it means to them. The following 
questions were asked in the interview: 
1. Tell me the story of your family member’s experience with SCD? 
2. Tell me the story of your experience with the Montefiore Cardiogenetics 
Clinic? 
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The Research Context/Setting 
The study was conducted in the Cardiogenetics Clinic at the CHAM, a 
metropolitan hospital in the Bronx, New York, which cares for underserved children and 
families in the New York City area with cardiac conditions. The Cardiogenetics Clinic 
meets the third and fourth Friday of every month from 8:30 to 12:30 a.m. The 
interprofessional team meets in the conference room next to the consultation rooms and 
consists of an adult and pediatric cardiologist, a geneticist, an APN, a psychologist, and a 
social worker. The APN reviews the scheduled families that are due to arrive. The APN 
has data that has been collected from telephone interviews on the new families and brings 
the charts of any families that are scheduled for follow-up visits. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 
traditional linear clinic process that the APN participates in during the families’ first visit 
to the Cardiogenetics Clinic.  
The major goal of this interprofessional team approach is to provide the most 
comprehensive care to the families who are referred following the SCD of a family 
member. The first team member to make contact with these families is the APN. The 
APN first telephones families and explains the interprofessional approach of this clinic 
and then schedules the families based on individual history. If necessary, the APN 
contacts the medical examiner’s office in order to gain information such as autopsy 
reports and specimens such as genetic material. The APN is present with the family for 
the initial visit and answers any questions and/or concerns. The APN is the key contact 
regarding follow-up testing and visits. 
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Figure 3.1. The Linear Clinic Process.  
Once all of the consultations are completed, the APN concludes the visit by 
addressing questions or concerns that have arisen during the visit. The APN also 
schedules and performs any testing that is indicated such as electrocardiograms and 
echocardiograms. The APN provides contact information and any specific handouts that 
pertain to the specific family needs. During the process of this study this linear clinic 
process has evolved into an ongoing holistic interaction with the interprofessional team.  
The APN’s role evolved into the role of a researcher during the process of 
conducting this study. Newman’s HEC theory guided the APN during the interview 
process. The utilization of HEC encouraged the family member not only to explore their 
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feelings and also understand their expanding pattern of consciousness, rather than 
focusing on health and illness. One of the primary assumptions of HEC is that 
recognizing that the overall pattern of health potentially facilitates the expansion of 
consciousness. HEC is a “way of being with the client-a way of offering the client an 
opportunity to know, be known, and to find their way” (Newman, 2008, p. 16). 
The APN’s role evolved through presencing with these participants; as the 
participants explored their experiences with the APN, the nurse and participant became 
integral. Newman (2008) described this process as the “nurse and patient coming together 
and moving apart in process recognition, insight, and transformation” (p. 35). This is the 
process the APN had encountered and lead to the evolving consciousness of both the 
APN and participant. 
Research Participants 
The participants for the study consisted of families participating in the 
Cardiogenetics Clinic at the CHAM, in the Bronx, New York. Family members are 
defined as individuals who are genetically and emotionally involved in these families and 
are 18 years old or older over a six-month period. 
The study was part of a larger National Institute of Health (NIH) study being 
conducted at CHAM. The larger study consisted of conducting focus groups for families 
who have been seen at the Cardiogenetics Clinic to evaluate the ethical and social 
implications of receiving this genetic information in this comprehensive approach. All 
participants interviewed for the NIH study had been evaluated at the Cardiogenetics 
Clinic and were also participating in a larger NIH study. The families in the NIH study 
were invited to participate in this study and which included face-to-face interviews, 
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telephone discussions and the APN journaling after the interviews to engage in dialogue 
regarding their lived experiences. The participants for this study were selected on the 
basis that they had returned to the clinic setting for a follow-up visit after reviewing the 
testing results. 
Data Collection 
The APN obtained a list of the NIH focus group study participants. Each 
participant was called and invited to participate in an interview with the APN to explore 
the lived experiences of the participant. Once the participant had agreed, an interview 
date and time was scheduled at a time convenient for the participant. Twelve individuals 
were called, five answered the call and agreed to participate. The other seven were left 
messages and called a second time but did not respond to the second message that was 
left on their voicemail. The interviews were conducted in a designated conference room 
at CHAM after the participants had signed the informed consent (Appendix D). The role 
of the APN was to create a therapeutic, nonjudgmental environment for a safe and 
meaningful dialogue.  
The APN strove to suspend preconceived judgment or ideas and was open to new 
information that emerged. The APN encouraged the family member to speak about the 
lived experience during this time of uncertainty and suffering. Since the goal of 
phenomenological enquiry is to fully describe a lived experience, this research 
methodology explored the lived experiences of the families in this study. 
During the interview the dialogue exchange was audiotaped. Immediately after 
the interview the APN recorded, in a journal, any observations that were made of the 
families’ physical environment, movement, and nuisances of conversations. The 
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interviews were scheduled for one hour and all the interviews stayed within the one hour 
time frame. Once the interview concluded the participants were given the opportunity for 
a follow-up interview but none scheduled. The APN recorded any personal feelings, 
insights, movements, or observations. The APN submitted the audiotape to the 
transcriber.  
Protection of human subjects. This study explored the lived experiences of 
family members who have had a loss of a member of their family to SCD. The possible 
risks to these family members included anxiety, feeling upset by thinking about the loss 
of their family member, and emotional distress. A designated family psychologist agreed 
to be available to speak to any individual demonstrating significant emotional distress 
and/or requesting someone to speak to regarding his/her feelings during the study.  
Any participant that became upset during the time of the interview process was 
offered the opportunity to speak to the designated family psychologist. One referral was 
made during this interview process. A participant became emotional during the 
discussion of a deceased family member. The psychologist was called and a discussion 
and referral eased her feelings of sadness. There were no apparent physical risks for the 
individuals participating in this study. Confidentiality and anonymity of the participants 
was maintained at all times. 
Data Analysis 
In phenomenological research the optimum method for data collection is 
unstructured one-to-one interviews (Mapp, 2008). The goal idea of qualitative research is 
to examine the meaningful and symbolic content of qualitative data. A phenomenological 
process (LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, 2010) was used to analyze the data from the 
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interview transcripts from the audio recordings of each interview with the participants for 
this study. The researcher reviewed all transcripts from the interviews and reflected on 
each interview in order to gain an understanding of each participant’s experiences. The 
researcher then analyzes the interviews again identifying common themes, ideas and 
concepts from the experience of listening to each participant’s responses. Insights into the 
participant’s experiences emerged via looking for patterns and meanings in the 
participant’s ideas, thoughts and feelings. Coding was used to evaluate the data for 
themes, ideas and categories based on themes, topics terms and key words found in data 
identify common themes that emerged from reading each participant’s responses during 
the interview process. The codes were given meaningful names that gave an indication of 
the idea or concept that underpins the theme or category. Any parts of the data that 
related to a code specific identified theme or topic are coded with the appropriate label. 
This process of coding involved close reading of the text. If a theme is identified from the 
data that does not quite fit the codes already existing then a new code is created. As the 
researcher read through the data set the number of codes evolved and grew as more 
themes became apparent. The final set of themes was identified, labeled and examples of 
each theme were offered in the explanation of these themes. 
The data from the interview was recorded on audiotape and transcribed by a 
professional transcriptionist. Once the audiotaped data was transcribed the researcher 
reviewed the data for key words. Key words were noted in the transcripts in order to 
identify and code emerging themes. The interview questions explored the lived 
experiences of the families that have experienced SCD. These experiences were 
transcribed and analyzed for themes and meanings, allowing the experience to be 
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understood. Once the APN analyzed a transcription the journal notes related to the 
transcription were reviewed. This was repeated for each participant transcription and 
journal notes. This process was repeated until saturation was achieved.  
LoBiondo-Wood and Haber (2010) suggested that the researcher is the primary 
data collection instrument. It is important for the researcher to be self-reflective and set 
aside any prejudgment. These authors suggested that the interview begin with a social 
conversation aimed at creating a relaxed and trusting environment (LoBiondo-Wood & 
Haber, 2010). Prior to the start of the interview the researcher must explain to the 
participants that the process may take some time to fully focus on the experience. The 
participant’s perception that the APN is supportive and trustworthy allows them to 
describe their experiences without bias until data saturation is achieved. 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to explore the lived experiences of families that had 
participated in the Cardiogenetics Clinic. The researcher conducted one-on-one 
interviews with family members who had experienced SCD of a member of the family 
and participated in the NIH focus group conducted in CHAM. The study sought to 
explore the lived experiences of the families who had experienced a new, 
interprofessional approach to care. The key element in this process was the APN and 
family member engaging in dialogue. By exploring the experiences of these family 
members within a therapeutic, nonjudgmental environment, the APN was better able to 
facilitate their evolving patterns (Falkenstern et al., 2009). Gaining insight and 
understanding into how the Cardiogenetics Clinic influences the families may allow 
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interprofessionals to better understand the needs and experiences of family members 
dealing with SCD and may improve the quality of care. 
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Chapter 4: Results 
Introduction 
The research study was conducted to examine the lived experiences of families 
who have experienced sudden cardiac death (SCD) of a family member. This study was 
part of a larger NIH study entitled Ethical and Social Implications of Genetic Testing in 
the Case of Unexpected Deaths. The participants were selected based on their initial 
participation in this NIH study. There were 12 participants of those NIH subjects that 
were invited to participate in this study. Five responded to the invitation and agreed to 
participate in the study. The five participants were invited to be interviewed during June 
and July 2011. The face-to-face interviews were conducted in a designated room at the 
Children’s Hospital at Montefiore (CHAM).  
The APN researcher conducted the initial interview and telephone conversations 
before and after the interview process with each participant. As part of the interview 
process the APN researcher kept a journal of these interactions and conversations. The 
participants were asked two specific questions, “Tell me the story of your family 
member’s experience with SCD?” and “Tell me the story of your experience with the 
Montefiore Cardiogenetics Clinic?” After each interview was completed, the researcher 
kept a journal describing these interactions, participant’s responses, and observations 
made during the interview process.  
The research questions that guided interviews with the participants were  
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1. What are the lived experiences of families who have experienced the SCD of 
a family member?  
2. What is the meaning of the evolving pattern of the nurse and the participant’s 
mutual process that facilitates HEC in families who have experienced SCD?  
To answer these research questions individual family members who have suffered 
a SCD episode of another family member and who have attended the Cardiogenetics 
Clinic were interviewed. Demographic information and interview results are summarized 
in this chapter. The results of the interviews are presented as several themes and further 
explored within the context of Newman’s (1994) theory of HEC. 
Demographics 
The interviews were all conducted in the CHAM. The interviews were completed 
with five adult participants which included one male and four females. All of these 
participants had been evaluated by the Cardiogenetics Clinic for genetic risk for SCD and 
were part of the original NIH study. The researcher interviewed each participant 
individually. These interviews were completed at a time agreed upon between the APN 
and family member that allowed them ample time to spend exploring their experiences. 
Each interview was transcribed word for word and later used by the APN along with her 
journal notes and observations in order to identify themes, concepts, and common 
feelings and experiences.  
Demographics for each participant include age, gender, race or ethnicity, and the 
relationship to the SCD participant. A summary of the demographic data of each 
participant is presented in Table 4.1. 
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The first participant (P1) was a 55-year-old Latina mother who lost her husband 
to SCD and has a 21-year-old daughter who was evaluated at the Cardiogenetics Clinic. 
The father died 10 years ago and postmortem specimens were not saved by the medical 
examiner. Because her daughter had been having symptoms of palpitations and episodes 
of near syncope, she had genetic testing for LQTS. The results of her genetic testing were 
negative for LQTS. 
Table 4.1 
Demographic Data of Study Participants 
Participant Age Gender 
Race/ 
ethnicity Relationship to participant 
Time from SCD 
to interview 
1 55 female Latina Husband died suddenly 
21-year-old daughter alive 
10 years 
2 57 female African-
American 
26-year-old son died 
6-year-old grandson died and 8-
year-old granddaughter alive 
2 years 
3 28 female African-
American 
28-year-old husband died 
8-year-old daughter alive 
1 year 
4 51  female Latina 12-year-old adopted boy  
unknown death in family 
1 year 
5 31  Male Latino 28-year-old wife died suddenly 
5-year-old daughter and  
7-year-old son 
1 year 
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The second participant (P2) was a 57-year-old African-American woman whose 
son and grandson died of SCD. Both her son and grandson had postmortem testing and 
were genetically positive for LQTS. Her granddaughter underwent genetic testing 
through the Cardiogenetics Clinic and was found to have the same gene mutation for 
LQTS as her father and brother. She is currently being treated with medication and had 
an internal defibrillator (ICD) surgically placed. 
The third participant (P3) was a 28-year-old African American mother of an 8-
year-old girl whose father died one year ago and had tested positive for LQTS during a 
postmortem evaluation. Her daughter was tested at the Cardiogenetics Clinic and found 
to be positive for the same LQTS gene mutation as her father. She is being treated with 
medication and has an ICD. 
The fourth participant (P4) was a 51-year-old Latina mother of a 12-year-old 
adopted boy who was evaluated for multiple episodes of syncope and was sent for 
evaluation for LQTS. Due to the inability to evaluate the family history, genetic testing for 
LQTS was initiated. The results indicated the LQTS gene mutation. Currently the child is 
being treated with daily medication and will continue to be followed by the members of the 
Cardiogenetics Clinic. 
The fifth participant (P5) was a 31-year-old Latino who lost the mother of his two 
children at the age of 28 to SCD. His children are now 5 and 7 years old. The mother was 
being evaluated for LQTS but died before genetic testing or treatment could be initiated. 
Due to this history the mother was genetically tested postmortem and was found to be 
positive for LQTS. The father brought his children to the Cardiogenetics Clinic to be 
tested for the LQTS gene mutation. Both of his children were found to have the mutation 
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for LQTS. They are both being treated with daily medication and followed by the 
members of the Cardiogenetics Clinic. 
Question 1: Lived Experiences With SCD 
On first meeting with the APN family members were asked to “Tell me the story 
of your family member’s experience with SCD.” The purpose of this question was to 
explore the lived experiences of the family members who had experienced the sudden 
death of a family member. The question elicited several themes as the individuals told 
their stories. Five themes emerged from the questions: focus on health, guilty feelings, 
ambivalence about genetic testing, family blame, and fear of death.  
Focus on health. The World Health Organization defined health as “complete 
physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease” (2007, 
para. 2). This is inconsistent with Newman’s HEC theory. Newman (1994) defined health 
as a process of developing awareness of self and environment, ongoing and evolving. 
Newman’s definition implies that health is constant and evolving not static and complete.  
When exploring the theme of focus on health, four of the five participants 
engaged in a discussion regarding the health of the deceased member or their own health 
and health behaviors. The family members discussed the health habits of the deceased 
and seem to associate these habits with their death from LQTS. Other family members 
seemed to struggle with the concept of seeing their loved one living a healthy life and yet 
dying suddenly. Some of the family members used this experience to change their own 
health behaviors to living a healthier lifestyle. 
P5 stated how the loss of the mother of his children from untreated LQTS 
changed his behavior. He described how “focusing on my health and food choices and 
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eating differently made me healthier.” His stated that he had lost weight, which he 
associated with “being healthier” and is now encouraging his children to make healthy 
food choices. Although issues such as cholesterol, lipids, and fatty foods have not been 
linked to death for LQTS, P5 felt that by making healthy food choices he may be able to 
help his children avoid suffering the same fate as their mother. His children are 
genetically positive for the LQTS mutation that caused the sudden death of their mother. 
He stated, “If she didn’t pass away, it [eating healthier] never would have crossed our 
minds. So I’m happy that I can educate them.” 
Additionally, P5 mentioned his focus on medication compliance and follow-up 
within the clinic for ongoing evaluation as health behaviors that can help avoid SCD in 
his children. The many telephone conversations with P5 and the APN supported the 
perception that this father is determined to keep his children safe by getting their 
medication on time and coming for regular follow-up appointments. During one 
telephone conversation he said that he wants to do all that he can “so my children would 
not suffer the same fate as my wife did.” He seemed to feel that by promoting positive 
health behaviors he could prevent his children dying from LQTS. The APN provided 
positive feedback, supportive listening and encouraged this healthy lifestyle changes and 
acknowledged the importance of following up for close monitoring.  
Another interview focused on health related to her son’s death. P2 stated that her 
son was “very healthy and health conscious and everything, unlike me.” P2 felt that she 
did not live a healthy lifestyle, like her son, yet he died and she was still living. The 
disassociation between “being healthy” yet dying suddenly seemed to be confusing to this 
mother. This is a mother who lost her son and grandson to a SCD from undiagnosed 
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LQTS. Through the discussions with the APN regarding her feelings of loss and 
struggling to understand how her “healthy son and grandson” could suddenly die, P2 was 
able to recognize the importance of having her granddaughter tested in order to promote 
her health. P2 was concerned and wanted to know if her granddaughter was positive for 
the gene and if she could help keep her healthy through the treatments offered. The APN 
encouraged P2 through this process of grieving the loss of her son and grandson and 
focusing on her granddaughter’s health.  
P1 struggled with the thought that her husband had died suddenly but “was 
absolutely healthy, and his cholesterol count, I’ll never forget, was 37 when he passed 
away and he had absolutely no symptoms.” P1 described the feeling of being comforted 
with the knowledge that he was “healthy” according to the criteria typically used to 
define health, yet he could die suddenly at 38 years of age. Her husband did not have 
genetic testing due to the unavailability of testing 38 years ago. Although, P1’s adult 
daughter was healthy growing up, her mother became concerned when her adult daughter 
experienced symptoms of palpitations and episodes of near syncope. She had her 
daughter evaluated in the Cardiogenetics Clinic to assess her risk of SCD. P1 had become 
aware that even though she considered her daughter to be “healthy” she realized she 
could look healthy but die suddenly. 
P4 stated that her son had “never been a sickly kid. If he sees the doctor once a 
year it’s a lot, besides his physical, no ear infections, throat infections, none of that.” She 
emphasized this fact because she could not understand his new symptoms. She had 
adopted this child at the age of 2 months and at age 9 he began to have symptoms of 
dizziness and syncope. The child’s family history is unknown but P4 had described many 
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of his health habits over the 9 years. The observation of “how healthy he was” was 
repeated throughout the interview process.  
In summary, the four of five participants experienced feelings regarding the health 
of the deceased member of their family or their own heath and health behaviors. The 
experiences of health lead to the participants’ awareness of their own health habits. Some 
participants focused on the experiences of the deceased family members’ health habits 
before their death. The discussion of health has led to their awareness of self and 
environment. 
Guilty feelings. The Gale Encyclopedia of Psychology defined guilt as “an 
emotional state produced by thoughts that we have not lived up to our ideal self and could 
have done otherwise” (Daeg de Mott, 2001). The feeling of guilt is another reoccurring 
theme in this study. Three of the five interviews explored guilty feelings the participants 
felt. The participants recalled possible signs or symptoms after the SCD of the family 
member. There were other participants that could not recall any observations and felt 
guilty for not being aware of possible signs.  
During P1’s interview she recalled that she remembered her deceased husband 
“looking grayish; his color looked gray in the last few weeks of his life. . . . And I didn’t 
see it.” She expressed concern about her daughter’s health, who was 21 years old and 
having symptoms of palpitations. She did not want to miss any signs. During a 
conversation in a clinical setting she mentioned that this was why she brought her 
daughter to be evaluated at the Cardiogenetics Clinic. P1 has always been very involved 
in her daughter’s care. She comes to every visit and her daughter looks to P1 for advice.  
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The presence of guilty feelings was also expressed in an interview with P2, who 
said, “I don’t know if T [her daughter] was talking about it [LQTS] and I didn’t even pay 
attention to the term, but when ML’s [her granddaughter] mom mentioned it I became 
more familiar with it. . . . But before that I just didn’t pay attention to it.” P2 felt guilty 
about not understanding the unfamiliar term of LQTS and how it could affect her 
granddaughter. P2 understands the terms and this process evolved as she had visited the 
Cardiogenetics Clinic for evaluation and follow-up. P2 wanted do to as much as she 
could to help her granddaughter by participating in interviews and educating others in her 
family. Her feelings of guilt appeared to be transformed to feelings of understanding 
during the interactions with the APN.  
In the interview with P5 he stated that he “felt bad. I felt guilty at one point that it 
was told to us a while back about her having a pacemaker, and that if she did have a 
pacemaker this definitely would have saved her.” He appeared to struggle with the 
feelings of guilt because he had not understood enough to protect her. This may be why 
he is making it his life’s mission to protect their children with knowledge and 
understanding about LQTS. 
In summary, three of five participants experienced feeling of guilt. They explored 
these feelings when discussing the struggles their ill family members experienced. Some 
felt guilt at times when they missed a sign or symptom of illness because of their lack of 
knowledge. These discussions led to awareness and expression of the feeling of guilt. 
Ambivalence about genetic testing. Ambivalence has been defined as the 
coexistence within an individual of positive and negative feelings towards the same 
action, simultaneously drawing him or her in opposite direction (“Ambivalence”, 2006). 
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The APN noted many of the participants demonstrated feelings of ambivalence 
surrounding the decision regarding having the genetic testing done. All the study’s 
participants and their family members had genetic testing for the LQTS gene mutation. 
The participants, however, continued to express ongoing feelings of ambivalence about 
genetic testing. Genetic testing was performed on three of the children of the participants 
and two participants had testing performed on a family member postmortem. The family 
members all consented to the genetic testing, but appeared to be conflicted during the 
decision-making process.  
P1 explored her ambivalent feelings toward her adult daughter’s decision 
regarding genetic testing when she said “I just remember feeling overwhelmed and 
knowing that deep down, I wanted her [daughter] to have the genetic testing because I 
wanted to know but at the same time was scared of finding out if she was positive 
because I would not know what to do. But she [daughter] felt because the disease is more 
common in men and she felt fine, she did not need to be tested.” During many 
discussions with this mother she expanded on this ambivalence and related anxiety in 
great detail. She said that “there was too much information given to us, and it was 
difficult helping my daughter make the right decision [regarding genetic testing].” She 
felt very involved to this decision-making process even though, ultimately, it was her 
adult daughter’s decision.  
Feelings of ambivalence were clearly stated by P5 as well. He stated, “There’s 
always a small part of you that you don’t want to find out [results of genetic testing].” He 
demonstrated significant positive and negative feelings towards deciding whether or not 
to test his 2 children who had lost their mother to SCD. During the discussions with P5 he 
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stated although he had concerns about whether or not to test his children, he had 
significant guilt over the fact that he had not supported his wife in her quest to determine 
her risk for SCD prior to her death. He stated that this experience of losing his wife and 
his guilt over not “being there for her as I should have” lead him to want to have his 
children tested and do “everything I can to make sure they live the life my wife won’t be 
able to.” In P4’s interview, she stated her ambivalence very clearly and succinctly when 
she commented, “my partner and I were back and forth whether or not to have it [genetic 
testing].” 
All of the participants were asked to make the decision regarding genetic testing 
during a very difficult time. As they all demonstrated some feelings of ambivalence with 
both positive and negative feelings toward the decision to test or not to test, the APN 
helped guide them through this process. When the information about genetic testing was 
presented to these participants there was a great deal of discussion with the genetic 
counselors and the APN. The APN provided an environment conducive to shared 
reflection and understanding so that these participants could explore their feelings in an 
open and nonjudgmental environment. A major source of the ambivalence about whether 
or not to do the genetic testing in these families is the concern about the future 
implications of the tests. 
Families struggled with the knowledge that if the results were positive, they or 
their loved ones could potentially die. When P3 was informed of her daughter’s positive 
genetic testing for Long QT Syndrome (LQTS) her daughter was hospitalized. She was 
prescribed daily medication and underwent the surgical placement of an internal 
defibrillator (ICD). After this process P3 stated, “How do I say to her ‘I’m afraid you 
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might die if something happens to you.’?” Although, these families struggled with the 
decision they also demonstrated positive feelings about knowing the results once they 
decided to have the testing done. P5 stated, “I could look at it [genetic testing results] as a 
negative thing that my kids have this, but I focus on the positive, that I’m glad of the 
medicine, I’m glad we were able to catch this.”  
In summary, all of the participants experienced feelings of ambivalence of genetic 
testing. The participants and their family members had genetic testing for the LQTS gene 
performed but throughout the process expressed feelings of ambivalence. They expressed 
concerns about the decision-making process. They wanted the information the testing 
would give them but on the other hand they felt that their lives would be changed once 
this information was revealed.  
Family blame/withholding information. The theme of blame of other family 
members was apparent in all interviews. When reviewing the data the theme of blame 
was specifically directed toward members of the family. The family members that have 
had other family members affected with SCD experienced feelings of blame.  All 
participants found fault with other family members for their unwillingness to share 
medical information. In one participant it was clear to why the family member withheld 
medical information. In the remaining four participants it was unclear to the reason 
medical information was withheld from the participants.  
Along with blame, feelings of withholding information of family members were 
noted. P3, expressed her feelings of blame and said, “So I guess I was a little upset, 
because after her brother died [half-brother of her daughter] I was saying to myself, well 
if her father would have just gone to the doctor. . . . I don’t know if they would have 
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found anything at that point, but you know, maybe he just should have taken better care 
of himself.” When the daughter’s father died suddenly, P3 became suspicious that there 
was possibly a familial disease that may be inherited. Since these deaths occurred within 
a year of each other, P3 initially had her daughter evaluated by her pediatrician. She was 
later referred to the Cardiogenetics Clinic for evaluation. P3 expressed these feelings 
after her husband and his family did not take any steps to evaluate what was happening to 
them. Because her husband’s family did not take any action after the death of two family 
members she had feelings of blame toward his family. P3 expressed this feeling of blame 
when she asked, “I just don’t understand how his [husband] family could think there is 
nothing wrong with their family after so many people died, how could people be so 
blind?” 
Some family members’ feelings of blame started when they perceived the 
deceased family member’s inability to care for themselves. Others blamed family 
members for the failure to recognize the possibility of a potential genetic condition. P2 
seemed to blame her daughter-in-law for the death of her son and grandson when she 
said,  
She [daughter-in-law] told me of her son fainting four or five times, and how the 
last time he fainted it was the longest that he was out. And then she said, “But I 
don’t think that’s our side of the family.” And I was like, “Do you hear yourself?”  
P2 was concerned that her family was not really looking at what was happening to the 
members of their family. She was angry that other family members let their pride get in 
the way of taking care of what they now know is a genetic LQTS mutation in this family. 
P2 had discussed with the APN that these feelings of blame had led her to communicate 
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less with her husband’s family because she felt they let the family pride get in the way of 
caring for their other family members that may be at risk for SCD. 
Feelings of blame may become very powerful in a family and may, unfortunately, 
lead to discontent with the sharing of medical information. P1 was concerned about her 
daughter’s evaluation for SCD when the interprofessional team asked her for information 
regarding the medical history of relatives; her brother-in-law was known to have a 
cardiac issue. During this discussion P1 showed her frustration when she said, “If her 
uncle has information, he is not willing to give the information. And I won’t get into it, 
but when his mother passed away, the inheritance has been an issue.” When the APN had 
called P1’s brother-in-law, with permission from the other member of the family, the 
APN explained that having his medical information would help his niece (P1’s daughter) 
during this process of evaluating for her risk of SCD.  
P1’s brother-in-law was very pleasant on the telephone and after the call sent a 
follow-up e-mail to the APN. The e-mail included a legal document that had many 
restrictions and made it very difficult for the interprofessional team to access any 
information. The document was sent to the medical center’s legal department and it was 
determined that the legal document that was sent could not be signed. The evaluation of 
P1’s daughter continued despite the unwillingness for P1’s brother-in-law to provide his 
medical information. 
In summary, all the participants experienced blame of family members and 
withholding information among family. Some participants blamed family members for 
not being aware of the possibility of genetic conditions in their family. Other participants 
blamed the deceased members of their family for their inability to care for themselves. 
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These feelings of blame led to discontent when other members of the family are not 
willing to share medical information. The ability to share medical information in a family 
is crucial in understanding the genetic history of a family. This information may benefit 
these family members in terms of understanding the genetic conditions in a family. Some 
participants expressed the discontent of not sharing this information and it led to family 
discord, as well. 
Fear of death. Fear is a common emotion that occurs when individuals have 
encountered external stimuli that release an intense emotional state (“Fear”, 2001). 
During the interview process participants expressed concerns or feelings about the fear of 
death of their children. This fear of potential death was expressed by P5, who said, “I got 
very scared. I have two lives here that depend on me and it came to a point of questioning 
myself, as a man, as a father.” After his wife’s death, P5 was dealing with the loss and at 
the same time doing everything he could to protect his children. P5 had two telephone 
discussions after the interview with the APN regarding the care of his children and how 
to overcome his fear and not become paralyzed by fear. Through the APN interactions, 
P5 became aware of the evaluation options and potential treatment options available to 
his children. This understanding was able to help P5 act on helping his children and not 
become paralyzed by fear. In telephone conversation after the interview, P5 stated “ I 
need to do whatever it takes so nothing bad happens to help my kids”. 
The response to the fear of death was expressed in many different ways. P3 had 
stated, “How do I say to her—‘I’m afraid you might die if something happens to you’?” 
P3 is a very stoic mother who has helped her daughter get the proper evaluation for 
LQTS when others in her family had thought she was overreacting. In the discussions 
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with the APN, P3 explained that she was concerned about the treatment possibly failing 
her daughter. Her daughter was prescribed daily medication to prevent arrhythmias and 
had an ICD surgically placed to internally defibrillate a lethal arrhythmia. P3 was 
concerned about treatment failure, which could lead to her daughter’s possible death. 
During the interviews parents were encouraged to speak to their children about 
the fear of death because it appears to be of great concern for the parents of children with 
LQTS. P1 exposed her fears for the health of her adult daughter in this way: 
I hope to live a long life and have peace of mind that knowing that hopefully my 
daughter will live past the age of 37. I’m scared for E [daughter] when she hits 
her 30s, because every year she gonna be like, Thank God I’m alive. 
P1 discussed this fear of her daughter’s death with the APN. The sudden loss of P1’s 
husband had left her with many unanswered questions regarding her husband’s death. 
She had attempted to understand why and how he died. This fear had initially driven her 
to have her daughter evaluated for the potential for SCD. P1 had further persisted for an 
evaluation when her daughter was having symptoms of palpitation. This fear had helped 
her express her concerns and led to the Cardiogenetics Clinic evaluation.  
Although, other participants were able to openly discuss the fear of death, P4 
found it difficult to see the term sudden cardiac death in print. P4 found it difficult to 
discuss the possibility of death. She found it so challenging that when she saw it written 
in a document she became very upset. This was explored in a telephone conversation the 
APN had with P4. The APN initiated a follow-up call and spoke about a letter that had 
been sent by the NIH research team to provide information regarding the NIH study. She 
said that the letter contained the words sudden cardiac death in the context of describing 
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“families that have experienced the loss of a family member from sudden cardiac death.” 
P4 stated: 
It doesn’t pertain to us. . . . I was really upset about the letter because I just . . . 
felt like it was worded really poorly. And it was like a shock to me because 
they’re talking to me about my child having died. . . . I know it can happen, but it 
was just worded so.  
The APN discussed this information with the rest of the interprofessional team 
and changes were made to the document from this interaction. The team realized that the 
term death was difficult for this family to read, and this may not be the only family that 
had this concern. The term was changed to sudden cardiac episode, so it could be 
explained in more detail to families. The interaction of the APN and participant is not 
uncommon in the Cardiogenetics Clinic. The APN’s role has evolved to being the leader 
of this interprofessional team and has assumed the major responsibility of evaluating the 
concerns of the families and discussing them with the interprofessional team. This 
process adds meaning to the interaction with the family member and interprofessional 
team. The concern of the term death being printed in a document may have elicited the 
similar feelings of fear in others but it was the interaction of the APN and participant that 
led to this the participant’s relief of this fear and a positive change in a document that 
may now help others as well. 
In summary, the findings of the themes of the lived experiences were focus on 
health, guilty feelings, and, ambivalence to genetic testing, family blame/information 
sharing, and the fear of death. These discussions were explored during the APN and 
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family member interaction. These interactions have revealed the many concerns families 
experience in this time of loss and potential loss.  
Question 2: Experiences with the Cardiogenetics Clinic 
The second prompt that the family members were given during the interview was 
“Tell me the story of your experience with the Montefiore Cardiogenetics Clinic.” From 
this, the following themes emerged: fragmented care prior to attending the Cardiogenetics 
Clinic, feelings of being heard, mutual process and, meaningfulness. 
Fragmented care prior to attending the Cardiogenetics Clinic. Fragmentation 
in healthcare delivery is defined by Shih, Davis, Schoenbaum, Gauthier, Nuzman and 
McCarthy (2008) as the systemic lack of coordination that spawns inefficient allocation 
of resources or harm to patients. Fragmentation adversely impacts quality, cost, and 
outcomes. Fragmented care is evident in participants’ descriptions of being evaluated by 
multiple professionals at different times and various locations. In three of the five 
interviews the participants reported the multiple steps they pursued after they were either 
referred to or sought more medical help on their own. P5 stated, “I don’t recall who 
initiated it [referral to the Cardiogenetics Clinic], in the hospital. A referral from the 
primary doctor? I just don’t recall.” P5 struggled to recall this information because his 
wife had undergone referrals from two different medical centers. During that time the 
couple was undergoing a martial separation. P5 had expressed these struggles to the APN 
when he had called to contact the Cardiogenetics Clinic.  
Other participants expressed similar experiences. In P4’s interview, she recalled 
multiple visits to the pediatrician’s office. She felt she was not getting any answers when 
her son had multiple syncopal episodes. She had spoken to the pediatric office and 
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recalled, “a phone conversation and I said ‘But, I’m the mother.’ And I was like, ‘You’re 
talking about my kid.’ So I wasn’t very happy, so I started making some phone calls.” 
She recalled making multiple calls and going on the Internet to find out if anyone could 
help. P4 was able to share this story in greater detail during a telephone conversation with 
the APN. P4 expressed to the APN that she felt the other healthcare professionals did not 
understand how to evaluate her son. She became frustrated and concerned that the 
professionals were ignoring her concerns and not fully explaining what was happening to 
her son. P4 had said that she was referred to other professionals and the information was 
inconsistent.  
The level of frustration in the fragmented care that P3 received was evident in her 
interview. P3 stated, “I sat in a room like this for 45 minutes before I said something to 
the nurses. . . . She told me, ‘Oh, Dr. S left in an emergency.’ . . . I took off the day from 
work to come here . . . but at least say something.” This mother had sought information 
on her own after her husband and his stepson died within two years. She was her 
daughter’s advocate for investigating the possibility of these two family members having 
postmortem genetic testing. This information helped her daughter get tested for the same 
gene mutation that led to her father’s SCD. P3 had stated in a telephone conversation that 
“It just didn’t sound right to me that two people like this can die suddenly without any 
reason.” P3 was frustrated at the fragmented care that she had received but had then taken 
the lead in finding a healthcare facility that could evaluate her daughter. She had 
investigated facilities with a comprehensive approach and found the Cardiogenetics 
Clinic through an Internet search. 
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In summary, three of five participants reported experiencing fragmented care 
prior to attending the Cardiogenetics Clinic. The participants expressed the fragmented 
care they received from many different healthcare professionals and facilities. This 
fragmentation led to confusion about their family members’ illness. The discussion of 
these feelings led to awareness of their feelings of confusion and frustration. These 
experiences also led them to the further investigation for a comprehensive approach to 
their care. 
Feelings of being heard. A sense of being heard or being understood was evident 
in the stories of the three of the five participants. They felt that they were in a place 
where their whole family could come to and be heard. When exploring this theme of 
being heard at the Cardiogenetics Clinic during the interviews, the participants expressed 
different perspectives. P5 voiced his gratitude saying; “I felt having all the information 
given to me by the team helped me.” His wife had undergone several evaluations by two 
other medical centers and had received so much information that she did not act on it.  
P3 expressed her feelings for the team approach in this way: “I think they did a 
really great job in just explaining to me what they thought could possibly be the cause of 
the sudden death of both her half-brother and father.” During a telephone conversation, 
P3 said that she had always felt that there was a connection to these two sudden episodes 
and that her daughter may have inherited the condition.  
P4 simply observed “After my friend said that she would connect me with E [the 
APN], everything seems to be going smoothly.” P4 had undergone many fragmented 
visits with the pediatrician and wanted answers that she felt this professional could not 
offer. The APN has had six phone conversations and follow-up calls with P4, as well. 
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When this mother called to schedule a follow-up appointment she always asked if the 
APN would be there and the APN reassured her that she would be. This mother had 
expressed a connection, because she had made five telephone calls to other health 
professionals that did not know how to help her. In a telephone conversation she said that 
she “was relieved to hear someone on the other line that knew what I was talking about.” 
This participant expressed that she was heard and understood by the APN. 
In summary, all the participants experienced feelings of being heard in the 
Cardiogenetics Clinic. The participants expressed feelings of being understood after their 
experiences with fragmented care. They described feelings of understanding the 
information that was presented by the interprofessional team members. The participants 
found the comprehensive approach to care beneficial for the members of their family. 
Meaningfulness. Newman’s (1994) HEC theory defined meaningfulness as being 
the process of how an individual views his/her current situation and how it fits into 
his/her evolving pattern of interaction with that which is meaningful to the individual. 
During various interviews participants reflected on understanding and attempting to find 
meaning in the journey on which they had suddenly found themselves. P2 showed her 
appreciation of meaningfulness by saying: “I was glad when I knew about the LQTS, 
because I was thinking ‘What could cause them to die like this?’ And everyone giving 
their own opinion of what it could be-saying this, saying that. There’s some closure 
now.” This mother embarked on this journey with the help of her religious beliefs. When 
asked to explore this, she said, “He [her adult son] had accomplished his mission, and 
God must take him home now—he was ready to go, so that gave me reassurance.” 
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Meaningfulness was further expressed by P2 as she told the story of her deceased 
son and grandson. P2’s son lived in Georgia and had a very strong religious belief. His 
mother was very proud of this and the fact that he was helpful to everyone he had met. 
Her son was a builder and would build homes in Georgia. P2 is a teacher in New York so 
she would visit her son during the school breaks before his sudden death. She had visited 
him a week before his sudden death and left with a feeling of happiness after her visit. It 
was the second week of January and they had packed up all the Christmas decorations. A 
week later P2 had received the call from a relative saying that her son was found on the 
floor unresponsive. His relative called emergency services and they instructed him to 
perform CPR and rushed him to the hospital where he was pronounced dead. After being 
notified of her son’s death, P2 flew to Georgia she stated, “That was it [son’s death] so it 
sort of prepared me, anything can happen in my life. I just prepare myself for anything, 
and the worst that can happen is death, so . . . ” She appeared to reflect on these feelings 
in order to come to some meaning or understanding of her son’s death. 
P2 ended the interview with “it gives me some closure, knowing the cause of 
death, but there are times you are talking about it and become emotional, you remember 
certain things. A death like this any time you’re talking, it triggers some memory, and 
I’m just going to feel the same way. It depends on the individual because people react to 
situations differently. ” She repeated, “[death] sort of prepared me for anything that can 
happen in my life.” During the interview she spoke of her strong faith: “Taking away a 
son like this without even having time to say goodbye. Only He [God] knows, and I am 
so glad.”  During this interview process P2 was able to reflect and find meaning in her 
personal experience of the death of her son and grandson. P2 and the APN had three 
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discussions about her loss during the interview and clinic process. P2 reflected on 
moments of her son’s life that had added to meaning for her and others that had known 
him. P2 stated that she found meaning in moments of when the APN listened and held 
her hand when she was speaking about her son.  
P3, had a different experience in finding meaningfulness. P3 explored her 
experience with her young daughter with LQTS who had undergone evaluation and 
treatment. She seemed to find meaning in helping others understand the circumstances of 
family members that have experienced a SCD of a family member. P3 stated: 
You can wait for the parent to call, but I think you know maybe just for my 
family, I won’t speak for all people of color, but I think everyone should know 
that we all deserve the kindness and understanding my family was given. I just 
don’t think it happens, and it needs to, so others can be helped to prevent bad 
things from happening.  
P3’s observation was made during a time when she was researching her daughter’s 
condition. When her daughter was evaluated at the Cardiogenetics Clinic and it 
determined that she had a concerning ECG, P3’s suspicion that something was wrong 
was validated. She appeared to be grateful for the information that has helped her 
daughter. Her daughter was immediately admitted to the intensive care unit when she 
arrived for treatment based on her very abnormal ECG. She was in imminent danger of a 
possibly having a lethal arrhythmia that could have stopped her heart.  
P4 had a similar experience when she spoke of her adopted son. She found 
meaningfulness in being informed of her son’s condition and knowing the treatment 
options. She said, 
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I guess it’s one of these things that you have to take it from the person, like you 
said, some people want to know more and some people want to know less. Even 
within the same family. And then some children will do their own research and 
my son’s kind of like whatever, at this point anyway.  
P4 had always had questions about her son’s condition and was instrumental in 
supporting others with similar conditions. She had found meaning in becoming involved 
in support groups for parents that have children with the same condition. P4 had stated 
she had found meaning in helping others access care at the Cardiogenetics Clinic because 
that process was helpful to her understanding her son’s diagnosis of LQTS and what it 
means to him. 
For P5, meaning was the idea that “once again I just look at it like things happen 
for a reason. I never would have found out [the diagnosis] and I always heard about 
stories about kids participating in sports and all of a sudden they just collapse and they 
don’t know what happened.” He appeared to be grateful that his children are being 
treated, although he was still mourning the loss of his wife. He finds meaning in his 
wife’s death because their children were diagnosed and treated for LQTS, which they 
may have not known about if she did not die. P5 refers to this discussion and as difficult 
as it was to process this loss, at least their children were treated for LQTS. P5 had stated 
to the APN that his wife would have also found meaning and comfort in knowing that her 
children were treated for the same genetic mutation (LQTS) that had killed her so 
suddenly. 
In summary, all the participants experienced feelings of meaningfulness. The 
participants reflected on attempts to find meaning in this personal journey of the loss of a 
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family member to SCD. The participants also had experiences of understanding the 
process of illness and the possibility of helping other members of their family. This 
process of being aware of the meaningfulness of this experience also led to their evolving 
pattern of health as expanding consciousness. 
Mutual process. The theme of mutual process between the APN and the 
participants was evident in all five interviews. In Newman’s (1994) HEC theory, mutual 
process is identified as an integral connection between the human field and the 
environment. This interaction is related to the APN suspending judgment and being 
present in the moment during the interview.  
During the process that the APN suspends judgment the participants have the 
ability to be present in the moment and share dialogue with the participants to explore 
what is meaningful. This interaction is illustrated as mutual process. An example of this 
experience of mutual process between the APN and P1 is expressed by P1’s statement 
that she felt “peace of mind knowing that I’m healthy and my daughter is healthy.” P1 
made this statement after all of the interactions she had with the interprofessional team 
members, especially the APN. P1 expressed these feelings upon having awareness that 
the results of genetic testing showed that her daughter was not at risk for SCD. P1 said 
that she valued all of the discussions and the telephone conversations she had with the 
APN, which helped her process all the information she had known about her husband’s 
death. P1 stated that it not only helped her process the past but also all the new 
information that she was given about caring for her daughter, who is now 21 years old. 
P1 has been very involved with her daughter’s evaluation for SCD. Her daughter, even as 
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an adult, has always asked her mother to accompany her to the Cardiogenetics Clinic for 
support, understanding, and the ability to process all of the information presented to her.  
Another example of mutual process was evident between the APN and P2. The 
social worker and psychiatrist had spoken to P2 about the death of her son and had left 
the room. The APN entered the room to discuss any other concerns, P2 began to sob. The 
APN sat with her and just listened to her speaking about her son. When the mother was 
ready, the APN asked if she could share this information with the other team members. 
The mother smiled and said that it would be helpful if she could speak to the psychiatrist 
again, because she now felt ready to get some help with her feelings. When the APN 
discussed this interaction with the team, they returned to the room and spoke to P2, 
helping her to arrange visits to a family counselor. In this interaction of mutual process 
with the APN, P2 was able to express feelings of sadness and memories of her son. 
A different example of a participant’s interaction in mutual process was identified 
in P3’s interview when she explored her process of identifying the need for the health 
professionals’ awareness of cultural sensitivity. P3’s daughter was evaluated, 
hospitalized, and had surgery related to her diagnosis of LQTS. Throughout her journey 
she often identified hurt feelings and instances of prejudice and insensitivity related to 
her socioeconomic and intellectual status. She said, “I remember being in school and 
there are always studies that they do that show people of color are less inclined to seek 
medical assistance or psychological help until the very last moment. And so going 
through this process, it’s just like that.” P3’s ability to share this discussion with the APN 
was helpful to her. P3 had stated that she had this experience during her daughter’s 
hospitalization for LQTS, but it meant much more to her when she shared this interaction 
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with the APN because she felt it could make a difference in the care of other African-
Americans that come to the Cardiogenetics Clinic.  
One participant’s awareness of mutual process came while exploring feelings of 
connectedness with others. In the interview with P4, this mother explained how she felt. 
She said, “I feel so connected with the national organization. If telling my story can help 
others I am grateful.” Because she had the experience of wanting more information she, 
in fact, had become an advocate for families owning external defibrillators, especially 
during sporting events. When the interprofessional team recommended purchasing the 
external defibrillator, because of her son’s diagnosis of LQTS, she was very receptive. At 
the time, she said, “Well, to me, I feel it’s like better safe than sorry. It’s something [the 
external defibrillator] that is useful for anyone.” During the interactions with the APN, P4 
expressed these feelings of connectedness through the experience of mutual process. 
P5 expressed his experience in mutual process when he said, “I’m learning 
through my kids. I’m learning through myself. I’m looking at the bigger picture.” His 
journey had started with his wife’s sudden death and then the discovery that she had the 
genetic mutation for LQTS. Once he found out that both children had the same genetic 
mutation for LQTS, his journey took another turn. He said “I could look at this as being 
negative [the fact that his children’s genetic tests were positive], but my focus is positive, 
because I’m glad there are medicines and other things we can do.” The ability for the 
participants to express these feelings with the APN, who suspends judgment and 
respectfully listens, is an important shared experience to discover what is meaningful 
with participants. The interactions of the APN and the participants in mutual process are 
unique with each participant. 
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Mutual process was explored also, within the interprofessional team. The 
participants received care in a comprehensive Cardiogenetics Clinic approach that is a 
unique health care delivery model. These families have also expressed the importance of 
the interaction in which they receive and evaluate the information provided by the 
interprofessional team.  
P4 expressed the feelings she had for the encounters with the interprofessional 
team. She said, “I feel like we know something’s there, and someone is looking into it. 
That is some kind of comfort.” P4 took comfort in the interactions she had with the 
interprofessional team. She had spoken to the APN about the connected feelings she had 
with the team member’s. P4 said that she appreciated speaking with all the members of 
the team. These discussions helped her understand her son’s treatment options and the 
best outcomes for his care. P4 appreciated being informed and said she had taken comfort 
in processing all the information.  
Taking comfort in the mutual process with members of the interprofessional team 
is evident in P2’s statement of her son’s death from LQTS, “I always say an ounce of 
prevention is better than a pound of cure, if you can know you can help—it’s better to 
know.” Although P2 had lost her adult son, she wanted to do anything she could to help 
her grandchildren. She had spoken, in depth, with the APN and interprofessional team 
about the SCD of her son and grandson. She had many interactions with the 
interprofessional team that had led her to understanding that she could help her 
granddaughter. She said that she was willing to help others so they could be aware and be 
informed of SCD and how to get help. P2 was able to process the loss she had felt and 
because of her ability to interact with the interprofessional team expanded her own 
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consciousness. P2 had participated in multiple research interviews so that she could help 
others in their quest for understanding of this genetic disease.  
P5 had expressed his interactions with the interprofessional team: 
So once I found out that the kids have it [genetic mutation responsible for LQTS], 
it was very hard, it was very hard to take in. So I try to look at it in the positive 
side. I’m very grateful that I did find out, that they were able to catch it, and did 
the testing, and I’m able to help them at a very early age with the medicine and 
stuff. 
P5 struggled with the loss of his wife and was grateful in having this information 
so that it may help his children. This father’s interaction with the APN helped in this 
process. He also called the APN and discussed questions and concerns about his children. 
He scheduled follow-up appointments because he knows this is an important part of his 
children’s care. 
Summary 
The participants appeared to be eager to participate in this study. They had 
participated in the NIH study and had met the APN researcher. The establishment of the 
connected relationship through mutual process of the family member and APN appeared 
to be significant in the exploration of the meaningful experiences these families have 
with SCD and the Cardiogenetics Clinic.  
The APN researcher’s ability to provide a nonjudgmental, safe environment and 
ability to presence with the participant was essential to this interview process. The APN 
also utilized telephone conversations, field notes after the conclusion of the interview, 
and specific medical records of the families in this study. The APN and participant 
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interaction had led to the exploration of multiple themes. The themes of the lived 
experiences explored the focus on health, guilty feelings, ambivalence about genetic 
testing, family blame and information sharing, and the fear of death. 
When exploring the question of the experiences of attending the Cardiogenetics 
Clinic multiple themes emerged such as the participant’s experience of fragmented care 
prior to attending the Cardiogenetics Clinic and their feelings of being heard, the mutual 
process, and meaningfulness. The participants explored these experiences with the APN 
and what emerged from this data was a new model of comprehensive care and a deeper 
understanding of the families that have experienced SCD. This new model of 
comprehensive care appears to have made a positive impact on these families. The 
positive impact of this APN led model of care has led to a deeper understanding of the 
families’ experiences with SCD. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
Introduction  
Gaining insight into how the Cardiogenetics Clinic influenced the families who 
attend the clinic allows the interprofessional team members the opportunity to better 
understand the needs and experiences of family members dealing with sudden cardiac 
death (SCD). This study provides this insight and offers other centers methods of 
recreating this model in order to address the needs of these families. 
Chapter 5 presents the implications and recommendations from the findings of the 
research study conducted to explore the lived experiences of families that have 
experienced SCD. To date there has been no research addressing the lived experiences of 
individuals that have experienced SCD of a family member and the nurse’s interaction 
while participating in a specialized Cardiogenetics Clinic. Although, prior and current 
research has addressed certain aspects of the design (Ingles, Lind, Phongsavan, & 
Semsarian, 2008) of the interprofessional approach to cardiac care, none of this research 
has evaluated the role of the Advanced Practice Nurse (APN) in this unique model of 
care.  
The theoretical framework of the study was Newman’s Health as Expanding 
Consciousness (HEC), which was used to explore the interaction between the APN and 
family member. This theory has been explored in the context of chronic illness 
(Falkenstern, Gueldner, & Newman, 2009). The APN researcher focused on the 
storytelling process of these unstructured interviews. She provided an atmosphere of 
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comfort, safety, and suspension of judgment. This process supported the APN’s and 
participants’ evolving pattern of expanding consciousness. The result of this process led 
to the integration of nursing theory, practice and research, which is described by Newman 
(2008) as nursing praxis. The data revealed that when the APN utilizes this nursing 
praxis, the client’s perceive a more comprehensive and integrated model of health care 
delivery is elevated. 
The exploration of the lived experiences of families that have experienced SCD 
revealed several themes such as focus on health, guilty feelings, ambivalence and genetic 
testing, family blame and withholding information and fear of death. When these family 
members were asked to explore their experiences with the Cardiogenetics Clinic the 
themes that were revealed included fragmented care prior to attending the Cardiogenetics 
Clinic, feelings of being heard, mutual process, and meaningfulness. These themes 
provide the family members and interprofessional team members with a greater 
understanding of the process of SCD, their lives after this loss, and the experiences of 
going through genetic testing. 
This study revealed the integral role of the APN within the interprofessional 
model of care that focused on the Cardiogenetics Clinic. As the APN listened to each 
participant share their feelings regarding their experiences of SCD, in mutual process 
with each person listening, opening themselves to the experiences each one has had, and 
offering support and comfort, both the APN and participants transformed and expanded 
their consciousness. As the APN moved through the process with each participant, she 
connected with each family member and experienced SCD in a new way, one that offers 
the ability to feel the feelings of loss, ambivalence, focusing on health, guilt, blame, fear 
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of death, and, discovering the meaningfulness of SCD and its impact on families. This 
mutual process of listening and offering support and information is known as presencing 
and has the potential to transform the APN and each participant to a new level of being 
and understanding as they supported each other through the process of genetic testing and 
follow-up care.  
The results of this study answered the research questions and demonstrated the 
potential for APNs to transform the process of healthcare delivery. The research 
questions that guided the study were (a) What is the lived experience of families who 
have experienced the SCD of a family member? and (b) What is the meaning of the 
evolving pattern of the APN and participant’s mutual process that facilitates HEC in 
families who have experienced SCD? The APN interviewed the participants both in 
person and on the phone. As the interviews were ongoing, the APN was part of the 
process of the participants expanding their consciousness to gain a deeper understanding 
of their feelings surrounding SCD and genetic testing while, at the same time, the APN 
grew to understand a new model of care for these clients.  
This process evolved into a nurse-led model of health care delivery, which 
supports the Institute of Medicine recommendations in The Future of Nursing: Leading 
Change, Advancing Health (CIOM, 2011) recommendations for nurses to take an active 
role in healthcare leadership. During the meaningful interactions experienced by the 
participants, APN, and interprofessional team members, through conscious awareness, 
presencing, and mutual process, a new framework evolved for APN practice. 
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Implications 
 The experiences and interaction among the participants of this study led to the 
transformation of the participants, APN, interprofessional team members, and the 
development of a nurse-led model of healthcare along with a new framework of nursing 
praxis. The results of this study may impact health care for families who experienced 
SCD and potentially influence all families who experience death as a result of chronic 
illness. Additionally, these findings will change advanced practice nursing care and the 
interprofessional model of care for the future.  
The APN recruited participants for this study during telephone conversations. 
This interaction was the first development of a sense of connectedness that was felt by 
the APN. The conversations the APN experienced were open and relaxed discussions of 
the study and the lives with the participants who agreed to participate in the study. 
Conscious awareness of what was meaningful became the theme during the interviews 
between the APN and participants. During the interactions in the interview process the 
APN attempted to provide a nonthreatening environment, suspend judgment, be fully 
present, and feel a connection with the participant. Through the process of journaling 
before and after the interviews, the APN was able to document these experiences. There 
were feelings of “openness” that the APN documented and “awareness” that was felt by 
both the APN and participant. At the end of the interview, both APN and participant 
experienced an expanding consciousness, which was revealed by the feelings of 
awareness and connectedness. The end of the interview felt like a continuation of a 
meaningful experience for the APN and participant.  
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Prior to this study being implemented, the Cardiogenetics Clinic had a traditional 
linear clinic process, as described in Figure 3.1. The original model of this 
interprofessional model of care was not representative of the process that evolved as a 
result of the interactions between the clients and interprofessional team members within 
the experiences of the study. The initial step-by-step process of the Cardiogenetics Clinic   
did not capture the depth and meaningfulness of the interactions with the family 
members, APN, and interprofessional team members that this new model provides for all 
participants. The process of interaction of the APN, interprofessional team, and the 
participants having awareness that simultaneously expands to presencing then is further 
expressed as a transformative process that has led to a new framework for a model that 
provides an integrated delivery of comprehensive care as illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1. Model for Integrated Delivery of Comprehensive Care. 
Within this new model of integrated delivery of comprehensive care there are 
several concepts that influence this process of interaction among participants. As the 
APN, interprofessional team, and participant interact through the process of awareness, 
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presencing, and transforming presence, all three express meaningfulness of the process, 
evolving mutual process, patterning the field, and the simultaneity of the process. The 
term of meaningfulness refers to the unique experience in which the participant finds 
meaning (Newman, 2008). Newman (1994) has defined mutual process as the interaction 
between the human field and the environment. The term patterning is defined by Rogers 
(1970) as “a dynamic process. The continuous change that marks man and his 
environment is expressed in the continuing emergence of new patterns in man and 
environment” (p. 63). The process of simultaneity describes the unitary nature of care.  
Parse (1991) described the simultaneity paradigm in her Theory of Human 
Becoming. She explained that: “in the simultaneity paradigm, human wholeness is a 
patterned configuration, not the sum of particulate attributes. There is no body-mind-
spirit triad but rather a human being recognized through patterns in mutual process with 
the universe” (p. 35). Parse’s theory built on Rogers’ (1970) Science of Unitary Human 
Beings (SUHB) description of simultaneity. Parse (1991) builds on the paradigm by 
utilizing the tenets of existential-phenomenological thought. This deeper and more 
meaningful paradigm is an essential process for the APN, interprofessional team 
members and family member’s to become engaged in a transformative healing 
relationship 
All phases of the transformative relationship include the APN, interprofessional 
team members, and participant, who are independent yet interconnected. The evolving 
relationship is represented by the three concentric expanding circles of awareness, 
presencing, and transforming presence in Figure 5.1.  
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The initial phase is the process of conscious awareness. Conscious awareness is 
the acknowledgement of an individual’s physical and emotional surrounding 
environment. Within the study, as the APN and family member entered into the process 
of describing their lived experiences, both the APN and each family member became 
more aware of their physical and emotional environment. The APN through open 
dialogue with the clients was able to extend her awareness of the families’ environment 
and gain a better understanding of their experiences. During these interactions both the 
APN and family member were more aware of their interactions, feelings, and experiences 
as they interacted with their environment. By providing descriptions of what they have 
experienced in losing their loved one or regarding the genetic testing process, the APN 
was able to become more aware of what this meant to the patients and families and how 
the health care process interacted with and affected them.  
The APN reports and explains this expanding conscious awareness of the patients 
and families to the interprofessional team. Through providing the team with a more 
comprehensive and personal view of what the families are experiencing the APN helps 
promote expanding conscious awareness to all team members. This in turn helps all 
members have a more open and understanding interaction with the patients and their 
families, who are more deeply heard and understood. When all three members of this 
interaction are aware of each other and their surroundings, awareness of the moment 
evolves. 
The process of conscious awareness expands into the process of presencing. 
Newman (2008) stated that: “being fully present is essential to a transforming 
relationship” (p. 53). In this phase the APN, interprofessional team, and participant 
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practice the suspension of judgment and interact with each other’s environment by 
engaging in dialogue. As the APN becomes more aware of the environment in conscious 
awareness, she is now able to take this process to the next step of suspending her ideas, 
judgments, and preconceived notions, so that she can open herself up to the families’ 
ideas, feelings, judgments or notions regarding the death experience and the process of 
genetic testing. By allowing oneself to recognize one’s own judgments a person can 
strive to suspend those judgments in order to gain a deeper and more accurate 
understanding of other’s ideas, feelings, or judgments. In achieving this, the person-to-
person interaction is allowed to emerge in an open, nonthreatening environment where 
one feels safe discussing one’s experiences and how one truly feels. As the APN and 
family member approach each other in this mode of presencing, their dialogue is open 
and honest, thus allowing them to gain a deeper understanding of one another and their 
experiences. 
The APN also works with the interprofessional team to help them open 
themselves up to this process. Through helping them to suspend their own judgments 
regarding the genetic testing process, the APN can help them to understand the impact of 
this process on the families and the feelings the families may have, positive or negative, 
regarding the process. When the interprofessional team members are able to look at these 
feelings and experiences with an open and nonjudgmental environment, they become 
more aware of each person’s surroundings, experiences, and feelings to move the process 
forward for the patients/families and themselves. This helps move all members to the 
next phase of transforming prescence. 
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Newman (2008) stated that transforming presence “is becoming one with the 
client. This involves letting go of external time and the constraints it imposes on nursing 
tasks. One must let go and be fully present in the moment” (p. 56). In this phase the APN 
is fully present with the family member and their experiences. The APN is not concerned 
with time constraints while interacting with the family. She is able to be fully present 
with the family and allows this interaction to be her primary concern. Through this 
process the family feels the attention given to them by the APN and feels valued and 
understood. The connection between the APN and client promotes more open and honest 
dialogue as well as trust and feelings of oneness among the participants. The APN also 
helps each team member focus on the patient and family during their interactions and 
discussions. She emphasizes the importance of the team members tuning out all other 
obligations, time constraints, and concerns so that when they are interacting with the 
clients, each client is able to feel that the members are actually presencing with them. 
This also helps to build trust among the client and the entire teams, helping the client feel 
respected, heard, and understood. This in turn allows each visit to help the families 
transform their experiences and themselves as they move through the genetic testing 
process, to expand their consciousness to understand where they have been in their 
experiences, to become more aware of their feelings regarding the process and what has 
occurred, to have greater understanding of what has occurred, and to move on in their 
lives with this awareness and understanding. For the APN and interprofessional team 
members the transformation process allows them to recognize what their experience with 
the family has meant to them and how they can gain a better connection with their clients. 
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The transformative experience encourages them to incorporate this new understanding of 
the families lived experiences into their daily practice.  
During the phases of conscious awareness, presencing, and transforming presence 
the APN, interprofessional team, and participant are continuously experiencing 
expanding interactions through the process of meaningfulness, evolving mutual process, 
patterning the field, and simultaneity. During these interactions the APN, 
interprofessional team, and participant express meaningfulness of their experiences.  
The conscious awareness of what is meaningful to each individual interacting 
among themselves expresses the evolving mutual process. Newman (1994) identified 
mutual process as the process of the human field and the environment. As the participant, 
APN and each team member interact with one another (human field) these experiences 
(environment) promote growth among each member of the interaction (mutual process). 
All interactions with each participant are unique and occur in mutual process in the 
progression through each of the phases.  
While interacting in mutual process, the APN, interprofessional team, and client 
also experience consciousness expansion in patterning the field. Newman (1994) 
described the process of patterning as occurring “in the interpenetration of human energy 
fields as transformation takes place. The interference pattern of interacting waves forms a 
new pattern of the whole” (p. 72). Patterning the field refers to evolving energy fields of 
the APN, interprofessional team, and participant, which help them each expand 
consciousness in a new pattern of the whole. During the interaction with one another, the 
family members, APN, and interprofessional team members develop new patterns or 
ways of interacting with each other and the environment. These new patterns of 
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interaction incorporate what they have experienced through their mutual interactions, 
awareness of one another and their personal experiences. A transformation occurs as new 
patterns of being and interacting with the environment occur. The participants may 
experience a new energy field that incorporates these interactions that are occurring 
which may influence future interactions. The APN and interprofessional team members 
also experience a new person-environment interaction as a result of this transformative 
process.  
This new framework of care can be applied to nursing praxis in developing future 
health care delivery systems. This may help transform current health care systems to new 
models of care that help address the Institute of Medicine’s (CIOM, 2011) call for 
nursing-led models of care in the future of the health care. Every health care interaction is 
a process, within this model of care; the APN helps connect the client, interprofessional, 
and health care system to one another. The APN is at the center of this process and 
encourages these interactions of the patient and interprofessional team to allow 
movement through the process of illness and health to gain a new understanding of one’s 
health and well being.  
The APN’s role (Appendix B) is integral to the structure and function of the 
Cardiogenetics Clinic. Additionally, the APN provides support for communication with 
the families of the Cardiogenetics Clinic as they move through the process of discovering 
their risk for SCD and possible treatment options. The research findings have explicated 
the role of the APN in this process. The APN, in the process of conducting the study, 
experienced conscious awareness and expanding consciousness. The process included the 
interactions in participant recruitment, the interview process, telephone conversations and 
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journaling. The APN is an integral part in the development of the Cardiogenetics Clinic. 
During the initial 2-year phase of the Cardiogenetics Clinic development a linear process 
had emerged (Figure 3.1). However, it was in the process of this study that the APN 
experienced conscious awareness that led to a new understanding of the role and function 
of the APN within this model of care. 
Through the exploration and interaction of the APN and the participants, the 
findings revealed an evolving, multidimensional awareness of the mutual process 
between the APN and participants. In this new model (Figure 5.1) the APN, participant, 
and the interprofessional team members are in the center, with an evolving dialogue 
between the two that promotes the awareness of mutual process, which may lead to a 
transforming healing relationship. It was in this process of this study that the APN 
experienced conscious awareness that led to a new understanding of the role and function 
of the APN within this model of care. This new role for the APN expands beyond the 
traditional view of the APN’s role in the Cardiogenetics Clinic environment. Within the 
new role, the APN interacted with participants in mutual process and this meaningful 
experience between the APN and participant evolved into expanding consciousness for 
both. Once APNs have the ability to become aware and fully present in the moment 
within their environment, they may be able to provide a nonthreatening environment, 
attempt to suspend judgment, and be fully present with the client’s for whom they care 
for and may enable the APN to provide holistic, therapeutic care to the family members. 
Additionally, the APN brings a deeper understanding and awareness of the personal 
experiences of the participants to the interprofessional team members. This holistic 
process is beneficial to family, APN, and team members. 
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Several themes arose through discussion of lived experiences that show that the 
process of expanding consciousness has proven beneficial to the family members’ 
experiences at the Cardiogenetics Clinic. The initial themes associated with lived 
experiences were guilty feelings, anxiety about genetic testing, family blame, and fear of 
death. Through the process of reflective dialogue themes emerged that showed that 
experiences at the Cardiogenetics Clinic had transformed into feelings of relief at the 
clinic’s comprehensive approach, the importance of understanding the process, the 
meaningfulness of the process, the concept of mutual process, and the role of the APN 
within this process.  
These research findings suggest conscious awareness through reflective dialogue 
facilitates transformative healing relationships. This awareness has changed how the 
APN sees her role as a coordinator that manages the clinic setting to a holistic 
practitioner in mutual process with the interprofessional team and family members of the 
Cardiogenetics Clinic. The APN may have been interacting in a holistic manner prior to 
this study but it is the conscious awareness of this process that has led to a deeper 
understanding of the experience of expanding consciousness and meaningful interactions.  
The emergence of this data through the mutual process of the family member and 
APN is evidence of the transformation that occurred during this interaction. This may 
have major implications for nursing practice. As was evident in the shortcomings of the 
linear process that the family member and APN had practiced prior to this study, the 
transformation of the awareness that led to the nonlinear interaction of the family 
member, APN, and the interprofessional team has many benefits to practice. The family 
members, in mutual process experienced an expansion of consciousness. This process 
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explored the meaningfulness of difficult times such as this in these families’ lives. The 
APN was able to gain an understanding of the families’ experiences through their 
interactions during the interview and phone conversations. Their interaction has enhanced 
the role of the APN and improved the ability of the APN to help the families’ process 
their experiences and the team members to enhance their practice.  
The process has transformed the APN in her role and as an individual. Through 
the practice of suspending judgment and providing a supportive environment the APN’s 
interaction and mutual process with the family members led to a transformation through 
understanding the meaningfulness of the families’ journeys. The journal notes that the 
APN kept throughout the interview process document the self-reflections that were part 
of the APN’s personal transformation. This is consistent with Picard’s (2002) observation 
that “this self/family reflection is part of nursing praxis, since what transforms self, 
transforms practice” (p. 249). 
The concepts of patterning and presencing offer a foundation for the integration of 
nursing theory, practice, and research. This integration is also known as nursing praxis 
according to Newman (2008). The implications of this study have come from nursing 
praxis and explore the following: what is meaningful, awareness of mutual process, 
knowingly patterning the field, and the simultaneity paradigm. This interaction is 
meaningful not only to the family member and the nurse but also the interprofessional 
team that is involved with the families’ care. The transformation of linear care to 
nonlinear care had occurred during this research study. The evolution of a new model for 
interprofessional delivery of health care may be described as a systems transformation 
(Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2. Framework for Transformative Nursing Praxis. 
The transformation from linear to nonlinear process involved not only the family 
members but also the APN and the members of the interprofessional team. It is from this 
transformation within the interprofessional approach to care that the APN has taken an 
active role in health care and leadership. This active leadership quality in the APN role is 
consistent with Institute of Medicine recommendations in The Future of Nursing: 
Leading Change, Advancing Health (CIOM, 2011). In addition to the leadership role, the 
APN has achieved nursing praxis. Through the reflective dialogue centering on the 
meaningfulness of these families’ pattern of relationships with the environment, the APN 
and participants have experienced expanding consciousness. Future implications to 
practice include the education of healthcare professionals in this new model of health 
care delivery that may apply to many specialty care areas in medical center settings.  
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A future implication this study encourages is the promotion of research in the 
Framework for Transformative Nursing Praxis and lived experiences of families in other 
interprofessional clinic settings. The explorations of families in the health care settings 
reveal rich data that not only encourage better health care outcomes but also the 
expanding consciousness of the participant and APN within an interprofessional setting.  
Limitations 
There were several limitations in this study. One limitation was the small sample 
size of the families that experienced SCD. Due to the unique nature of this 
interprofessional Cardiogenetics Clinic, the once-a-month clinic meeting, and referral 
difficulties, many families are not aware that such a clinic exists. This was evident in the 
data retrieved from the study in what was described as the disconnected services 
experienced by these families. In this specialty setting the uniqueness of this clinic setting 
also limits access to these families. The only other attempts to contact these families are 
by telephone. Telephone access becomes challenging because of the unwillingness of 
participants to return calls and contact numbers changing frequently. 
Other limitations were that the research was conducted in only one medical center 
and with family members who have experienced the impact of only one diagnosis. 
Conducting this study at multiple sites could add to further understanding of the lived 
experiences of these families. Encouraging other medical centers to explore the lived 
experiences of families that have experienced the SCD of a family member would prove 
beneficial to the families and interprofessional teams. 
The role of the APN as researcher may be a limitation to the study, because only 
the perceptions of the APN are presented in this process. There may be bias from the 
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researcher view and clinical standpoint. There may, however, be bias because the APN 
had a professional relationship with the families of the Cardiogenetics Clinic. This may 
also be viewed as a benefit to the development of the mutual process that occurred. 
Recommendations 
Recommendations for future study include raising conscious awareness of 
patients, other APNs, and the interprofessional team members. There is a need for more 
interviews of families that have experienced SCD. Because every medical center seeks 
accreditation from the Joint Commission Alliance, one of the major standards of care 
evaluated is patient satisfaction. So, there is a need to evaluate to patient satisfaction 
within the interprofessional health care delivery setting of the Cardiogenetics Clinic. 
The first recommendation, raising the conscious awareness of patients through 
replication of this study, may provide further understanding in various contexts. The 
exploration, through quantitative or mixed-method studies, of the lived experiences of 
patients with similar genetic conditions may further describe their experiences and 
expand our understanding of these experiences and the needs of these patients. 
Interviewing the children of these families could also provide more understanding of the 
experiences of these families during this tragic time in their lives. Additionally, 
expanding the research to include multicenter interviews would provide rich data for 
further understanding and analysis. 
The second recommendation is to raise conscious awareness of other APNs in 
similar roles. In this process of raising conscious awareness, the APN would be able to 
recognize and understand their potential and the possibilities for reframing the process of 
this model of health care delivery and evolving a new pattern of advanced nursing 
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practice. The APN has the ability to interconnect research and practice. The 
interprofessional team has evolved within this process that has centered the APN as a 
leader. The APN may encourage other professionals in regard to this practice model by 
providing educational meetings for practitioners during continuing education settings. By 
promoting more research, education, and publications regarding this new model of care, 
APNs can take the lead in addressing the CIOM’s (2011) call for newer models of care 
that are nursing led. 
A discussion or presentation of this study during a nursing research setting or 
forum may be another way to disseminate the implications of nursing praxis. 
Recommendations for advocating for the role of the APN are implementing discussions 
in the nurse-patient partnership through the understanding of Newman’s HEC. These 
discussions may be held in the clinical setting and/or nursing orientation of all new 
professionals. Sharing what is meaningful for families and APN might become part of 
daily practice. This invitation to attend to the individual’s wholeness can lead to 
awareness and expanding consciousness of families and professionals. 
The third recommendation is to raise conscious awareness of the interprofessional 
team members to recognize and experience the value of an integrated model for the 
delivery of healthcare. The participants in this study have experienced expanded 
conscious awareness in this integrated model of care. The data has revealed that they 
have experienced meaningfulness, mutual process, and being heard. This is not only 
beneficial to the patients but to the interprofessional team members as well. In future 
studies, the exploration of the experiences of the interprofessional team members would 
lead to a better understanding of the value of the experience of this integrated model of 
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health care delivery. Future clinics created based upon this model should evaluate its 
effectiveness by assessing variables such as patient satisfaction, anxiety levels, and 
quality of life both pre and post participation in this model of care. Use of a comparison 
group for patients participating in a traditional model of care would strengthen such a 
study. This type of study can better explore the positive impact this model of care may 
have. These studies can help promote this new model of care and help reemphasize the 
importance of the APN’s role. 
As for future theoretical study, exploring this nurse-patient relationship with Dr. 
Elizabeth Barrett’s (1989) Theory of Power as Knowing Participation in Change and Dr. 
Richard Cowling’s (1997) Unitary Pattern Appreciation may evolve a deeper 
understanding of these families’ lived experiences and further explore nursing praxis. A 
replication of this study using Barrett’s and Cowling’s theories in a mixed-method study 
may explore the nature of mutual process, evolving patterns and lead to expanding 
consciousness in both the APN and individual family member. In future research, another 
aspect of possible exploration could be made with Imogene King’s (1981) open systems 
theory. Open systems theory helps promote the importance of nursing in helping to 
promote the interaction of the personal, interpersonal, and social systems. Exploring this 
theory in future research using both qualitative and quantitative methods, in the setting of 
an interprofessional Cardiogenetics Clinic may also help further the understanding of 
these models of care and how nursing promotes health within these systems and health 
care delivery.  
The study has explicated the transformative nature of nursing praxis and is an 
important implication of this study. Future research can further explore nursing praxis in 
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any health care setting. The transformation from a traditional linear clinic model to a 
nonlinear process can be replicated in any heath care setting. 
Conclusions 
This study helped to demonstrate the integral role of APNs within an 
interprofessional model of care that focused on a Cardiogenetics Clinic. The results of 
this study highlighted the experiences of the families who have suffered death and loss in 
the setting of a genetic clinic aimed at identifying risks for other family members 
suffering SCD. Through exploring the lived experiences of families that have 
experienced the SCD of a family member, the role of the APN in this new model of care 
came into focus. Gaining insight into how the Cardiogenetics Clinic influenced the 
family members who experienced a SCD led to better understanding of the impact of 
their lived experiences.  
The interaction these family members have had during this study has led to 
conscious awareness of their journey after they experienced SCD of a family member. 
The experiences described and the interactions the family members have had in this study 
has led to their expanding consciousness. The data showed that the families discussed the 
meaningfulness of this interaction with the APN and felt that they were heard. They were 
able to see growth and meaning within themselves through this expanding consciousness. 
They described this experience as a journey that allowed them to have a greater 
understanding of their own feelings, emotions, and experiences with losing a family 
member and how this has impacted their lives now and in the future. Finally, they were 
able to discuss their experiences with the genetic testing process and interprofessional 
approach to care. What these families expressed regarding their experiences with this 
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new model of care can be used to improve upon this model and enhance the quality of 
care provided to these families. 
The results of the study not only answered the research questions but also 
demonstrated the potential for APNs to transform the process of the delivery of health 
care. The evidence in this study has supported the benefits to the family, the APN, and 
the interprofessional team in conscious and meaningful collaboration. This 
transformation from a linear to nonlinear process helped create a new model of care 
where the APN in mutual processes with the family members and interprofessional team 
members, helped each member experience transformation through understanding the 
meaningfulness of the families’ journeys. The transforming nature of this process has 
encouraged family-centered care, strengthened interprofessional services, and provided 
seamless, continuous and coordinated care. 
An important implication of the study is its support of the nurse-led model of 
health care delivery that contributes to advancing the recommendations of the CIOM 
(2011) to impact all areas of health care. As the CIOM stated, in order to promote quality 
of care in health care systems, nurses are in a unique position to create new models of 
care and promote change in practice among health care systems. The model described in 
the study demonstrates a new practice environment that focuses on the patient and family 
promotes quality of care that is patient-family centered and incorporates an interactive, 
interpersonal process that promotes patient’s optimal health and well being. APNs are in 
a position to create this model of care within subspecialty clinics as well as infuse the 
principles of praxis and awareness of mutual processing within all health care visits, 
including primary care.  
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The data that was analyzed explored the profound influence the APN and 
interprofessional team members made. The implications that were derived from the data 
explored the interactions of the APN and participants through the process of conscious 
awareness, presencing and transforming presence. The data revealed the interactions of 
the participants and APN in mutual process and leading to expanding consciousness. This 
deep respect for the participant had a positive impact on the participant and APN. This 
study has profound implications for the future of health care delivery systems and nursing 
leadership. As demonstrated in the study, and APN-led model of care had a positive 
influence on families that experienced SCD which increased the participants’ conscious 
awareness of their experiences, and led to their expanding consciousness. The APN-led 
model of comprehensive care has demonstrated the potential for improving the health 
care delivery system, patient satisfaction, and nursing praxis. 
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1. New Beginnings 
Shaping the Future 
We stJ!ld ~t a <kfining moment- a time when heolthc:lre rdorm in the United St~tes h~s entered 
the n~tionol di:llogue J!ld biomedicol reseOlrch holds ~e~t promise in tre~ting J!ld curing 
debilit~ting dise~""s. Our instirution is ~tthe be&i.nning of J!l exciting new e r:I. There h~s never 
be<"n ~ better- or more piVOlol- pbce to be thJ!l right here ~t Montefiore. 
During this unique time. we took the opponunity to redefine Montdiore' s mis";on. vision J!ld 
vol""s to chOlrt ~ new p~th for success. This new Str:ltegic P1J!l provides the instirution with ~ 
fresh vision while renewing its commilIIlt"nt to its core v:llues. Tbe Pbn :lIso <kscribes ~ ""ries 
of Str:ltegic J!ld OI"&o.ni~~ti on:ll Gools. de";&il"d to elev~te our institution to new heights of 
success. 1brough J!l indu";ve process J!ld COlrefu.l review. we chJ.J.ted J!lexciting COllf'"..e of 
~Clion th~t outlines our ~spir:ltions J!ld serves ~s ~ &\lide f or the coming dec~de. 
The P1J!l' s development begJ!l in eOlrly 2008. when Montefiore' s newly ~ppointed Pre";dent J!ld 
Chief Executive Officer. Steven M. S;rl'yer. MD. with the support ofD~vid A. TJ!lner. 
Cholir= of the Boord of Trustees. set out to identify J!ld <kfine the institution' s key str:ltegic 
J!ld OI"&~ni~~tionol gools t o po";tion Montefiore f or the furore . Tbe Str:ltegic P1J!l builds on the 
instirution' s strengths J!ld prep=s Montefiore to ~d~ptto r:l.pidly ch~n&ing regionol J!ld 
n~tionol enviro=nts. 
At the hem of this plJ!l is ~ bold. expJ!l";ve vi";on for Montefiore. one de";&il"d t o r:lise. the 
instirution' s perlor=ce J!ld st~ture ~s J!l ~c~demic medicol center. to promote the 
development of speci:llty C:Ire progr:uns J!ld clinic:lI Centers ofExcelknce. to improve qu:llity 
of c~re J!ld ""rvice to p~tients system-wide and to incre~se.the imp~Cl of its community 
""rvices. 
Exch~n&ing Ide~s. Defining Our Appro~ch 
Centr:llto our pbnmng process was J!l ongoing diolo&\le =ong key stJkeholders from 
Montefiore. Alben Einstein College of Medicine (Einstein) J!ld the community. A Str~tegic 
Pbnmng Steering Committee. ch~ired by Dr. S;rl'yer J!ld comprised of ~dm.inistr:ltive J!ld 
dinicolle~der,; from Montdiore J!ld Einstein. with input from member,; of the Boord of 
Trustees. provi<kd in";ghts J!ld k~der-..b..ip critic:llto the development of the thoughtful ~nd 
cogent plJ!l. Tbe Str~tegic Pbnmng Steering Committee w~s supported by member,; of 
Montefiore' s Pl=i.ng Depmment J!ld Tbe Chmis Group. ~ heolthcOlre =~gement consulting 
firm. Dr. S"fyer J!ld the Str:ltegic Pbnning Steffing Committee cre~ted ~ series of objectives 
J!ld benchm;u:ks <ksi&ned to: 
Present the institution' s mis";on J!ld vision 
Define the v:llues th~t exemplify the Montefiore w~y 
Contextu:iliz.e ~ chJ!lging he:llthc:lre environment J!ld its implic~tions 
Define the str:ltegic J!ld orgJni.z.~tionol gools nee<kd to advJ!lce the vi::ion 
Identify ~ctions J!ld methods needed to ~chieve the outlined go:lls 
Foster support for the mission J!ld vi";on 
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Selling the Couro:e 
The Str~~pc Phnning Steering Committee b~gJO by conducting ~ comprehene.ive mo.J:ket 
JOolye.is JOd needs ~ss~,=~nt, it then reviewed JOd upd~ted Mon~fiore ' s mi,";on. vie.ion JOd 
volu~, 't~~ments. Committee membero 01'0 reviewed ~ o:erie" of environment~l ~soe"=nt, 
th~t JOolyz.ed both Montefiore's current competitive po,,;tion within 10001 JOd reponol =kets 
JOd emerging repon~l JOd n~tionol heolthc= trends to evolu~te how these trends might imp~ct 
Montefiore. Diver::e points of view were he~rd JOd inco'1lOr:>ted. During the phoning process. 
in,pe=n in~rview s were conducted with more thJO 100 k~der:; both from within Mon~fiore 
JOd from the community. 
Once the mlsoion. vision JOd vollJ<'s st~~ments were upd~ted ~nd the enviro=ntol 
~,"es=nt' compkted. the Committee discus o:ed JOd crafted ~sh "tr~~pc JOd orgoni~~tionol 
gools to guide the instirution for the nel<t 10 ye:lrs. '!be fin~l gools were developed b~oed on the 
Str~tepc P1J.lJ.l:l.ing Steering Committee's review JD.d the ~dvisory pJOels reco~nd~tions. 
Five advisory pJD.ds. with repreoentation from key Mon~fiore JOd Einstein clinicol JD.d 
~dministr:ltive kadeJ:s. vetted JD.d ",,:fined the gool,. These groups were ~r.ked to re",,=h JOd 
fr= key issues. identifying the ch~lknges JD.d requirements to impkment more specific 
Slr:>teg.ie, to ~chieve e~ch of the gools. The ~dvi"'ry pJD.els ~dru.,ssed five ~re~s: ac~demics. 
~cUle C=. the integr:>ted delivery 'ystem. Center:; ofEl<celience JOd community o:ervice. 
II . IHission. Vision and Values 
Since 1884. Mon~fiore has c=d for the chronically ill JD.d h~s made it a priority to improve 
the quolity of life for under"",ved populations. Tills founding belief is the cOm<'rSlone of our 
mise.ion. vie.ion JOd volues. (A'er the ensuing 125 ye:lrs. Montefiore has grown into ~ 1.490-bed 
heolthc:lre delivery 'ys~m th~t tre~ts over 90.000 inp~tknts JOd over 300.000 emergency room 
visitor:; per ye:lr. Forty percen of the p~tients admitted ~t Montefiore = Medic~re patients: 
JOother 35%:lre on Medicoid. 
Montefiore's mise.ion i s rooted in our enduring commitment t o provide high-qu~lity c= to all 
patients-""g:lrdless of their b~ckgrounds OJ: heolth in=nce. Our unique c:lre delivery m odel 
combines innovation. dedication JD.d ac~demic JD.d community pmner:;rups. We oeek to 
Sl""ngthen thi s model of c:lre to ~dvJOce heolth in our community JD.d serve ~s ~n el<IDlple to 
other urbJO heolthc= sySle1Il5. 
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Misoion 
To heal, to teach, to discover and to advance the 
health of the communitif!.s we serve 
This four-p~n mission- to heJ.!, to te~ch, to discov .. r "",d to ~dv"",ce the heJ.!th of the 
cOIIUIllmities we serve---works bec~use of our commitm .. m to int .. ~ted dinicJ.! c= "",d 
cOIIlIIlllnity ""rvic ... We se<'k to educ~te tn, n .. xt j!: .. ner~tion of cOlf .. j!:iv .. rs "",d cre~te new 
knowledj!:e through tr"",,.,btionJ.! re",,=h. Montefiore is distin~ohed by its commitm .. m to 
COIIlIIlllnity ""rvice in combin~tion with the clinicJ.!, te~chinj!: "",d re",,=h mission ..1 .. ~ms 
chOlf~cteriSlic of le~dinj!: ~c~demic medicJ.! c .. nte,.,;. 
Vi';on 
To be a premier academic medical center that 
transforms health and enriches lives 
To truly tr"",sform heJ.!th ~t the COIIlIIlllnity, r .. j!:ionJ.! "",d n~tionJ.! lev..1s, we mu"t .. st~bliclJ. 
ours..1v .. s ~s ~ premier ~c~demic medicJ.! c .. nter "",d commit to r:lioinj!: Montefiore' s 
p .. dorm:mce "",d its r:mkinj!: ",htive to other le~dinj!: medical c .. m .. ,.,;. Our pOlfln<'rship with 
Alb .. n Einst .. in Coll"j!:e of Medicine is .. ,,,,,miJ.! to becominj!: "'" ~c~demic medicJ.! center th~t is 
~ n~tionJ.! de,tin~tion. 
V~lu .. s 
-- - ------ - -
Values 
Humanity, Innovation, Teamwork, Diversity and Equity 
Mom .. fiore has lonj!: prided its..1f on e quity ~nd comp~s';on for:ill . D.Jr vJ.!u .. s = rooted in our 
history ~s ~ le~der in pioneerinj!: medicJ.! C~"', community heJ.!th, sociJ.! respon';bility ~nd 
in.nov~tive ~ppro~ch .. s t o =~g.inj!: COlf ... We fo,.,t .. r ~ culrure th~t is interdisciplinJ<y, 
colbbor:ltive, ",spectful "",d rew;u:dinj!:, "",d we expect e~ch m .. mb .. r ofme Montefiore te:un to 
uphold the followinj!: vJ.!lJ<'S, which support our mission "",d vi';on. 
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Hum~nity - Our humo.nity r..flecto how we c= for our p~tients ""d support the dig.nity 
""d quo.!ity of life everyone <k""rves. It is ~ centr:1l ~speet of our orj!:o.ni~~tion ~nd of our 
"= 
Innov~ti on - Inquiry ""d discovery keep us ~tthe fordront of ~dv""ced medicine. '!bey 
drive u, t o develop ~ high·quo.!ity. efficient system for the <klivery of c;u:e. 
Te~mwork - Inter- ""d multidi sciplin;u:y colbboro.tion foster inquiry ""d discovery. 
improved quo.!ity ""d ~ thrivinj!: work environment. 
Diveroity - We ~re committed to recruitinj!: ""d r<'to..ininj!: people from ~ bro~d v;u:iety of 
b~ckg;rounds ""d experiences to ~dv""ce the OI"j!:o.ni~~ti on ""d ~ller meet the needs of 
our p~tients. 
Equity - Our p~tient s ""d colle~iPJes deserve to be tre~ted in "" unbi~sed ~r ~t o.!l 
ti~s. We strive t o ensure th~t ~1I people h~ve ~n equo.! opporrunity to improve their 
heo.!th ""d we ~dvoc~te for e quo.! ~cce," to he~lthc~re resources f or o.!1. 
III. A Changing Environment 
Ch""j!:es tokinj!: pbce ~cross the United Smes directly imp~et our ~bility to provide the best 
~dico.! c= in the Broru< ""d beyond. The economic crisis of 2008- 09 oig.nific""tly stro..ined 
fede ral. st~te ""d r<'j!:iono.! fin""cio.! resource, . ""d provi<k,.,; hced pr<'OSlJre for r<'imbu,""e~nt 
from o.!l p~yer sources. Obecity. di~b~tes. h~m di"" ~",, ""d ~sthm.o. continue to cho.l.lenj!:e us. An 
incre~cinj!: number of el<krly p~tients re quire both ~cUle ""d lonj!:-term c= ~ s they cope with 
chronic ~dico.! conditions. Such need, will <k=d th~t SlJccessful provi<k,.,; ~djust their 
prog;r:uns. ,ervice, ""d c;u:e =~j!:em~nt c ~p~bilities f or p~tient s with the"" conditions. 
Th~ N~tion~l L~ndsc~pe 
N~ti ono.! ~ conomic fluclU~tions. ch""j!:e, t o our heo.!thc;u:~ system. ""d invest~nt ' in medico.! 
educ~tion ""d technoloj!:y o.!l h~ve "" dfeet on wh~t we do ~t Montefior<'. \Vhenreviewinj!: 
n~tiono.! rr.-nds. the Stro.tej!:ic Pbnninj!: Steerinj!: Committee exIDlined 10 key iSSlJes th~t m e et 
heo.!thc;u:~ provi<k,.,; now ""d th~t will m e ettlrm in the future. How w~ r<'spond to the"" 
n~tiono.! iOSlJes will prove critico.!to our ~bility to ~dv""ce our periorm""ce ~s ~ world· cl~ss 
~c~demic medic~l center ""d ~s ~ mo <kl of inte>"""ted heo.!thc;u:e <klivery. 
He~lthc~r ~ Reform 
Heo.!thc= reform will h~ve ~ cig.nific""t imp~et on the in=""ce industty ""d will ~ffeet how 
heo.!thc;u:e OI"j!:o.ni~~tions provide c=. M""y people. includinj!: millions who ",-ere m ected by 
the 2008- 09 recession. = struj!:[tlinj!: t o ~fford b~cic medico.! c=. Montefiore h~s developed 
unique c~p~bilities in c""nj!: for complex ""d chronico.l.ly ill p~tient s. em ~bility to =n~j!:e the 
c;u:e ""d improv~ the heo.!th st~lU s of p~tient popul~tion' blll"lkned with high ro.tes of chronic 
dis~ ~"" ""d poverty will ""t us ~p;u:t from other ~c~demic medico.! cente,.,;. 
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The Economic Crisis of 2008- 09 
Credit =kets tigh~ned ~s ~CCe5S to short- o.nd 10nj1:-term debt bec=e limited o.nd expen";ve. 
Fede,""l o.nd ,t~te j1:oveffiIIlt"nts continue to hce r.evere fundinj1: constr:llnt s brought on by the 
economic criri s of 2008- 09. The r.e trend, ~re occurrinj1: while le~dinj1: heolthc;u:e orpniz~ti ons 
f~ce pressure to spend c~pitol ~t unprecedented r~~s to support clinic~l. ope'""tion~l o.nd 
st'""tegic objectives. Orpni.z.~tions continue to invest in proce duro.l ~nd speciolty services with 
f~vor~ble reimbrn-..ement ~s a ~o.ns of supportinj1: underfunded dinic:ll services. 
Cut s t o Medic~l Education 
A, federol o.nd st~te j1:0VeInIIlt'nt, struj1:~e with decrea";nj1: t"", revenues o.nd incre~";nj1: pro"",m 
costs. they = con";derinj1: dr:un~tic reductions t o heolthc= o.nd educ~tion prog:r=. Tills 
economic enviro=nt h~s led to uncerto.inty ~bout educ~tionol fundinj1: stre=. Over the p~st 
two ye;u:s. the Medic;u:e P~y~nt Advisory Commission (MedPAC) h~s c:illed for cut s t o 
Indirect Medic:ll Educ~tion-~ p~yment supple~nt Medic= gives to te ~chin" hospitols to 
~ccount for incre~sed cost s ~osoci~ted with education:ll prog:r:uns. St~tes h~ve been cullin" b~ck 
on or elimin~tinj1: g:r~du~te medicol educ~tion fundin" dependent on st~te support. Ther.e cut s 
thre~~n the fr~g.i.le fino.nciol porition of =y te ~chinj1: hospit~ls o.nd ch~.lIenj1:e clinic:ll 
residency prog:r:uns. posinj1: a po~ntiol thre~tto p~tiea c=. 
N~tion~l Institute, ofHe~lth Support 
N~ti on:ll Instirutes ofHeolth (NIH) rer.eJrCh fundinj1: h~s decre~r.ed in recent ye= Jfter 
unprecedented exp~n";on through the hte 1990s o.nd e;u:ly 2000s. 1be recent p~5S ~j1:e of the 
2009 A~rico.n Recovery o.nd Reinveotment Act-~lso known as the Federo.l Economic 
Stimulus P~cbj1:e---provides ~ significo.nt boost to rer.eJrCh fundin". NIH budj1:et, ;u:e expected 
to g:row by 34% over the next few ye;u:,. from $29 billion to $39 billion J!llmolly. A l;U:j1:e 
percent~j1:e of the $ 1 0 billion incre~r.e i s e;u:m:>rl.:ed for dinicol o.nd t=.J~tion:ll rer.e;u:ch. 
T echnologic~l Adv~nces 
Heolthc = orj1:o.ni.z.~tions rely on the bte't technol ogy. Excitinj1: new technol ogies such ~s 
"enomics. proteomics. s~m cell the,""pies. pen;on:lliz.ed medicine o.nd ~k~dicine = 
funda~nt~lly ~l~rinj1: the detection. tre~=nt o.nd mo.n~j1:e~nt of dir.e~",. Technologicolly 
~dvo.nce d clinicol trea=nt modolities = criticolto the furore of ~dicine; shiftinj1: 
demog:r~phics o.nd incre~""s in chronic dise~r.e olready;u:e incre~";nj1: the need to impk~nt 
more ~dvo.nced c;u:e delivery c~p~bilities. 1be number ofp~tients ~j1:e 65 o.nd older i s expected 
to double from 37 million in 2005 to 78 million in 2030. Tills trend will inc re~r.e pressure on 
Medic= fino.ncinj1:. but more importo.nt. it will drive a dr:!mo.tic ri r.e in he:llthc= utili.z.~tion. 
pmicU);u:ly :unonj1: people livinj1: with chronic dir.e ~",. 
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Incuased OUlp~t;"nt Car e 
Technologic:li adv""ces h~ve led to a continuing shift from inp~tient to oUlp~t;"nt c=. 
Innovative su,pc:li ""d procedur:ll techniques now :illow brge numbern of procedures to be 
perlormed in convenient outp~tient sellings. which:>re preferred by p~tient s ""d phy";ci""s 
:liike. Joint ventures between hO'{lit:lis ""d phyoici""s ""d physici",,-owned venrures continue 
to grow to lIlttt the needs of this exp""ding =ket. 'Ibis trend is ch""ging the w~y hospit:li s 
deliver c= ""d i s forcing them to compete in new w~ys to m:>.int:>.in current p~tient volumes 
""d ~ttr:l.ct new patients. 
Consumer Dem~nd ~nd Tr~n sp~rency 
Con5llIIlt'rs today = :>rIIlt'd with infor=tion ~bout ~ =ge of trea~nts. from :litern~tive to 
tradition:li. ""d = becoming more active pJrlner:; in he:lithc= deci";on nclcing. Gre~ter 
~cce5S to inform~tion about qu:liity ""d ""rvice ""d incre~ ""d exp05llre to the fin""ci:li 
implic~tions of he:lithc= decioions h~ve led to a gre~ter focu s on v:liue . He:lithc:>re provider:; 
need to be abk to address conSll1Iler:;' questions ""d concerns. Provider:; :liso need to be 
prepared to respond to incre~""d dem""ds for =sp=ncy ""d consistency in dinic:li qu~lity 
reporting ""d to 5Ilpp on perform""ce- b~ ""d incentive progr:uns cre~ted by coIIUIlt"rci:li ""d 
govemment:li p~yern . These trends create heightened expect~tions for he:lithc:>re delivery 
oystems ""d require provider:; t o compete aggres";ve lyon multiple diIIlt'n";ons of pe rlorm""ce. 
including qu~lity of c:>re. ",,!Vice ""d v:liue. ConSlllIlt"r de=d f or outcome perfo=nce d~ta 
will likely acceler~te as more accunte:lOd comp:>rable data:>re =de av:libble:lOd con5llmer:; 
e."<pectto be actively involved in their he:lith ""d ",-e ll- being. 
Workforce Is::ues 
All seg.ments of the he:lithc= system = experiencing stili shon~ges. '!be shonage of 
registered nurses (RN s) has been highly publicized over the past decade . Whik RN stoffing i s a 
key ch:lilenge within the he:lithc= workf orce. RNs = by no me""s the only at-ri.-.k group. 
Shon~ges:>re projected for virru:lily:lil phy";ci"" speci:lities over the next ,ever:ll ye=. 
p:>rticul:>rly in the pri='Y care speci:lities. including f~mily pr:lctice. intern:li medicine :IOd 
pedi~tric s. In ~ddition. de=nd for technic~l ""d nonprofe,";on:li worleers will outstrip the 
current:lOd projected oupply. While stoff sb.ort~ges V:l<y in siz.e:lOd scope by =ket. they = 
driving incre~sed costs :IOd forcing providern t o con";der novel work ~=gements . such as 
hiring hospit:liists ""d intensivists. The"" =geIIlt'nts = precipitating ~ ch""ge in tr~dition:li 
he:lithc:>re staffing models. 
Ch~llenges in Primary Care 
Nationwide stoffing ch:illengeo:--:unong other bctoro:--h~ve stres""d the primo.ry c= delivery 
system. Current projections ouggestthe de=d for pri=y c= physici:lOs will incre~"" 40% 
by 2020- requiring neJrly 90.000 new phy";ci""s. D.-m""d will rise even further under the new 
he:lithcJre reform legi.J~tion as the number of phy";ci:lOs entering pri=y c= speci:lities is 
expected to f:ill . 
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M~lpr ~ Clic e Rdorm 
Medico.! mo.!pr~cti ce premiums continue to rir.e substOllti:illy. pbcinj!: ";g.nifiCOllt pressure on 
ru.o.!thc;u:e providers Olld delivery systems. The cost of medico.! molpr:l.Clice insurOllce st= d to 
increar.e in the e~rly 2000s due to =ny hi~ cbims th~t v,'ere ~w~rded . pmicul;u:ly in urban 
=~s. At the SIDle time. = y insurers stoppe d offerinj!: mo.!pr:l.cti ce cover:l.j!:e bec~u r.e oftru.ir 
low profit = g.ins. mokinj!: it more difficult t o obtoln cover:l. j!:e. Thou~ premium incre~r.es = y 
be :Jowinj!:. medi co.! m:lipr~cti ce ref orm i s urj!:ently nee<kd to est~blisb. ~ ceilinj!: on claims and 
reform tru. bur<knsome Olld costly lej!:o.! p rocesr.es. 
In li~t of o.!l ofther.e trend s: 
Heo.!th systems will need to qUOlltify Olld repon on tru. qu:liity metrics ~nd community 
servi ce benefits they provi <k while continuinj!: to prep= for j!:ovemmento.! reform. 
Buildinj!: oper~ti on:li oc ~le will be imponOlltto en~ble ru. :lith systems to <kvelop clinic:li 
pro~s of reiPono.! Olld n~ti ono.! smure while further '{'re~dinj!: their fixed costs. 
Heo.!th systems will need to pmocr with other or j!:oniz~tions to deliver c= ~cr oss the 
continuum . 
Academic medi co.! centers will need to be m ore str:l.teiPc Olld f ocu r.ed t o oecure dini c:li 
~nd = sbtiono.! rer.e;u:ch fundinj!:. 
Ac~<kmic medico.! center s Olld te~ chi.nj!: ho'{'it:li s will h~ve to find cre ~tive w~ys to fund 
te~chinj!: pro i'r:l.1Ils. 
New Y ork State 
New Y ork St~te remo.ins one oftru. most ch:lileniPnj!: finOllci:li Olld oper:l.tion:li environments for 
hospito.! s Olld ru. :lith systems. New York ho'{'ito.! ~ns tend to be 3% to 4% below n~tion:li 
~ver aj!:es. driven by lower r~tes of reimbursement. hi~ bbor cost s Olld st~te -rebted bud j!:e t cuts. 
New Y ork Medi cold continues to stru j!:[tIe with cost conto.inment Olld i s tryinj!: t o shift more ri sk 
to providers to mOll~j!:e c=. 
The n~ti on:li p~yers h~ve acquired ~1I but one ";~iC Ollt New York-b~r.ed co1Il1Ilt"rci:li p~ycr. 
GHIlHIP. P~yer = rket con solid~ti on incre ~r.es p~yer nej!:oti~tinj!: strength Olld dilutes d or.e 
10c :li rebtionships th~t mi~t h~ve benefited Montefiore. 
Ther.e st~tewi<k lI'ends h~ve r.evero.! impli c ~tions: 
EXPOll<kd :unbul~t o'Y c ~p~bilities Olld f~cilities will be required t o deliver Olld =n~"" 
c;u:e ~cro"s the continuum. The j!:I'Ov,th in :unbul~t o'Y f~cilities will re sult in m ore 
divel"'..e phy"; ci~n p=erinj!: ;U:r:l.Oj!:ements. 
New m odels of cooper:l.tion Olld competiti on will emer j!:e ~s tru. m:!rke t consolid~tes. 
Provi ders will shift their focus from inp~tient to outp~tient c ~re Olld fr om =n~g.inj!: 
episodes of c= to mOll~iPnj!: the l onj!:-term he:lith st~lU s of <kfined p~tient popubtions 
over time. 
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Competition will intencify for high~nd speci:llty c~re ca"" 50 hO'{lit:lls historic:llly h~ve 
focused on ~winj1; specific pro&I"'ms to j1;ener:lte needed m~s. 
H ospit:lls will h~ve to devel op more r obust speci~lty c= pr oj1;r:ln1S to j1;e""r~te 
improved m~ns. 
Our Bronx Community 
N~ti on:ll t"'nds m:mifest diffe"'ntly in v""ious regjon:ll ond local =kets. includ.inj1; the Brom<. 
A cig.nificont number ofB rom< recidents ""e ch:illenj1;ed by poveny ond bck of adequate access 
to c=. Brom< recidents :lIso h~ve a high prev:llence of chronic illness. ~s well ~s more 
ci&nificont morbidity ond mon:llity comp=d with New York Sme ond nation:ll ~ver:lj1;es . The 
trends ""e highlighted in the j1;r:lphics below. 
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The higher di""~",, incidence =onj1; Brom< reoident s has led to hospit:llization r~tes th~t ""e 
ci&nificontly ~bove New Y ork City ond n~tion:ll norms. As illustrated in the gr~phic bel ow. the 
Brom< produced 100 medic:ll disch"",es per thousond residents in 2006. a disch""j1;e r:lte 43% 
higher thon the other New Y ork City counties. C.le""ly. Montefiore ond other Brom< hospit:lls 
must invest in prevention. di""~",, monaj1;ement ond c01IUIl.l.l.oity he:llth ond well""," proj1;r:ln1S. 
Surgic:ll disch"",e r:ltes for Brom< recidents ""e ~t or """" the aver:lj1;e for the five boroughs. 
Given the hi,ili profit~bility of Sl.l!"g.ic:ll patients ond the preponderonce of medic:ll p~t~nts in the 
Brom<. Montefiore should do eve<ylhinj1; it con to ~llr:lct more su,pc:ll p~tients from the 
borou,ili. 
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'!be phy:uciJ!l worldorce ch""acteri!l!ic s in tn, BroID< are dif!~rent fr om thos~ in SIlrrounding 
counties J!ld in th~ United Sm~s. The BroID< h~s ~ much low~r rati o of phyciciJ!ls p~r 100.000 
p~opl~ thJ!l W~stchest~r County ~nd Monb~llJ!l-----., sp~ciolly in the =g.icol SIl b sp~ciolties . 
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The hospitol lJ!ldsc ~pe in New Y ork i s comp~titiv~ J!ld still ~volving. New York Sm~ chorged 
the COmmlscion on Heolth C= Facilities in the 21!l! Ct-ntrny- a !l! ~tewi de initiativ~ also 
known ~s the B~rg~r COmmlo:uon- with mo.ki.ng r~ c omm~ndati ons to improv~ it s heolthc= 
ddiv~'Y system J!ld focusing on ~cUl~ c= r~"oill"C~ s. MJ!ly of the Commlscion·s 
reco~ndations = ~ing impl~~nted. re sulting in the closure or com·~,""ion of a numb~r of 
~cUl~ c= hospitols. 
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Montefiore c"" expect incre~""d competition for ,econd;><y ""d ,elect ~rti;><y ""rvices from 
community hospitols. The"" hospitols:lre developing progr:uns to ~llr~ct more opeciolty c;u:e 
p~l"'lll> i.u = .... Hua lu illl·,e~"" lill.-i.J.· c~p~uiliLi .... > =J c~"" .<.Lill<.. III ~JJjliull. lli~y >k.lll"J =J 
well-funded multispeciolty group pr~ctic~s will olso compete to get more of the speciolty 
rd~rrols ""d surgeries. 
IV. A New Direction 
Strategic Goals 
1. Advance our partnershIp wIth the Alben EInsteIn College 
of Medicine 
2. Create notable Centers of Excellence 
3. Build specialty care broadly 
4. Develop a seamless healthcare del ivery system with 
superior access, qual ity, safety and patient satisfaction 
5. Mall im ize the impact of our community service 
Strategic Goals 
The Str~~g.ic Pbnning St""ring Commill"" ~greed upon five str~~g.ic gools th~t :Ire critiC:ll to 
the SIlccess ofMontefiore. n",,,,, gO:llS touch upon ~ll ~spects of the delivery system ""d cen~r 
on =y of our extemol r<'btiom.hips th~t will help us grow. from the p=rship with Einstein 
to our r<'btionsb..ip with the BroOl< community. Achieving the,e gO:llS requires commit1Ilt"nt ""d 
focus from e~ch ""d every ~ssoci~te ""d 1Ilt"mber of our 1Ilt"dic:ll stili. 
1. Adv~nce Our P~rtnership with Albert Einstein College of Medicine 
The first str~teg.ic gO:ll f ocu""s on our r<'btionsb..ip with Alben Einstein College of Medicine 
(Eins~in). Montefiore i, the Univercity Hospitol ""d ~c~ckmic 1Ilt"dic:ll center f or Einstein. one 
of the IOp-nnking 1Ilt"dicol schools in the country. The United St~~s h~s only 129 ~cackmic 
1Ilt"dicol centers-th~t is. ~ccredited 1Ilt"dicol schools ~ssoci~ted with a prim;><y te~ching ~ffili~te 
hospitol . OJr r<'btionship with Einstein is one of our key distinguishing ~s""ts . Mon~fiore. the 
""cond-l;u:gestte~ching cite in the United St~tes. provicks ex~nsive clinicol educ~tion ~nd 
tr:li.ning opponunities. including clerkr.b..ips for 750 Einstein 1Ilt"dic ol stucknts :IDd g;r:Idu~te 
1Ilt"dic:ll educ~tion for 1.000 recicknts:IDd fellow, . In ~ddition. Mon~fiore recruit, m""y 
~ttending phycici:IDS from it, own r<'cidency progr:uns. 
\\'hen optimiz.ed :IDd aligned. ~c~ckmic 1Ilt"dic:ll centers est~bli.b ~ ·virruous circle·· where 
pioneering re",,;u:ch ~m""J.cts highly .killed. innov~tive clinici""s who cre~te new knowledge:IDd 
bre~kthroughs in dinic~l c;u:e cklivery. Tills in rum ~llr:lcts the be't srucknts. 
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'Ibis "virtuous circle" cre~t .. s pow .. rful b~""fits f or the hO'{lit:ll, the ~dic:ll school, the 
mili~t .. d phy:;icions ond ulti=tdy the p ~ti .. nts, Po.u..nts, phy:;ici~ns ""d sruck-nts "" .. dro.wn to 
pbee, LL~l p",vide ,·ulllu)!.-eJ)!.<' ,·",to--wllid.l i , ~v.ub]'l" uuly wu."" LL~n' i , >i)!.illfiC=l 
ongoing dini c:ll ~nd =sbtion:ll re.:e~rch. 
P~tients coming to ~c~ck-m.ic m~dic:ll cente", often require more compkl< m .. dic:ll ond 5Ilrgic:ll 
c"" ... which. in tum. g .. n .. r~l<'s high.-r r .. imbill""..em .. nt ""d mJrgins p .. r p~ti .. nt comp"" .. d with 
low .. r-=gin. more routine c~s .. s. Improved =rgins en~ble the instirution to r~inv .. st in le~ding 
clinic:ll prog;r=. which reinforces the instirution' s n~tion:llstonding. 
Surg ica l Co ntr ibut ion Marg in 
= 
Di,charge' Contr ibut ion Marg in 
Ave rage$CM per Case 
_ $4,86 1 
....... ~~ ...... ----, 
Med ica l Co n t ribut ion Ma rg in 
~ 
[)i , charge' Co ntribu tio n Marg in 
Ave ra;Je$CM per Case 
_ $ 1,632 
""' ~. '"<S",..'"' .. _ < __ ""'" ... ,, _ _ .,......, o ........ ~ ..... . .. " .... "" . _ _ 8 ' <MO ___ __ 
The strong rebtionships between the le~ck-rship te= ~t Mont~fiore ond Einsl<'in h~ve 
po:;itio""d us to beco~ a pr .. mier ~c~dem.ic m~dic:ll c~nt .. r. n,., two institutions con ~chieve 
more togeth~r thon .. ith~r coul d ~chieve inck-p~nck-ntly. We h~ve:l.D :iligned d inic:ll .. nt"'1'ri.:e 
where the f~culty pr:l.ctice:l.Dd ~cute C:lre oper~tions:lre m:l.D~ged ~s ~ single. unified entity. We 
h~ve strong found~tions in re.:e=h- Einstein is in the top 30 in NIH b~:;ic sci .. nce re.:e=h 
funding. :l.Dd Montefiore rec .. ives more th:l.D $40 million onnu:llly for clinic:ll. tr:l.Dr.btion~1 ""d 
he:llth sci~nce re.:e=h. 
To ~dv""ce our p=r:;hip ~nd achieve this str~tegic go:ll. Mont .. fiore h~s outli""d .:even 
dim .. n:;ions for its ~l<p""ck-d rebtionship with Einst .. in: 
1. Upd~te the ~ffi.li~tion ag;reem .. nt: We need to upd~te the Montefiore--Einsl<'in 
miliation ~gree~nt t o define wh~t we w""t to ~chieve t ogether. how we intend to 
jointly 0p .. r:l.te:l.Dd how we will fund our ov .. rbpping mis:;ions. 
2. Develop ~ !'.h~red le~der!'.hip modd f or not~ble C .. nt .. rs ofEl<cdl .. nce: At the 
int .. ",ection of Montefiore·s dinic:ll ~nd Einst .. in's r .. .:e""ch enl<'rpri.:es:lre the C .. nt~r s 
ofExc~ll .. nce th~t Sf':l.D tradition:ll ~c~ck-mic ck-p""~nt boundJries. We will define the 
::b""ed k~de r:;hip mock-Is :l.Dd ~ccount ~bilities f or e~ch nOl~ble C~nl<'r to promote 
dfici .. nt op .. r~tions:l.Dd ensure 5IlCC~5S. 
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3. C o·recruil ~nd CO-SIl p P or! dinic~lleader s wilh Einsl~in: We will c~pil:iliz.e on lhe 
slrenj!:lh of our r~blionship with Eins~in to ~1lr:!Cl clinicJ.! l~~<krs of high surure ""d 
c ~.,~bilily . J uiul c","cuiliu)!. .... HUi1 , ""J j uiul .uu""," ieli ' "UJ..lwulc.urul, lUC" , l.JIiu)!.. hcililit.-, 
""d ~quipmem will exemplify our ",,-=d cOmnUtmemlo recruitinj!: the high~sl c:iliber of 
faculty ~nd Sl;rl'f. 
4 . P~r!ner wilh Einsl~in 10 j!:row clinic~l ~nd Ir~n sblion~l rese~rch: We will dev~ lop a 
comprehenciv~. joim-re"":lrch 5lr~~>W 10 ~dv""ce lhe Sl""dinj!: of our re",,~rch 
proj!:r:uIlS. p:lrticul:lrly in clinicJ.! ""d lr"".J~lionJ.! re,.,.,=h. Tills joirJ:-re",,= h 5lr:!l~!1Y 
will e'l~bli ",,- priorilies for inveSlij!:~lion ""d inquiry. as wdl ~s implemem effective 
o",ani~~lionJ.! ""d SIlppon 5lrucrures 10 ~=cUle lhis SI,""le!1Y. 
5. Enh~nce Ihe qu~lily oflhe educalion~l proj!:r~ms: SlrOnj!: re,.,.,:lrch ""d cuninj!:-edj!:e 
clinic:!l proj!:r:uIlS ~llr~Cllhe b~sl sru<kms ""d r~ci<kms. Acc~ss to cre~tive ~~chinj!: 
melhods ""d superior f~culty helps Culliv~le !'.killful clinici"" •. We will develop novel 
~~chinj!: ~pproaches 10 equip our physici""s with Ihe !'.kills required 10 le~d lhe nexl 
j!:ener~tion of clinici""s ""d re ,.,.,= hers. 
6. ESl~bliclJ. co-br ~ndinj!: appr oach wilh Ein sl~in: UndeF-t""dinj!: ~nd appreci~tinj!: how 
our IWO orj!:ani~~lions c"" SIlppon one o!h~r will help us re:iliz.e lhe benefils of our 
rebtionship . We will ~~ upon "" ov~r=hinj!: co-b,""ndinj!: ~pproach 10 j!:1.li de our joinl 
proj!:r= devdopmem efforto. includinj!: cuSlomiz.ed ~ppro~che s for joinl -oper~~d 
initi~tives. 
7. ESl~bliclJ. ~ co-fundraicinj!: ~ppr o~ch wilh EinSlein: T o =im.iz.e phil""thropic 
fundinj!:. we will prep= focu ""d developmem pl""s for key pro~ priorities ""d 
preo~m our coordin~led ""d :!lij!:Oed p:lrmership 10 benehClors. 
2. Cr e ~le Not~ble Cemer s of Excellence 
The ""cond Slr:!t~g.ic j!:o:!l focus~s on the import""ce of cre~tinj!: ""d devdopinj!: C~m~rs of 
&cellence-hubs of multidisciplinJIY exp~rti,.,., ""d compr~hem.ive ""rvic~s <kcij!:Oed to <kliver 
unp=lIeled. p~tiem - cem~red C:lr~. Already. the close pmnership between Momdiore ""d 
Einst~in led to the cre~tion of c.-n~rs of Excellence in C""cer C=. C:>rdiov~scul:lr Servic~s. 
T=::pl""t~tion ~nd Neuroscieaces. ~s well ~s 1be Children·s Hospit:!l ~t Momefiore (CHAM). 
We pI"" to cominue to build upon this success. F or ex:unple. the CHAM mo<kl c"" be emul~~d 
within other disciplines ""d speci:!lti~s to build our reg.ion~l ""d n~tionJ.! repUl~tion ~cross a 
numb~r of clinicJ.! pro~. ~nh""ce our st""dinj!: ~s "" academic medic:!l c~m~r ""d ~llr~ct 
more p~ti~ms. =y of whom live in the Bronx. 
Most u.s. NI!I"s Honor Roll HospitJ.! s:lre ac~demic medicJ.! c~m~rs. ""d J.!l h~ve";x or more 
speciJ.!ties r:>nked ~t the top or ne:lr the top of the speciJ.!ty rJOkinj!:s. CHAM h~s en~bled 
residems to re c~ive oUlst~ndinj!: c:lre in the Bronx ""d h~s hdped dr:l.w p~tiems from 
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commJ.mil;"s oUloide oflhe iInmedi~le vicinity. Devdoping other not~ble Cemers ofExcdlence 
th~1 follow the CHAM modd ~nd focuoing on cmng for p~l;"ms with complex issues will 
t.""ll~ul" u , lu ['''lln llJrtCl lLto ll""J, uI uw: l·UliWJ.l.J.llily by ~lU:~lLill)!. p~Lit.""lll' WllU l"W:l"llLly le~v" 
the BroOl< for medic:li ,.,..rvices. 
The ~xp~m.ion ofMom~fiore·s not~bl~ Cenlers will u,lp ~1lr:!Cl more high- c~se--w~ighl p~ti~ms 
o.nd devdop ~ higher c~"" mil< index. oim.i.br 10 other academic medic:li cenlers in our ""pon. ~ s 
::hown "..low. 
Mix of Disch arges based on Case We ight Cat egor ies 
MMCversus Co mp arator H osp ita ls 
[~ "I. "",," Woo,,""'''' Mod 
"""'...".... ,'" 
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TwemY-Ihree perc~m of BroOl< reoidems cu=mly l~~ve th~ borough for inp~ti~m care. MoS! of 
the ,.,.. p~tiem" go 10 M~n.Imlo.n hospil:lis. driven by in~dequ~le loc:li ~ccess 10 high-end speci:lily 
c""e. BroOl< hospil:lis are estim~led 10 10,.,.. $800 million "rum:li.ly in inp~tiem revenue bec~use 
p~l;"m s le~ve lhe borough 10 receive their c~re ~I other brge ac~demic medic:li cenlers. SIlch ~s 
Columbi~ P""sby!erio.n ""d Moum Sino.i . 
Complex :;rnpcol c~ses ""d other c~,.,..s with high ""imbursemem r:>les le~ve the borough ~I ~ 
higher r:>le th"" less- complex medicol c~,.,..s . Momefiore· s percem~ge of l ow-c~se--mil< p~l;"ms 
is IIlllch higher th~n th~1 of comp""able MJOh~tl",,- ba ,.,..d ac~demic medic:li cemers. Providing 
~dded speci:lity ,.,..rvices will bolster Momefiore·s fino.nci:li ~ns ""d further our misoion. 
Momefiore·s Slr~lepC gools suppon lhe devdopmem of high-qu:li.ity leni"'Y c~re progr:uns Ih~1 
willen~ble BroOl< ""oidems to receive ~ brger percem~ge oflheir he:lilhcare do,.,..r to home. 
A ="'Y oflhe oUl-migr:>tion sl~tistiC" for the BroOl< for 2006 ~ppe"" s bdow. The"" 
oUlcomes ""e broken down by medicol ""d SIl!1Pcol speciolties. 
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To reduce oUl-nU",-,tion. Montdiore has <k-fined three broad stntegic opporrunities: 
1. Continue to develop C~nt~rs ofEl<cdknce in Canc~r Care. Cardiova'-Cubr S~rvic~s 
and CHAM: Rec~nt inv~=ents in ~~ch of th~oe Cent~r:; have built ~ strong: foundation 
th~t inc lu<k-s lea<k-r:;hip. c1inicol ~l<cdknce ond ~ full portfolio of r~"':lrch c~p~bilit;"s. 
from b~.ic science to clinicol ond trJ.m.btionol rese=h. With continued support. the", 
",rvice lin~, = wdl po.itioned to become recog:niud Center:; of Excdl~nce. 
2. Devdop ~ddition~1 Cent~r s in Transpbnt~tion and Neurosci~nc~s: We will continue 
to el<pond our compr~h<-n.ive ond multidisciplin"'Y "'rvic~s in t=splont~tion ond 
neurosc;"nce. ond build a m:>rket pres~nce within wse ",rvice li=s. T:Ir~ted 
investm.~nts to build our clinic:!l ond re",=h c~p~biliti~s will ensure th~t they continue 
on the p~th to becoming: not~ble Cent~r:; of Exc~lI~nc~. 
3. F om s on building: speci~lty s~rvic~s t o supp ort ~x.isting: ~nd Olh~r ~m~r ging: 
C~nt~rs: High Iev~1s of service ond ~cc~ss to speciolty c= = required to c~ptlr~ loc~l 
ond region:!l rd~rr:!ls th~t support the g:ro"th of our Centers. Diff~rent speci:!lt;"s will 
<k-mo.nd diff~rent t~Clics th~t =g:e from new recruitment s to productivity ~nd dfic;"ncy 
initi~tiv~s. 
3. Build S peci~ltv C~re Bro~dlv 
The CillT~nt short~g:e of speci~li,ts in th~ BroOl< provi<k-s Montefiore with on opportunity to 
g:row ond bro~<k-n its speci~lty c= "'rvic~s . Montdiore is olre~dy in a strong: po.ition to mov~ 
forw:lrd on thi s ..mce it i, the l:lr g:~st single ~mploy~r of speci:!lty c:lre phy.icions in the BroOl<. 
The New York Sme Dep=~nt of He:!lth h~s i<k-ntif;"d ~cc~s s to he~lthc= ~s ~ top priority. 
Access to :unbubtory specialty c= must b~ a t op priority for Montefiore bec~u", the imp~Cl on 
the public ' s heolth con be sig:nificont . 
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A bck of acc~ss t o thes~ critic 0.1 ""rvic~s c "" incre~,;e the chronic di,;e~,;e burden due to deb yed 
identific~tion ""d m""~j!:e~nt of medic~l conditi ons ""d incre~,;e ~mbubto<y-""n,.;tive 
~w..J.i''';UI.l>-~w..J.i>'';Ull> ll.l~l ,",uulJ [,,, llWll.l)!."J iu lLt" U Ulp ~l"'lll ""lliu)!.. I.LL'I'nJ veJ ~'Tt.""'> 
could reduce the m:lln on Montefiore's ~~rj!:~ncy depm~nt". which p~tients me ~s a point of 
~cceS5 for specio.lty c~re ""rvices. 
The c~p~bilities of the IDlbul~tory syst~m must o.Iso be ~nh""ced to suppon specio.lty c= 
"",,wth. T o ke.-p p~ce with n~tiono.l IDlbul~to<y c= trends. Montefiore will continue to suppon 
the developm~nt of joint v~nrur~s ""d other opponunities to improve ~cce5S to IDlbul~tory 
proce dlll""J.! c~nter:; . The,;e projects. indudinj!: the devdop~nt of a community-b~""d 
IDlbul~tory SU!"j!:ery center. will hdp relieve hospito.l opero.tinj!: rooms ""d procedure OIre~s while 
~l<p""dinj!: the j!:eog:r~phic re~ch of our deliv~<y sySl~m. 
Pmner:;hips with other BroOl< providers should be optimized to help us bro~den specio.lty cOlre 
~cce"". We = workinj!: to ~nh~nce our rebtionships with other BroOl< provider:;. o.l.I owinj!: us to 
better m""~j!:e specio.lty c= resourc~" ""d to cre~te access to Olh~r acute c= c~p~city. o..·er 
the lonj!: term. pOlrmerships with other BroOl< provider:; offer"" opporrunity t o develop ~ 
borouj!:h-wide str~tegy to respond to the IDlbul~to<y and inp~tient c= needs of the community. 
To ~chieve this j!:o o.l. Montefiore will undenoke the followinj!: three stro.t~gjc initi~tiv~s: 
1. Incre~se access t o ~ full spectrum of speci~lty ""rvi ces t o m""tthe n""ds of the 
community: In ~ddition to ""curinj!: regjono.l ref~rr:li s for specio.lty services reb ted to 
our C~nt~r:;. we will ~nh""ce our specio.lty cOlre c~pabilities in ,;ev~r:li =~s t o ~n= 
th~t the Br <Xll< c ommunity h~" sufficient l oco.l ~c cess to speci~lty c = ""rvic~s . 
2. Enh~nce infrastructure and Sl~ffinj!: to support inp atient ~nd outp atient sp eci~lty 
c~re g:rowth: o..·~r the cominj!: yeOlrs. specific typ~s of ~cute c= resources. such ~s 
int~n";ve c= unit beds. op~ro.tinj!: rooms. pOSl · JOesthe";~ c= units and im.o.gjnj!: 
technology. will be in hi,ilier de=d. We will focus our effon s = und improved 
utili~ation of our ~x..iSlinj!: resourc~s. ~s wdl ~s prudent inv~st~nt in new resourc~s. 
G~ps in our IDlbubto<y s~!Vic~s c~pabilities. includinj!: the cre~tion of ~ community-
b~,;ed ~mbul~to<y surj!:e<y center. will be ~ddre,,;ed. As infr:!structure i s devdoped. we 
will o.Iso recruit and ret~in highly skilled phy";ci""s. n=~s. tec hoici""s ""d other 
heo.lthcOlre provider::. Continued tro..ininj!: ""d suppon for our ~ssoci~tes will en~ble them 
to more effectivdy =~j!:e the compl~l< c= needs of our p~tients. 
3. Optimiu hospit ~l bed c~p ~city: Cpponunities ex..iSl to optimiu bed c~p ~city ~c ross 
our he~lthc= deliv~ry system. For el<=pk. u";nj!: the Nonh Divi";on c~p~city will 
off""t de=d ~t other l oc~tions. ""d continuinj!: ex..istinj!: p~tient throuj!:hput initi~tiv~s 
will ~nh""ce efficiency ""d coordin~tion of c=. Our le~der:;hip te= will evo.lu~te 
opponunities f or regjonoli~~tion of key s~!Vi ces ""d inp~tient units in c~,;es wh~re 
dusterinj!: of s~!Vices will le~d to improved p~tient ~ccess ""d quolity of care. 
R~gjono.liz.~tion of key ",,!Vic~s i s pmiculOlrly import""t within our C~nters of 
Excellence ""d in =~s of c= requirinj!: ::pecio.liz.ed units. sme-of-the-m technol ogy 
""d st~ffwith specioliud !'.kills. 
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4. Devdop a Seamless He~lthc~re D.-livery Svstem with Superior Access. Qualitv. S~fetv 
and Patient Satisfacti on: 
Montefiore is well positioned to implelIlt"nt o.n int~~ted delivery system that advo.nces health 
o.nd enriches liv~s . We have =de ";gn.ifico.nt inv~"tments to expo.nd o.nd connect our system to 
provide patient' with acc~ss to he:lithcare r.ervices across the continuum of care . We :liso have 
improv~d custolIlt"r r.ervice o.nd our perfor=ce :lion& v",",ous qu:liity metrics. 
The breadth. depth o.nd interconnectedness of our delivery sy,tem have the potenti:lito 
distinj1;llir.b. us from loc:li o.nd nationo.l competitor,; . However. the system needs to be fine tuned 
to becolIlt" ev~n more inte~ted. For e.nmpk. our deliv~ry system oper:ltes frequently at or 
ne:lr capacity. o.nd o.ny system &aps co.n ",swt in poor coordination =on& the delivery system 
components. Gaps in the system. such as a lack of consolidated srhedulin&. co.n :liso limit or 
delay access t o speci:lity care . 
A closely :ll.i&=d. inte~ted delivery system will help Montefiore reduce oUl-m.i&ration o.nd 
provide the highest qu:ll.ity c:lre in the safest environment while mo.na&in& costs. 
...... 
Mo nteh"", Home 
~. 
Oth e rH o meCare 
.... ~",.--i 
SN F I Nu rs ing 
110_$ 
.... . .. Ot he r S ub·aeute 
,""vOel$ 
Shared Ser.ic e . I nfra, true tu re 
Ambulab f"/ I Ae ule E MFI Andolo\1i 
p ~e , ' 0",,1 Co mm unicat on (Nole'l 
, " 
Montefiore 
Affili .. ed 
Q,herNon "ll ffili . 'ed Provider 
Montefiore has exten";ve exp~nir.e in dis~ar.e mo.na&elIlt"nt o.nd care coordination and co.n r.erve 
as a national model. Montefiore' s ability to OI"j!:o.niz.e its delivery system :>rOund the needs of 
complex o.nd chronic:lily ill patients is ~ssential. 
To achieve this &00.1. Montefiore will undenoke the followin& fiv~ str:lteiPc initiatives: 
1. Mi&rat~ fr om manaiPn& ~pi",des of care t o a 10niPtudinal health status 
mana&ement approach that empha";z.es accountability: Effective coordination of our 
delivery system will enable us to st",:un.line care across the system f or our patients. 
r:lther tho.n treatin& ~ach patient encount~r as o.n isobted episode. Buildin& lon&-term 
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""btionships with our p~tients will en~ble us to better =~j!:e their c;u:e ""d ~chieve 
SIlperior outC01Ilt's. p;u:ticubrly f or those with chronic di oe~oe. Achievinj!: higher levels 
uI 'Y"",lil l-'"dU...uWliCC W illlt,~J lU ... ,Ju.cJ UUl-liilll,l:~liuu "",J "u, w." lwl Muuldiul" 
""moJns a "",uon:li ""d n~tion:li hospit:li of choice for p~tients ""d phy';ci""s. 
2. Op timiz.e the performance of all system components: To boost perform""ce. we will 
enh""ce the prim:I!Y care system. includinj!: ~cceS5to prevention ""d screeninj!:. ""d 
work tow;u:d incre~sinj!: the effectiveness of our phy';ci""s ""d hospiuls in respondinj!: 
to ~nd followinj!: up on speci:lity care rderr:lis. 
3. Continue to improve performance aj!:~inst peer &r oups in qu~lity. safe ty and 
customer oervice: O,er the p~st five ye=. Montefiore h~s =de ';g.nific""t strides in 
cre~tinj!: systems to improve ""d better monitor qu:liity. sofety ""d custo1Ilt'r seNice. We 
will continue to f ollow urllve",,:li protocols ""d meet:lil compli""ce ""plhtions. as well 
~s meet ""d exceed the Center for Medicare ""d Me dic:lid SeNices me~SIl""s for 
qu:liity. We will incre~ oe enj!:~j!:ement ""d ~c count~bility for sofety ""d quolity IDIonj!: 
:lil clinic:li dep;u:lIIlt"nts ""d :lil c~re provide"" ~nd explore the uoe of 1Ilt'trics tied to 
incentives. Feedb~ck will be uy: we will continue to g.le ~n infor=tion from p~tient. 
phy';ci"" ""d aS5oci~te s~tisf~ction SIlrveys to drive perform""ce. 
4. Build and enh~nce infrastructure t o str enj!:then t he system: We will cre~te a more 
con';stent. oeIDlless oeNice experience f or p~tients ""d ""ferrinj!: phy';ci""s. Emph~::i s 
will be pbced on "bij!:h-touch points' within the system. includinj!: schedulinj!:. 
=~j!:e1Ilt'nt of p~tient 1Ilt'dic:!l inform~tion. ""ferr:!l =~j!:ement ""d pre-- ""d post-
tre~tment physici"" communication. In addition to enh""cinj!: these ;u:e~s. we will further 
develop shared seNices provided by the Care M""~j!:ement Orpniz~tion to f~cilime 
more effective =~j!:e1Ilt'nt ofp~tient ""btionships. p;u:ticul;u:ly for p~tients with 
chronic dise~""s. 
5. Impr ove c~re coordin~tion ~nd tr~n::ition m~n~g.ement : Existin& c;u:e =~j!:e1Ilt'nt 
c ~p~bilities will be enh""ced to ensure th~t p~tients with multi-speci:!lty care needs 
receive se:unless care . The Cente"" of Excellence c"" oerve ~s ~ model f or hij!:h1y 
coordin~ted. intei1l'~ted care within the system. T=.;tions to ~nd from the acute care 
oettinj!: will be =~j!:ed more actively to improve access to c;u:e while reducinj!: 
u~cess"'Y ho::pit:liiz~tions. Fotenti:li ~re~s f or ev:liu~tion include centroliz.ed proces""s 
to m""~j!:e out -of- system ""ferr:!ls ""d rebtionship development with skilled nursinj!: 
f~c ilities ""d other post-~cute care providers. 
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5. M~x..imi~ the Imp~ct of Our Communitv Service 
Commitment t o our socio1 mis';on ""d to the c01IlIIll.lD..ity is our lej!:~cy ""d ~ j!:re~t source of 
pride. We = n~tiono.lly recoomi~d for beinj!: ~ le~der in developinj!: innov~tive pro~ ""d 
re,e=h in community heo1th. =iPnj!: from our school · b~oed clinics t o "" NIH·funded center 
on heo1th disp",",ties. 
HiSloric:illy. Montefiore·, community service pro~ h~ve j!:I"Own in ~ j!:r~ssroots f~shion ""d 
h~ve evolved into 5IlSlo.i.n~ble. l"" j!:e-sc~le models th~t h~ve h~d ~ ::iomific""t imp~ct on the 
Bronx. We::eek to ' trenj!:then these pro~s by ooordin~tinj!: our effons with community 
p:>rlner:; ~nd evo1u~tin& pro~ effectiveness. Feder:,] ""d Sl~te j!:over=nts require hospito1s 
to orj!:o.n..i~. qu~ntify ""d report on c01IlIIll.lD..ity oervice pro~ ""d oUlco~,. Specific~lIy. ~t 
the i"eder:li leve l. new re&ubtions require th~t we quo.ntify ""d repon on the level of our 
community benefit contributions. At the ,Ute level. re&u . .btions require th~t we focus on o.nd 
demonstr:lte o.n imp~ct in identified ~re~s of high-priority heo1th needs. 
To help m""ttheoe require1Ilt"nto. Montefiore h~s i dentifie d five m~jor 5lr~teiPc initi~tives: 
1. ESl~blir.b.inj!: priorities b~sed on identified community he~lth n""ds: Montefiore will 
~dopt ~ more Str:lteiPc o.nd sy'tem.o.tic ~ppro~ch to ev~lu~tin&. prioritiz.in& o.nd 
respondinj!: t o community he~lth need, to en,ure th~tthe full imp~ct of our effon , is 
re~liz.ed. In 2008. the New York St~te Dep""=nt of Heo1th identified 10 he~lth 
priorities. Workinj!: from th~tlist. we focused our 2009 Community s.-rvice Aj!:end~ on 
the followin& =~s: obe';ty. di~bete". c""cer. ~t·ri!'.k el derly. ~sthm.~ o.nd heo1thy b~bie,. 
heo1thy mother:; ""d heo1thy children. Montefiore will work with community p""mers 
o.nd city o.nd st~te offi cio1s to ~"oess o.nd ~t the needs in theoe =~s o.nd to ,et future 
priorities. T~",eted efforts will be m~de to build ~ comprehensive. coordin~ted preoence 
in high·priority ""e~s. while ..,o~s in other ""eas will continue to receive suppon. 
2. Work with New Y ork St~te t o eSl~blish ~ 5Il,t~in~ble model for the Bronx ReiPon~l 
He~lth Inform~tion Orj!:~ni z~ti on (REIO ): Si>mifico.nt ,trides h~ve b""n m.o.de t o 
eSl~bli sb. ~ mode l RHIO in the Bronx. Suppon o.nd devel op1Ilt"nt of the Bron."< RHID will 
help promote info=tion exch""j!:e ~cross Bronx-b~oed provider". We will 01"0 
continue to work do"ely with New Y ork St~te to cre~te ~ 5Ilstolmble fino.ncio1 model for 
the REIO ""d other heo1th d~t~ exch""j!:es ~cro ss the Sl~te. 
3. Strenj!:then Slew~rd sb.ip ~nd over';ght : We will identify opporrunities to strenj!:then 
over:;ight functions ""d ~ccounubility :>round c01IlIIll.lD..ity oervice. \Ve will initi~te ~ 
process to evo1u~te ""d report on the COSl. benefits o.nd sources of suppon f or ~ctivitie, 
to beller under:;t""d proj!:r= effectiveness. We will o1so work with proj!:r= o",~ni~r' 
to cl",",fy expect~tion' ""ound reponinj!: o.nd imp~ct me~surement. ~,well ~s t o =k 
opponunities t o beller coordin~te ex..istin& pro~s intem011y ""d with our co1IlIIlJ.l.D..ity 
oervice p""mers. 
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4. EnSllre th~tthe delivery oystem further contributes to public he~lth: We h~ve on 
opportunity to improve he~lth outcomes for our community ond for j!:ene,""tions t o come 
liu:uui!L uw: ,-ullliuu"J "Hu.," lu pwvi<k lUll)!.iluJiu..! '-"'to lU p~Li"lll>. p",uu.bdy llw", 
with c bronic dir.ease. We will incre~r.e efforts to coordin~te our community r.ervice 
activities with our clinicol pro~s. SIlch as concer sc=ninj!: ond patient education. 
Stronj!:er connections betw~n our heolthcare delivery system ond our COIIUIlllnity 
r.ervice activities will ensure th~t our p~tients ond the C 01IlIIl.l.loity at l:lrj!:e h~ve ~ccess to 
comprehem.ive heolth-rebted r.ervices. from education ond prevention to tre~=nt ond 
=~j!:e~nt . 
5. Partner with Einstein on community-bar.ed r esearch initiatives: Innov~tive 
COIIUIlllnity heolth proj!:r= provide a fertile r.ellinj!: for te~chinj!: ond by the found~tion 
for j!:I"Oundbre~kinj!: sociol science. ond beh~vio,""l ond popubtion- b~r.ed rer.e:lrch. 
TOj!:ether. Montefiore ond Einstein will explore opportunitieo to build ond leve,""j!:e a 
r<"posito<y of best p,""ctice methodol og.ies for COIIUIlllnity health pro~s ond r<"se=h 
public~tions. 
Organiz~tional Go~ls 
Organizational Goals 
1. Create a culture of high performance, motivation and 
fulfillment 
2. Maintain strong financial health 
3. Invest In state·of-the·art facilities ami technologies 
4. Build an aligned and Interconnected enterprise 
S. Foster supportive alliances and partnerships 
As with our St'""teiPc Gools. Montefiore le~der.rup has a~d upon five operationol j!:ools to 
~dvonce our institution to new heights of exce.iknce. Ther.e o",anintionol j!:ools f ocus on w~ys 
we con str<"ni¢len our institution from within. SIlch ~s developinj!: a high-performinj!: wo,kforce. 
investinj!: in facilities ond technoloj!:y and ::trenj!:theninj!: intemol r<"btionships. Our 
o",Jni~~tionol j!:ools emphaciz.e interconnectivity inste~d of individuol components ond 
~ccentu~te the import once of our entire heolthcare delivery system. 
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1. Cre~te ~ Culmre of High Perform~nce. Motivation ~nd Fulfillment 
Successful imple~nt~tion of the Str:l.tegic Phn ""lies on c""~tinj!: ~ high-performinj!:. motiv~ted 
"",d enj!:~j!:ed womorce. Tills womorce must believe in our vi";on ""d mis";on ""d be 
motiv~ted to deliver ""perior level" of quolity se!Vice to our p~tieas. their colle~g,ueo ""d to the 
community. Our ~dic:li stm. ""ferrinj!: phy";ci""s "",d ~1I ~5Soci~tes lIDdef"'x"",d "",d = 
committed t o our culrure of high perform""ce. They will work toj!:ether t o c""~te ""d deliver ~n 
experience th~t will both s~ti sfy our tr~dition:li CIlstomer b~"" ""d ~llr:lct new p~tients. 
To build ""d SIlst:lln this culrure. we will j!:o.!vJniz.e our workforce =und Montefiore' s new 
Str~tegic Pl"",. We will recruit new ~,"oci~tes with !:peci:liiz.ed ±illo "",d knowledj!:e in order t o 
SIlppOrt our needs ""d c""~te new =~j!:ement systemor-includin& slrllcm""s. tools ""d 
incentiveor-to meJoinj!:fully enj!:~j!:e ""d motiv~te our ~ssoci~tes ""d cre~te the ideo.! ho!:pito.! 
e.'<perience. \Ve will o.!so tum to our volunt"'Y medico.! stoff ""d cultiv~te tho"" rebtionships in 
order to s~tisfy p~tient preferences "",d build !:pecio.!ty c;u:e ""fe=ls. Developinj!: ~ 
comprehen";ve ~ppro~ch to ~llr:lctinj!: ""d ~lij!:Oinj!: our interests with those of non-~ftili~ted 
phy";ci""s in our region will be critic:lito our success. 
Quolity ""d s~fety a"" centr:ll t o ensurinj!: th~t our womorce ""m:llns in!:pi""d ""d committed t o 
our objectives. Investinj!: in le~dership develop~nt will equip our m""'~j!:e~nt te:un to SIlcceed 
in their roles. tm on ~ddition:li re!:pon";bility. ~dv""ce in the orj!:~niz~tion ""d in!:pire 
colle~g,ues to do the S=. which. in rurn. will help support qu:liity ""d sofety me~su""s. 
2. M~intain Str ong Fin~nci~l He~lth 
Montefio"" will st""nj!:tlrn its fin~nci:li heo.!th for three b~sic purpo""" to j!:ener~te c~pito.! for 
""invest~nt in str:ltegic initi~tives. to SIlppon underlunded "",d mis";on-""bted pro~ ""d 
to hedj!:e ~j!::llnst fum"" ch""j!:es to our ""imbuf"~ment levels ""d cost strucru""s. We CJilllot rely 
on inc""~",,d borrowinj!: or phil""thropy to fund otr:ltegic ""d mis";on-rebted investments. 
To meet these three objectives. we will continue to improve our oper~tinj!: ~n ""d =n~j!:e 
our cost structures. To be ,,,,If-SIlpponinj!:. the exceos m:>rg,in must j!:I'OW from its CillTent level of 
1.3% to ~ more sust:lln~ble level of 3%. which is achiev~ble:lOd necess"'Y if we successfully 
execllle our Str~tegic Pl"". 
A 3% =g,in will en~ble Montefiore to suppon invest~nts in ~dditiono.! Centers of 
Excellence. continue to up"",de its clinic:li equip~nt ""d IT systems. ""cruitle~din& clinici:lOs 
"",d """,,:>rehers. ""d ""nov~te "",d build sme-ot~the-~n bcilities. A brj!:er m~ will ~l!'.O 
ensure the sust:lln~bility of our underfunded clinic:li "",d c01IlIIll.lllity ",,!Vice ~ctivities. Stronj!:er 
=g,ins c"" :liso suppon the develop~nt of !:peci:lity c= pro~s. which will en~ble us to 
~ttr:l.Cl more high-~cuity p~tients with bvor:lble ""imbllF..e~nt levels. High- ~cuity p~tients will 
""qui"" mo"" support. bill we ""ticip~te e =inj!: ~ higher ~n per c~se b~""d on the incre~""d 
""venue. 
M;u:g,ins c~n be improved by effective =~j!:e~nt. such as "tronj!:er lonj!:-term ove""';ght of our 
c~pit~ted p~tients ' c= ~cro", our he:lithc= delivery syotem. These initi~tives c"" provide 
=teri:li improve~nt in our oper~tinj!: =g,ins. o.IIowinj!: us to intem~lIy fund our str:ltegic 
investments. 
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3. Invest in St~te-of-the-Art F~cilities ~nd Technologies 
Improved m~s would o.!so suppon incre~oed investment. Over the p~st five ye~r:;. we h~ve 
invested in infr:>structure enho.ncem~nts to me~tth~ evolvin& st~nd;,rds of medicine o.nd to 
mo..into..in our competitive pocition in our loco.! o.nd r~giono.! =kets. To b~ a premi~r aca<kmic 
medico.! c~nter. we need to continue IIl:l.kin& infr:>structure investments. which inclu<k buildin& 
""d =int~in.in& the best facilities. equipment o.nd infor=tion technolo&y systems. 
Our Str~tegic Pl"" co.!ls for ";&nifico.nt ,...structurln& of our phy";co.! c~p~city, ~s well ~s 
investments in new facilities and technolo&y. These investments will be c",dully phnned ""d 
timed to IIUX..imiz.e impact on our oper:>tin& reSlllts. A thou,ilitful o.nd co&ent =ster facilities 
pbn will be cre~ted to i<kntify how to b~st utilize cun..-nt hciliti~s o.nd sp~c~. ""d to 
rec omIIlt'nd infrastrucrure improve1Ilt'nts for m., furore . 
The consto.nt evolution of heo.!thc;u:~ equip1Ilt'nt ""d technologies r~quires cho.n&es o.nd upg:r~<ks 
to our ~x.istin& inv~ntory. For ~l<:unpl~. inc,...1Ilt' nto.! inv~st1Ilt'nts in equip1Ilt'nt ""d dinico.! 
technolo&y will be nece"",), to build o.nd devel~ the Centers ofEl<cellence o.nd specio.!ty c;u:e 
prog:r:uns. All oftheoe needs will h~ve to be con";dered. _=fully evaluated o.nd prioritiz.ed. 
4. Build ~n Ali!tged ~nd Interconn~Cle d Oqpni~~tion 
We phce &reat empha";s on our syst~ms orient~tion-th~t :ill pms ofMrotefiore;u:e impono.nt 
contributorn. workin& to&~ther to provide care to individuo.! p~tients as well as to the ~ntire 
population. CA'~r the comin& decade. our focus will shift from the SuCC~5S of m., individuo.! p;u:ts 
of the system- prim",), c;u:e. speci~lty c= o.nd the four hospito.!.-o how the system functions 
~s a whole . 
To cre~te o.n ~nviro=nt SIlpponive of this more holistic ~ppro~ch to heo.!thc;u:e delivery. we 
will ~l<plore opponunities t o improve o.!igmnent =on& phy";cio.n. n=in& o.nd administr:l.tive 
le~<kr:;hip . We will work tow;,rd enh""cin& forums ""d vehicles for communic~tion ~cros s the 
orpni~~tion to suppon improved interconnenivity. 
Info=tion technolo&y ""d systems. fund=nto.!to :ill components of our cun..-nt bu";ness 
mo<kl. = essentio.! . We will continue to invest in info=tion technology to ensure th~t 
~ccur~te o.nd cur,...nt infor=tion is o.!w~ys ~vail~ble throu,iliout the <klive<y system. Proposed 
=~s offocus include continued roll-out o.nd integ:r:ltion of the Electronic Medico.! Record 
system. evo.!u~tion of a uniform schedulin& system. facilit~tion of r~oe;u:ch infor=tion :b;u:in& 
between Einstein ""d Montefiore. cre~tion of system:; t o SIlppon acute c= throu,iliput. ""d the 
devel opment of effective ,...ferro.! =na&ement systems. indudin& coordin~ted o.nd timely 
communic~tion. Th~se effons will strengthen clinico.! decicion-IIl:l.kin& o.nd ~dv""ce our lon&-
term ability to m.o.na&e p~tients o.nd popul~tions ~cross o.!l sector:; of Montefiore's vast 
heo.!thc;u:e <klive<y system. 
S. Fo"ter Supportive Alli~nc~s and Partnership s 
Intemo.! ""d el<temo.! p~rtner.rups = critico.! t o b~comin& more effective o.nd efficient. Theoe 
pmnernhips include rebtionships =on& our own st;rl'f. ~s well ~s with Einstein. other 
heo.!thc;u:e provi<kr:;. &over=ntal a&encies o.nd coIIlIIl.l.lnity g:roups . 
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Montefiore's strong oli~nt with il s 2,500 Pr:lcticing phy";ci:lOs, the majority of whom = 
employed by the medicol center, yields premium.. cosl-effective care, promotes co1IlIIl.l.lD.ity 
u.,,,hL ""J ili'P'·u v" . k y UUlCUli"' •. TI..U. "I'I'",,,,·L i . vi,..! lu I'Lyhl,· i"" ,·",·,uiWlrlil ""J 
enhoncing the ~cceS510 quolily heolthc:>re throughout the region. We will continue by 
p:>rlnering with our ov."Il facullY ond medicol slm 10 cultiv~te ::peciolty c:>re ""rvices; 10 
improve lhe quolity. s~fety and continuity of c=; ond 10 better ~I the co1IlIIl.l.lD.ity' s needs. 
The cre~tion of the Montefiore Integr:>ted Provider Associ~tions (IPA) is ~ recent el<IDIple of ~ 
successful inlem:li p=er-..b.ip . Tbis hospil:li ·phy";ci:lO partnership is key 10 our =~ged c= 
slr:llegy ond 10 Ihe development of our cOIIUIlJ.mily-b ~sed centers in lhe e ~sl ond wesl BroOl<. 
:IOd il h~s :lilowed us 10 el<p:lOd access 10 speci:lity proce dures. such ~s pSlroinlestinol 
proce dures. Moving forw:>rd. Montdiore musl be prep:>red 10 identify ond p=ue sim.il:>r 
opponunilies for hospil:li ond medicol slm coll~b or:ltions ond other joint ventures Ih~1 ~dd 
volue 10 our heollhc= delivery system. 
Montefiore reco~z.es Ihe incre~";ng llnporlonce of working wilh other hospilols . heollh 
rentern. nursing homes. phy";ri:lO groups ond insurer*~yer s. We sh:>re c01Il1Ilon ~gend~s wilh 
the"" groups. ~nd we h~ve worked l ogether 10 identify :>re~s of shored inleresl ond achieve 
outcomes Ih~1 could not h~ve been ~ccomplished :lione. The BroOl< RHI O i s one el<IDIple of 
such:lO dfon. in which Montefiore porlnered with olher BroOl< providern 10 cre~te ~ region:li 
clinic:li d~l~ el<chonge Ih~1 h~s lhe potentiollO gre~t1y improve Ihe quolity. s:rl'ety ond cosl 
effectiveness of the core we provide. There = now. :IOd will continue 10 be. =y other 
opponunilies for muru:lily benefici:li colbbor:ltions. 
V. Looking Forward 
Montefiore leader-..b.ip underntonds Ih~llhe determinonls of he:lilh go well beyond lhe provicion 
of medicol c= ond th~1 they ore driven by ~ combin~tion of sociol. economic ~nd 
enviro=nt:li bClOrs. We h~ve responded 10 heollh problems in lhe pasl . including child ~buse. 
le~d poisoning. HIV ond mberrulo";s- ond we h~ve p=ered with olher orgo.n.i~~lions within 
:IOd out";de of the form.al he:lithc= system 10 design ond implement effective interventions. 
Our Str~tegic Plon builds on this legacy ond cre~tes a blueprint for continued ""ccess. 
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MOXTEnORE MEOICA L CENTER 
The UniwT.ily H">ri,al fOT1he 
Alben EiR>'ein CoIkll"ofMcdicioc 
Praclilione r Po§ilio n Number: 
N·) 
The Momefiore NP maintain. ,tandanh of the pmdi~e for nur.;ing a. tlefin~'<i by the American Nur!iCS 
As.oo:;ialion COOe of Ethics, Nursing Scope antl Standanl, of Pmdice and Nur.;ing'. Soo:;ial Policy 
Stalemenl. 
The NP actualizes the vi,ion, mi"ion, valu~,,>, balanced ,~o=ard pcrfonmnce measures for Montefiore 
"k'<iical Center. 
The NP participales in pcrfomlance improvemenlfrt,,>earch activiti~,,>; maintain. professional pm~tiw 
~tandanls and clinical e~pertisc; antl denlon.trdk>l; leader.;hip skill •. The NP tlemon,tmles core antl unit 
sf'\-"(;ific competencies based on the patient population ",,,·ed. 
The Nur.;e Pmctitioner will a"-",,, antl provide Care to a sele<:tetl group of patients in collabomtion 
'i .' The NP will I out the plan 
I. 'Ii il 
i in Care tlelivery. 
" antl maintains profe,.,;ional pmctke 
A. New York State License for a Regi,'eretl Prof"",ional Nur.;« and current regi,tmlion Or valitl 
permit to practice in New York State a. an RN. 
B. Current New York State N ur.;c Practitioner spc.; ialty certification and registration . 
C. Ma,ter'. Or po,t Ma>ler'. Certificale in ,pecialty a. a nUr.;« practitioner pref~"TTed; or a 
combination of education antl npcrience thai i, acceptable 10 N.Y. State Education D~1"Irtrnent 
antl the Director ofNur.;ing andiorChainnan of the Department, or Division Di rector . 
D. National certification in nur.;e pmctitioner specially (ie: ANCC, AACP or NAPNAP) preferretl. 
E. Additional education a, Il..'quill..'<i by Sf'\-,<:ialty!patient cm-e 1000ation 
f. E ff~""tive English ~ommunication skill,. both written and oml 
G. Ability to u>e data entry antl retrieval sy,'em 
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•• 
5. 
6. 
7. 
1-
MOST .. RE 
MONT£nORE MED ICAL Cf.:,\'TER 
The Un",,,,,i'} IID>!,i'" for ,he 
Allen Ein"cin C"Ucgcof Mcdicinc 
lJEi\"T CONTACTS NATURE OR PlJRPOSE: 
N l -
A. Pali",,,l)/ ElIuili,,,.Il,,yvlw.J O~,,,,,, A,,,,,, •• ,, "',,,, ~al'" "Mlla!>",,,,,,,,', dil"~1 p.llic,,' , p<1li","'i 
familyli n\"ol\"~-u other.; ~-uucation; evaluation of outcom<..'"; 
and long term planning. 
B. Interdisciplinary Prof~"';sionab Collaboration regarding plan of care 
IndudesCommuni r¢.;Our~e!; 
C. Team Members Communicate in order to ~ollaborate, coordinate. and 
maintain continuity and Quality of care. 
D. Other Service A .... XiaK'"; Coordinate and e~ :<lite Ian of care' roblem o;olvin '. 
E. When applicable; Graduate Students! Education 
I nterdi":'fpli nary Profes.sional, 
INDEPENDENT J lJ DGEMENT 
0 A,o;es, the C Ii nical ,tatu, of patienll; in panel of Care. 
0 Supervi>e an unexpecK-u emergency in location of care. 
0 Analyze the r~..,ults of tests ordered. 
0 Asses. the dinical .tatus of assigned patienll; and initiate any imm~-uiate Care that is indicat~-u. 
0 IdentilY actual or potential quality i"u~""S . 
0 Asses> the appropriateness of plan of care and rewuree utilization. 
0 A,,,,-'";. and .P",..,cribe appro riate medication. a, pcrprotocol'. 
EQlJIP,\lENT OPERATIO:">l: 
0 Use of patient care ~'quipment 
0 Use of appropriate diagno.tic ('quipment 
0 Use ofautomaK-u clinical information .y!item 
SPECIriC DlJTIf.S 
CO,\lP£TENCY PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
Perform<; and record, a compk1e physical A. R~"<:ords are maintained in an accurate manner 
e~amination . per chart review. 
ADA 
(Xl 
Balanced Perfomlance Mea,ure; 
Internal Pron"'!» (J P) 
2. Obtai ns and record, a complete health hi story. A. Appropriate care is provid~-u as per <;tandard of 
ADA Care. 
(Xl 
Balanced Perfonmnce Measure; 
Internal pl\)\;~"":-iipi-' 
,. In collaboration with physician, and other A. Appropriate care is provid~-u a.o; per standard of 
health Care provider;, coordinates Care of care and per collaborative practice agreement 
patients and evaluaK.., plan of care and patient B. Plan of care i, communicated to all member.; of 
toward health goal> and modifi~'"; plan of Care the health care team. 
accordingly. 
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MOXTEnORE MEOICA L CENT ER 
The UniwT. ily H">ri,al fOT1he 
Alben EiR>'ein CoIkll"ofMcdicioc 
N) 
-
COMPETENCY PER}' ORMANC£ CRITERIA 
AD A C. Care i, <ldega!~-.J (0 (eam memb<:r.; com;h(ent 
(X) with capabilities an<l respon'ibilities of 
caregi ver. 
Balanc~-d Performance Mea<;ure: D. Monitor; variance, with plan of care. 
Internal PTQCes, (lP) E. As,esses and rea,,,--""Sses patient and initiak""S 
appropriate intervention, to amend identified 
varianc~""S ITorn plan of care. 
F. Review. plan of care and/or update it 10 relk"Ct 
current .tatu, of the P'ltien!. 
4. Collaborak'"; with patient and/or involved A Appropriale plan i, agret.-d upon between NP 
other> and/or agencie, to formulate a plan of and involved others. 
Care. B. A therapeulic rdation,hip is ~""Stabli "h~-d with 
A D A patient and/or involv~-d other.;. 
(X) C Identifi~""S patient and/or involved other.;' 
,;ati,faOionfdi>--.ati,faOion with plan of care. 
Babnc~-d Perfornlance Mea~ure: D. If the palient and/or involv~-d other.; expTl..""S' 
Internal Process (II') dissati,faction. NP implemenll; conflict 
Cu,tomer View (CV) Tl..""S01 ution ,kill>, and ~""SCalat~""S issu~""S with plan 
of care . 
5. Communicates eff~"Ctivdy with involv~-d A Defend. and pre>erv~'"; the righlS ofpatienh 
others and memb<:r.; of the health Care team. relati ve to all a,p~"C1l; of care. information. 
AD A knowledge and priva~"y. 
(X) B. Demon,trales resp<.'<:t for cultural diver,ity with 
patients. involved oth~ .... , coworker.; and other 
Babnc~-d Perfornlance Mea~ure: health care team memb<:r.;. 
Internal Process (II') C f.-;tabli,he, collaborative and collegial 
relationship, with health care ntemlx ..... 
D. Communicak'"; plan of Care 10 ill; a"ign~-d 
patienlS and involved other.;. 
E. Demon,trate, behavior con,i,tent with MMC 
code of r~""Sp<."Ct . 
F. Ifappropriale and if On patient"> primary Care 
team, a""" and doo:;un>enh advanced care 
diTl.."Cti, ·~""S for 100% ofllS'ignt-d patienll;. 
Oblain. health Care proxy and living will when 
able. 
G. Establ ishe, collaborative and collegial 
relation,hips with health care team n>ember;. 
H. Id~..,tifi~""S patient ,;ati,factionfdi >--.ati,faction 
with plan of care. Ifpatient expresS<.""S 
dissati,faction, implement> conflict T\.""Solution 
,kill" and ~""SCalak'"; is,ue, with plan of Care. 
I. Do<;umenll; legibly. 
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MONT£nORE M EDICAL Cf. :,\'TE R 
The Un",,,,,i'} IID>!,i'" for ,he 
Allen Ein"cin C"Ucgcof Mcdicinc 
N ) 
-
COMPET ENCY PERfORMA NCE C RITERIA 
,. Orner.;, performs an<l i merpret. <liagno"ic A . Appropriate orner.; are complek>u an<l 
p"",edure. and kst> with the !;Cope of interpr~'l.ation. are made. 
privileging. 
ADA 
(Xl 
Balan~ed Perfomnnce Measure: 
Internal p"",c» (l I' 
7. Develops and analyze. differential diagno>eS A . Appropriate analyse, are made. 
based on eli nical and laboratory data. 
ADA 
(Xl 
Balanced Performance Measure: 
Internal Pr<X~""", (I I' 
•• 
Participates in a team apprt)a~h to health care A . Maintain. communication with the 
by acting a. liaison between subo;peciali.t and i nterdi sci pli nary team through rr~-quent 
other member.; of the primary care team. i nteraOion. and .taff conferenc~"S. 
Communicates eff~"Ctively with member; of the 
health care team. 
ADA 
(Xl 
Balanc~-d Perfomlance Mea.ure: 
Internal Pr<X~'Ss(lpi- ' 
9. Presnibcs medication. and educak'S the A . Zero error tolerance. 
patient and/or invol \"ed others aoout the drug 
regimen, interaction. and .ide effect>. 
ADA 
(Xl 
Balanced Perfomlance Measure: 
I nternal P"",~"S> (J 1') 
10. Demon'trat~ ... critical thinking .kilb to A . Assess patient' . el inical ,tatu. and attempts 
problem-solve and initiate el inical deci,ion- satisfactory n. .. olution of patient 'S el inkal 
making. nct.·,!> . 
ADA 
(Xl 
Balanced Performance Measure: 
Internal Pr<X~""", (I I' 
11 . D~>JllOn,trates re.ponsibi lity for mai ntai ning A . Demon,trates responsibility for own practice 
competencies. and ongoing development, including 
ADA participation in at lea,t one continuing 
(Xl edu~ation ro 'ram annllllll 
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The UniwT. ily H">ri,al fOT1he 
Alben EiR>'ein CoIkll"ofMcdicioc 
N) 
-
COMPETENCY PER}' ORMANC£ CRITERIA 
Balanc~>d rerforman~e Measure: B. SuppolTh goals and activitks of the team within 
innovation and l earning (ll) the patient Care area and at the MMC. 
C. Contribules to the grm\1h and development of 
staff and ,tud~>J11l; through participation in pt. ... ,. 
review. mentor relationship" fornlal and 
informal OOucation. 
D. Participates in OOucational e~perienc~>s within 
the practice setti ng. 
F. Participak>S in adivities conlributing to the 
growth and development of<;elf, colleague> and 
the nursing prof~..,;sion . 
G. Attends i n",rvic~-( s) as appropriate for 
maintai ning CUrTcnt practice standards. 
12. l> re,ponsible and accountable for own pmctice. A. Crilical thinking/problem >olving is 
AD A incorpomled into nursing pmctice. 
(Xl "- Contributes to problem identification and 
problem >olving in the work environment . 
Balanced Performance Measure: partici pati ng in task forces and groups as 
Innovation and l earning (ILl nc<;~",;'iary. 
C. Supports the mi"ion. vi. ion. critical ,uc~ess 
factor.; and goals ofMontefiore MOOical Center 
and the .tandard, for nur.;ing pmctice. 
D. ConfornlS to Ihe MMC dress cooe. 
E. Conforrru; with MMC attendance and 
punctuality policy. 
13. Performs relak-d duti~..,; a, n~"Cessary. A. Appropriate Care is provid~-d per plan of care. 
AD A 
(Xl 
IlalancOO Perform~~ce Measure: 
internal Proc~"';s (I I' 
14. Provid~>s a >afe environment for A. Orients palient/invol \"00 other.; to environment, 
palienll;/invol ved others. a><;uring comprehension of infornlation 
AD A pT<.""'iCnk-d. 
(Xl B Adminislers medication errOr free. 
C. Responds appropriately in an urgent/emcrgent 
situation. 
Balanced Performance Mea,ure: D. Utilizes equipment in accordance with MMC 
ink-mal Proc~""SS (11') ' policies and procOOur~..,;. 
15. Demonstrates leader>lhip skill. in the A. Coordinate, an i nlerdi>ei pli nary of care. 
cooniination and delivery of patient Care. B. As<;uT<.>S 100"10 of patient panel have a 
A D A documenk-d pbn of care. 
(Xl C. Delegale, Care of the patient to leam members 
Balanced Perf0:7I~~ce Measure: con.i,tent with the capabilities and 
internal Proc~"';s II' TCSronsibil iti~>s of care 'iver. 
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The Un",,,,,i'} IID>!,i'" for ,he 
Allen Ein"cin C"Ucgcof Mcdicinc 
N ) 
-
•• SPECIALIZED SKILLS AND TECH NICAL COMPETENCIES 
TECH",ICAL CO"'I'~::l'ENCY & 
SPECIALIZED S I( ILL PERmRMANCE CRITERIA 
16. Knowk'<.!ge Qfas~l'tk ca", in all prQCedures A. Maintain. aseptic k'(;hnique fm all prQCedun."S 
p<..,-fmrr",d. perfOrTTl~'<.!. 
Balanc~'<l l'erfomlance Mea,ure: 
1 ntemal I'rQCes, (I I' 
17. Knowledge ofand ability to perform ,pecial A. Appropriately perfQrTTls ~pedal pr<;><;edures . 
prQC~'<lures a. ",lati \"C tQ practice. B. Comp<.1en(y i, a,>cs><.'<.! by either certifYing bOOy 
and/or ~upervi,ing colleague. 
Balanced l'erfQmlance Mea,ure: 
1 nternal I'rQC~"SS (11') 
JR. Coll~'Ction of>pecimen, for micro!;Copic . A. CQlle<.:ts ,pt'(;imen, appropriately. 
bacteriQIQgk and viral studi~"S (urine. 
sputum. vaginal . (ervical. etc .) 
Balanc~'<l l'erfomlance Mea,ure: 
1 ntemal I'rQC~'S> (1 1') 
19. T~'St interpretatiQn. A. Ac(umtely interprch te,t re·;olt,. 
Balan(ed l'erfQnmnce Mea,ure: 
1 ntemal I'rQC~"': -ii"Pi--
20 Admini,ter.; m~'<.!icatiQn in dinical ,ite A. Zero enor tolemn(e. 
when approprillte. 
Balanced I'erfomlance Measure: 
1 ntemal I'rucC';> (11') 
•• AGE S PECI riC SI(I LLS AN D CO'\! I'ETENCI ES 
CO.\tI'EU: NCY PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
21 . Demon,tmte. knowk'<lge and skills A. As>Cs" and interpret. da.ta ",Iati ve tQ the age ,tatu. 
nec~'S,ary to pl\;>vide Care appwpru.te tQ of the patient; differentiates between nQnml age 
the age of the I"'ti~..,1l; ,eTv~'<.! . pammeters and abnomlal pamn:>eter.; . 
Balanced l'erfomlance ]I.-1ea,ure: 
Intemall'rQCess 11') 
22. KnQwledge and abil ity tQ pre><:ribe A. I:k>,age cQnfmm, tQ appl\;>priate age. weight and 
pharmacologic ag~"'h ",lated to the age of ",nal functional guidelin~"S . 
the patient "'rwd. 
Balanced I'erfQrmance Measure: 
lntemall'ruc~ .. ,(l l') 
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The Uni,'el>i'y Ho,pilal for lhe 
Alben [in,rin CoDe!!" of Mc-dicinc 
N ) 
-
•• AGE SPEClnc SKILLS AND CO.\lPETENClF..5 
COMI'ETENCY I'f:RrORMANCE CRITf:RIA 
2J. E~tablish~"S a teaching and long4enn plan A. Utilizes 'p<.°.;ific infom-.ation in the devdopment of 
based On d<;><;;umenk'<l patientlinvolved leaching and long t~,,-m plan,. 
other.; learning ne~'<l" ~hlQnological B. Do<;umenb patient/involved others' rc<;pom;e to 
matumtion, emotional ,tatus and cognitive teaching/long tenn planning. 
abilily. c. Evaluates and d<;><;;umenb patient/in vol ved others' 
rc<;pom;e to teachingllong tenn plan. 
Balanced l'erfom-.ance /l,ka,ure: 
Intemal Pl'QCess IP) 
S tandar d s of Behavior 
24 Intt-gmk"S the ,tandards ofe~~ellen~e into Con,istently demon,trates: 
dailydinical pmdke. A. Resp~t : Honor; and values each pcr;on. 
B. Err~ti,..· Communitation: Effectivdy li,k'T1'. 
Balanced l'erformance Measure: conveys. and r~ ... eiv~"S ideas. infornlation, and 
lnlemal P"",~"Ss(lP) direction . 
Custom~r View (CV) c. Sensit;"ity: Demonstrdtes willingn~""" and ability 
Innovalion and Leaming (lL) to li,len and under,tand other.;' feding', nC<..'<l, and 
Financial Goal, (FG) circumstances. 
D. Profes~ion a t ism: Demon,tmtes confidence, 
comp<.1ence and pride in work and appcamnce. 
E. Exce\'ding Exp~t a tion ~: As,i,1S other.; without 
being a,ked. 
F. Court esy: Treat>; everyone with kindness and Care. 
G. Teamwork: Build, coopcmtive, constructive 
workin ' relation'hip,. 
25. Non-CJ inicalff echnical Compctenci~"S Consistenlly demon,trat~"S: 
A. Cu~tomer rocu!i.lSenice Orientation: Mel1l; 
palient/cu,tomer n~'C<h in timdy, positive, and 
PlQfe<;J;ional manner. 
B. Quality of Work: Work p<.,,-form~'<l i. ~onsi,tenlly 
ac\:umle and tholQugh and al the e~pc<:ted levd . 
c. l'roblem Soh 'ing: Identifies and carefully as'it."'<;J;<."S 
,ituationlinformationldata hefore t<Iking action 
within ""ope of practice and/or licensu re! 
certification. 
D. Time Manaj;emellt : U"." hi> Or h~,,-time 
effecti vdy and efficiently. Work i, accompli'hed 
al the eXpected volumellevd. 
E. Initiati,'e: Takes timely and apPlQpriate action in 
accordance with defin~'<ljob rc<;pon,ibilitie, and 
opcmling wilhin ,cope ofpmctice and/or licen,orel 
\:~-rtifi~ation . 
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The Uni,'el>i'y Ho,pilal for lhe 
Alben [in,rin CoDe!!" of Mc-dicinc 
" i i'lonattwork 
'i ; is reliable; u,ually present and on 
SELECT, TERJo..llNATE, TRAIN EVALUATE OR DI SCIPLINE 
SUBORDI NATE EMPLOYEES OR EFFECTIVELY RECOMMEND 
, 
, , AND LlSTTHEIR TITLES AN D 
roSITION, J..E...tJiY 
This po,ition ha, leade"'hip l'\."Sponsibility when appropriate and according to location; participak"S in 
leading, cottabomting, and delegating to regi,tert.>d nurses,licens~>d pmctical nu..;e" technical 
'~IP","'.ff.,,"d team member; in the planning, evaluating and impk-mentation of patient care. 
Patient care locations. 
Potential exposure to hazardoU'; materiaJ.; including potential expo!;ure to blood and body fluids. 
, 
• PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 
May be required to mOve patient;. 
May be r~"<luired to >et up exam room (location '<pecific) 
PHYSICAL REQl,JIREI\I£1'Io'TS 
A. Position r~"<luires bending. lifting, reaching, 
q"",'y'O" varidy of,ituation, and for an 
·1 i ,sitting, manual dexterity, and rt."Spond 
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N-) 
MONTEFIORE ProJeSSillfU11 Ulfd Liceltsed Tee/mical Associate 
Nurse PractitiOlter PerfiJrlUlIIlce EmlllatiOlt 
From: To: 
Associa le's Posilion: 
I. Job Responsibilities/Individual Dl'vl'lopml'nt Goals ASSI'SSUll'nt 
InSl r uClions: 
l i,1 the k~'Y jQb respon,ibililies fvr thi, aswciale. Nvl .. : II i, importanllhallh .. re'p<>nsibililies li,lcd be 
e<>n,i>lenl fvr all a>.wciaK"'S perfvnning the sarne jvb. 
Indicale the balanced ><:vrecard dvmain Ihal is rdaled Iv each key jvb resp<>n,ibility- Innvvalivn and Learning 
OL), Inlernal I'roc~." OP), Cu,lvrner Vi~'W (CV), Finance and G I'Qw1h (FG). 
De.,,;:ribe hvw the a,sociale perfvrnlCd the key jvb respon,ibililies and whether he m ,he denlvn>lmles the 
r<.-qui,ile and eXp"CI~-d levd vf knvwk-dge bao;cd vn hi, vr her educalion, Imining, and experience. 
A' ..... "'SJ; Ih .... xlenllO "hkh the individual mel each key job duty's requirernenh spt.'Ci/)'ing whether he vr ,he: 
Und~.,-perfmmedlFailed 10 01\. ... r<.-quirernenl> (1 ). 
Partially mct requiremenl1;/Nec<h Iv implQve (2) 
Achieved Or 01\.1 r<.-quirernenll; (3) 
Exceeded requirenlCn .. (4) 
Significanlly ex(C<.-ded requiremenb (5) 
PlQvide an ovemll as.o;es:;menl vr ,ummary raling allhe end oflhe ><.'Clivn u,ing the >arne ,cale a, aoo\'C. 
In Ihe Individual Dcvelvpmenl Goals s~'Clivn CVnlmenl vn any develvpmenl goal, thai were >ct allhe beginning 
and/or during Ihe evalualivn peri<Xi and whcther and Ihe degree 10 which they have been achieved. 
B.alan""d 
Job Jho. pon. II>IUty Scor...,ard P~rfonnan"" D ... crlplloa P~rformaa "" 
Domai n A ... ~"'mn l 
I. Perfvrnt; and r~'Cmd, a IP A. R~'Cvrd, are mainlain~-d in an 
CVnlplcte phy,ical exanlinalion. ac,umle manner per ~harl review. 
2. Oblain, and recvrth a IP A. ApPlQpriale care i, PlQvid~-d as per 
cvmplele heallh hi!ilvry. !ilandard vf ~are. 
). In cvllaoomlivn wilh IP A. ApPlQpriale Care i. PlQvided as per 
phy,icians and Vlher heallh siandard vf Care and per e<>llaoorali ve 
Care pwviders, ~<>ordi nales pra~ti,e agn:ernenl . 
Care vfpalienll; and evaluales IP B. Plan vf care i, ,vmmunicak-d Iv all 
plan vf ~are and . lienl members vfthe heallh ~are learn. 
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Job Ra, polldbUlty 
toward health goal, and 
modifies plan of (an.' 
accordingly. 
Coliaborak"'S with patient 
and/or involv~>d other.; and/or 
agencies to formulate a plan of 
Can.'. 
Communicates effe<;ti\'ciy "ith 
involved other; and member.; 
of the health can.' team. 
Thc Uni,'cI>i'y Ho,pilal for lhc 
Alben [in,rin CoDc!!" of Mc-dicinc 
Batau",d 
s.,or .. ard Perfonll ... .,., D .. ~ rlptloll 
D ...... 
IP C. Can.' is dciegat~>d to team memlx .... 
~on,istent with capabilities and 
responsibiliti~"'S of crue i,'er. 
IP D. Monitor, varianc~"'S with plan of 
care. 
IP E. A,,,-"'S<;¢<; and rea,,,-"'S<;¢<; patient and 
initiates appropriate interventions to 
amend identifi~>d variances from plan 
of (rue. 
IP F. Review,; plan of can.' and/or update it 
to n.'fl~>(:t cum:nt status of the Patient. 
IP,CV A. Appropriate plan i, ag .... ,.,d upon 
betwe<:n NP and in"oIH>d other.;. 
1?,CV D. A therapeutic n.'lation,hip is 
esrublished with patient and/or 
involv~>d other.;. 
IP.CV C Identifies patient and/or involv~>d 
other.;' <;ati,fadionldi,<;ati,fadion 
with plan of crue. 
IP,CV D. If the patient and/or involved other.; 
e~prC'» di'SlIti,faction. NP 
implements conflict rewlution ,kill>, 
and ~"'S(alates issues with plan of (rue. 
IP A. Defends and preserv~"'S the righh of 
patients n.'Lative to all aSpI.-.;h of can.', 
information knowled~e and privacy. 
IP D. Demon,trnk"'S r~"'SpC<;t for cultural 
diver.;ity with patient;, involved 
other.;, coworker; and other health 
care team meml><.. .... 
IP C. E,tabli ,h~>d collaborati ve and 
collegial reLation,hip, with health 
care member.;. 
IP D. Communicates plan of Care to its 
a,.igned patient; and in\'ol\'(>d 
other.;. 
IP E. Dernon,trdtes behavior con,i,tent 
with MMC code ofr~"'Sp\.>(:t. 
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13. 
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Job Ra, polldbUlty 
Dem<:>n,trates r~'Sp<:>n,ibility 
for maintaining comp<.1encks. 
l> respon,ible and accountable 
for own pmctice. 
Perforrm ",Iak><.i duti", as 
neC~"'SSary. 
Provides a <;afe environment 
for patients! involved other.; . 
Thc Uni,'cI>i'y Ho,pilal for lhc 
Alben [in,rin CoDc!!" of Mc-dicinc 
Batau",d 
s.,or .. ard Perfonll ... .,., D .. ~ rlptloll 
D ...... 
II A. DerllOm;trates r~'Sp<>n,ibility for own 
pmctice and ongoing development, 
including participation in at lea,t one 
~ontinuing edu~ation program 
annUllliy . . 
II B. SUpp<>rb goal, and activities of the 
team within the patient Ca", area and 
at the MMC. 
Il C. Contributes to the growth and 
development of.tafT and student> 
through participation in peer ",view, 
mentor relation,hips, formal and 
infomlal ~><.iu~ation. 
Il D. Participak'S in educational 
e~perien~es within the pmctice 
settin 
Il E. Participaks in acti vities eontributi ng 
to the gro,,1h and development of 
>elf, colleagues and the nur.;ing 
profes.>ion. 
Il F. Attend, inservie~,<.) a, approprime 
for maintaining current pmctice 
standards. 
Il A. Critical thinkingfproblem wiving is 
incorpoml<..><.i into nun;inJ,: prliCtice. 
Il B. Contributes to problem identification 
and problem >olving in the work 
envilQnment, participating in task 
forc~'S and gr';up. lIS newssary. 
Il C. SUpp<>rb the mission, vi,ion, critical 
.uc~~"<S factors and goals of 
Montefio", M~><.iieal Center and the 
standards for nur.ing pmctice. 
Il D. confomlS 10 the MMC drcs.> code. 
Il E. Conforms with MMC attendance and 
un~tUlllirv lic 
" 
A. Appropriate care i. provided per plan 
of care. 
" 
A. Orient> patient/involved oth~'T!; to 
environment. assuring 
comprehen.ion of information 
pr~"""nted. 
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J ob Ra, polldbUlty 
1~ . t ' I' . 
in the coordination and 
delivery of patient Care. 
... ., 
, ·'r'" '"~' '" 
"" 17. Knowledge of and ability to 
perform ,pe<:ial proc~>dure<; lL> 
relative to practice. 
IS . 
" 
, 
, foc 
, , 
, ';:~"fum. \'a.<.:inal, . , 
*d,"~"" 
". 
., 
ill 
of the 
". 
., 
, , 
' m, ~'" 00. 
D . ,,"' . 
long-term plan ~",,~-on 
docum"nted patient/ in\"Qlv~>d 
other.; learning n~-eth. 
chronological maturation, 
emotional .tatus and cognitive 
b"" 
Thc Uni,'cI>i'y Ho,pilal for lhc 
Alben [in,rin CoDc!!" of Mc-dicinc 
s.,or .. ard PerfonlluC<I D .. ~ rlptloll 
....... 
, ~'"'" ". IC. 
I? I D~ , - ""' 
". I A. ,. San i t , ", 
I? B. j~I~~ ~;:~~;:;.panel have a 
I? IC. 
, ";~ ',::'0 ':;m 
" 
I? I A. , , , ,r all 
I? A. , pcrform, ,pcdal 
I? lB. , Hy,'ili" 
, , 
I? A. ColI«b <;pe<:ilTl<'m; appropriately. 
I? IA. , 
II' I A . "'""" 10 
the age ,tatus of the patient; 
differentiate> b"twccn normal age 
,""d , .. 
". I A. age, 
weight and renal functional 
guidelin~"'S. 
II' I A . Utilize-, "," ili, , , and long 
tern, pia",;. 
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Thc Uni,'cI>i'y Ho,pilal for lhc 
Alben [in,rin CoDc!!" of Mc-dicinc 
B.alan.,..d 
s.,or"earo P"rfo rmu"" D .. u rip,lon 
Domain 
IP B. DQCumenh patientlinvol\'(-d oth~ .... ' 
r~'Spo",;e to teaching/long tenn 
planning. 
IP C. Evaluates and document> patient! 
invol:,~~the",' ll.."Spon'iC to 
teachin onJ/. tenn plan. 
O,'t'ro.ll A sses'smenr 
II , Non-Clini cal/Technical Competency Assessment 
N ) 
-
P .. rforman~ 
A .. ~ .. mn' 
Instructions: Foreach of the beha\' iors and competencies evaluate the individual', perfomoance in the 
context of the goals and objectiv~'S accompli.h~-d and how th"y we"" acco",pli.h~-d.1.> well a. in how th" 
individual carried out hi, or ""gular job .... "Spon.ibilities. 
As..'iC'S) the extent to which the individual mct each key job duty') .... -qui"'menb <;pecirying whether he or .he: 
UnderperformedlFaik-d to ","" .. 1 requi""n-...,nb (I ). 
Partially nK1 requirement>IN~-eds to improve (2) 
Achieved or mct requi""ments (3) 
Exc~ .... -d~-d r~-quirement> (4) 
Significantly exc~-eded requirement> (5) 
Beha\' iorICompetenc}, Continuum 
8alan.,..d 
Job ll<>. pon.lblU,y Scor«ard P~rforman.,.. DfI'lcrip,lon 
Domain 
24. Integmtes the .tandard. of lL.CV. Consi ,tently demon.tmte" 
excellence into daily clinical IP. FG A. Respc.;t: 
pmctice. Hono,,; and valu~"S each IliOn 
lL. C V. B. Effecti ve Communication: 
IP. FG Effectively li.ten,. convey •• and 
Il.."'eives idea •. infomoation. and 
dir«tion. 
lL.CV. C. Sen<;itivity: 
IP, FG Dernon.tmtes willingn~'Ss and 
ability to listen and under)tand 
othe,,;' feeling.>. n~-ed. and 
circumstances. 
Pag" 140f20 
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The Uni,'el>i'y Ho,pilal for lhe 
Alben [in,rin CoDe!!" of Mc-dicinc 
.... _, 
S<:o r ...,ar d P. rfor",.n.,.. D,ouription 
Pomala 
IL, CV, D. I'rof~"Ssionalism: 
II'.FG Demon,t",tes confidence, 
competence and pride in work and 
" 
'arance. 
IL,CV, E. Exce..,ding Expectation,: 
IP FG Assist; other; without being asked. 
IL,CV, F. Courtesy: 
II', FG T ",at> everyone with ki ndn~"S~ and 
~are, 
IL,CV, G. Teamwork: 
II', FG Build. ~oope"'tive. con,tructive 
workin~ relation.hil>';, 
IL,CV, COni;i .tentiy demon,t",leo; 
II', FG A. Cu,lomer Focu>lService 
Orientation: 
M~ .... 1s patientku,torncr ne..,d, in 
timely, positive. and profes.ional 
rnanner. 
IL,CV, B. Quality of Work: 
JP, FG Work perform~-d i. con.istently 
ac~urate and thorough and at the 
eXp\',<;t~-d level. 
IL,CV, C. Problem Solving: 
II', FG Identifi~", and ca",full y as..,,"'S>e, 
.ituationlinformationldata hefo", 
taking action within ,""ope of 
p"'etke and/or Ikensurel 
certification. 
IL,CV, D. Time Management 
II', FG U1i\.'S hi, or her ti n1<' effe<;ti vel y 
and effICiently. Work is 
accomplished at the exp"ck-d 
volumellevel. 
IL,CV, E. Initialive: 
II', FG Tak~"S timely and appropriate 
action in accordance with defined 
job re,pon>ibilili~"S and operating 
within "'ope of practice and/or 
Ii ~en,ur e/ce rti fi ~ali on. 
IL,CV, F. Dependability: 
II'. FG ASI'Xiate requir~"S minimum 
,upervi,ion, calTi~'S through 
eff~"tivel on all work 
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Thc Uni,'cI>i'y Ho,pilal for lhc 
Alben [in,rin CoDc!!" of Mc-dicinc 
.... _, 
N ) 
-
Job R.>.poadblllty s.,or ...,ar d P~rfor ",an.,.. O,ouription p.,rfo""u.,.. 
Pomala Ann_tal 
a-signments; i. reliable; u.ually 
pr1,."S<:nt and On time. 
IL,CV, G. Spt."ify number Qfab""nce. and 
IP, FG Iaten~"Ss' fQr this appmi>al period. 
Abscnc<: (.ick: 
Lalen<:SS: 
III. Clinica l l'rofl'ssiollaV Lirrnsl'd Trchn ica l Compet l'lI ry Assl'ssmrnt 
In.tructiQn,: 
I . l i,t <:ach ofth<: cQmpet<:ncies thai are being a,-;es,ed <>r validated. CQmpet<:ncies li,led ,hQuld be consi,lent 
fQr all a,wcial<:s in the >lime j<>b. (As an aller nath e 10 completing Ih i' section. l OU maJ s uhstitule and 
au ach an)' pre-filled or cuslomized compelenc), a ~~es'menl form Ihat i ~ in use for jobs wi lh in ),our 
area.) 
2. Mak<: any CQrnnlenh <>r QbservatiQn' in conjunction with the as.,essnlent Qfth<: cQrnpt.1ency. 
3. Spt."ify the validaliQn method: D - di,cus.,,--d and reviewed; DEMO - denl<>n,tmled; ED: O;.mpleted 
educalional program, in-service tmining; T - k"Sted Qrally Qr in writing; E - <:vid<:nc(-d in daily work; I'R -
pt. . " ""vi<:w; 1'- prcs<:ntatiQn; R - r«<>rd, r<:view (prQgre>:> nQk"S, nl~-dical r1,."Qrd.); Q -<jualificaliQn (onlin<: 
verificatiQn Qf current licen,ure. registraliQn, c<:nification, etc .); DOC- dQCunlenlatiQn (assQCial<: provides 
dQCurnentatiQn \'<:rifying educational q""lification" certification, regi'trntion): ° m Olher 
4. Indicale the dal<: that the CQnlpetency wa, validak-d and whQ validaled the competency 
5. Spt.>cify age and/Qr population group,: 
a. Age G roups: 1 - n~'Qnatalllnfancy (birth - I year); 2 - pediatric (I-II )'ears); J- Adolescent (1 2-17 
years); 4 - Adult (I ~-65 y<:ars); S-geriatric (65+ y<:ars) 
b. PQPulaliQn Group>: C- cultural; E=Ethnic; R=ReligiQu>lfaith ba'i<.-d; disease spt.>cific 
CO",,,,UH l adl""l. 
( l adIUI. ,,·brlb. r lb. ValldadOll Oal. 
"'. COIIIprl .... cy .... ....,tal. Mtt!l o r ~ M .. ..., Valld.l~ Popu l.IiOll 
Mtt! ComlM'l .... ~y aad Aoi .... or Groap 
CORE CO,\\PETENCY 
StaffNur.;e: Nursing process 
CQrrlJl"k'Tlcy val idaliQn 
CIS DocumentatiQn 
Fall R~-duction 
MQnlefio"" Servic<: Excellence 
MedicatiQn Admini,tmtiQn 
Pain A,se-sment and Management 
PIl.."S'u"" Uk<:r As'i\."S,ment and 
Manag<:ment 
Ventilator Mana <:ment 
Page 16Qf20 
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COIIIp ...... "Y 
Emer 'enc Pre . r~..Jn~'S' 
Safdy 
Canliopulmonary R~><;u>citalion 
URiIOued Competency 
POSIT[O:'ll BASED COMPETENCY 
The Uni,'el>i'y Ho,pilal for lhe 
Alben [in,rin CoDe!!" of Mc-dicinc 
CommnH 
(I.dlu.~ ,,' b~bu Ib~ 
......... ~.Mtt!l or!!m.lS!l! 
Mttl COIIIp<"....,y 
c • .,,",",, (lod I<01' M~<1~<r ,~ • • _,. 
~.ru...r<o.'M'" 
, .. ,..n· ... ir<1ll'.') 
Vallda~OI1 
Mi>lbod 
"aIId.,io. 
M ....... 
N ) 
-
Indlnll~ 
D • • ~ ",. 
ValkJ..oo Popul. , lon 
and MH'§!IOr Group 
lodh,. 
u.,. ' ·aUdo,.d 
''-
• odA ...... r r. ..... 'io • 
Gr. 
If applicable. ha ~ Ihis a~sociale cumpleled A"""allllo"dalur,. Trai"i"g? C heck Yes __ ur .'-:u ____ " 
No. plea!>!' ~pecif,. a~ a gua l .. ith a timeframe for com pletion in the llldh'id"al De,dopment Plan !>!'Ction 
of this e,'a l"ation. Please attach transc ript reflec ting .. hat has been compiNed to date. 
IV. Individual Development I'lan 
ln str"ction ~: Improved individual WQrk J.",rfQnnance i. the key dri\'~'T Qfimpro\'~..J mganizatiQnal 
efTe<;ti ven~'S' . Individual develQpment planning provid~", a strucrure fm murually idenli lYing an indi vidual'> 
development g<:>al. and the action ~tep' ne<..',k..J 10 achieve them. DevelQpment plan' ,hQuld focu, Qn 
maintaining area, Qf perfQrmanCe ,trength and area, r~'<luinng perfQmlance improvement. 
I . Review the ovemll mtings and ~vmments within each "",,,tiQn Qfthi, a,,;es,ment fQnn and ddermine the 
majm perfQnnance pattern, and theme> including whdher the individual i, an EXce<....Jing, Achieving, Or 
Und~.,-perfQnning a"ociate. Identify this individual's high pnQnty Qpp<:>rtunitie, for development . CQn,ider 
QptiQn, fQr preparing thb individual fQr new "-'Sp<:>n,ibilitie,; Qr remc..Jial actiQn) where he Qr ,he may nQt 
currently be m~>Cting e~p<.'Ctation!i . 
2. Identify the area, relat~..J development goal, and 'jX",ific action ,leV" that will r~'Suh in improved 
perfonnance andiQr growth, and murually develQP actiQn .tep. thai are 'pecific. Olea.urable, and dale-
referenced. 
3. Schedule fQIIQw-up ITl<,.>cting. tQ review individual's progre..s. 
Page 17 Qf20 
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Aru ofOpportuaity 
(No1e Job DUly . Compete"'}'. Stor>dord 
of Beha,-ior 0< S~irr Area) 
Thc Uni,'cI>i' y Ho,pilal for lhc 
Alben [in,rin CoDc!!" of Mc-dici oc 
Impm U'IIIl'IItlDr.-,lopml'll l C ... a1 
(De<crihe .pecific de<i<ed p.".font'l>oce 
aoo criteria to detenni"" whether 
imprm-ement 0< de,-eropment ha~ 
~""J. 
N ) 
-
Actioa 51,p" 10 A(~rn, Goal" 
(r...,h><le due date fo< 
achie\"e .... nt) 
*CQn,ider developmental Qption. Wilhill MQntefiQrc (e.g. coaching and pruje<:t as.signmenll;) as well a, edemal 
,,-"'Qun;cs. 
Page 18Qf20 
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Thc Uni,'cI>i'y Ho,pilal for lhc 
Alben [in,rin Co Dc!!" of Mc-dic inc 
V. OVERALL PER FORMAN CE ASSESSMEN T 
lnslr uc tlons: 
N ) . 
Taking inlo accounl how Ihe individual carried oul his or her reg ular job responsibililies, Ihe resulh 
aC~On1pli>hed for each goal!obj~"(;li\'e and Ihe as..",s,menl oflhe a>s<><;iale 's c0n1r<-1encie, and adheren~e 10 
Ihe ~ore ,landard, ofbchavior a,sign an overnll rnling ofperfolTl1.'lnce for Ihe evahmlion period by plac ing 
an ··X" in the ,olumn which be>1 d~"S<:ribe> the a,wcillle's o,"ernll pcrfomlance, 
underpe~ormlng N~' Ach~-ing . E,!;d .. Sig nlfica n~v n""e<k 
Impro,-ement. 
Fa iled 10 meel .\1""" I'<'quiremen" . Per ro rmed . 11 job ()emon.rra led 
r«J uil'<' menu . Per ronned . ome Per ro rmed m&<1 jo b d Ul ie. proficient ly u"" lIence in 
Con, incnt ly jo bdUli ... duli ... proficien lly anddemo n<lra led per rormlng.1I job 
perrormed belo .. ' proficienlly and and demon.rra led p roficiency in all dUlie. a . .. 'el l ... in 
H peclal io", . demon.traled p roficiency in m&<1 Non-Clin lca l Non-Clinlca l 
«) proficiency In Non-Clinica l Compe le nci ... and Compe ll' ncl ... and 
..,me Non-Clinica l Cotl1pe lenci ... . nd SI. nd ard. or Siandard. or 
Compelenci ... and Siandard. or Beha,-ior. All Beha,-io r. All Cl in ica l 
Siand ard , or Beha,-ior . All Clinica l rom pele ncie. 
Beha,·lor. Need. C linica l ro mpelenci ... rom pelencie. validall'd. 
I'<' media l valida led. valida ll'd. (. 
In "rucl io n o n (' ) (') 
. ome C linical 
ro mpelenci ... . 
, 
I S ummary C ommenl s o n O.'en U Work Performa nce 
Instrucimns. 
Namtlivc . hould include sp"cific faclor.; influencing .... ,ulll; (i .e . unplann~>d work, ,pecia l or addilional 
a>-sig nmen ts, factors outside a>-><)<;ilIle " control. ~1C.) 
Appra i ... r'. Comment., 
Apprni,er', Sigmlure Dale 
Reviewer' , SigDlllure & Tille Dale 
Page 190f20 
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Thc Uni,'cl>i'y Ho,pil.1 for lhc 
Alben [in,rin CoDc!!" of Mc-dicinc 
N-J 
J under.;tand that my .ignature attests <mly to the fact that J have ""en this performance appmi'illl and it ha, lx'Cn 
e~plained to me. It dO\."S not n~"C~"Ssarily indicate that J agr~'C with thi) app",i",,1. 
A .. '<)Ciate·,; Signature Date 
Nelle: PI",.c file ,he original complC1"higncd c"Vaiu.lion in 'hc ,,,,,,,ialc·, dq"nmcnl,1 file; nolify Human Rcsoo"'c> of 'hc c",lu.non 
Page 200f20 
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Standards Of Practice 
I. QtJillIll~allon . 
Nurse P'actIUonRrS am licensed lndRp!'ll"'td<lnl pr>IctlUa"fl<S wt.o p'ovi d~ prtm8ry andlcr spocla lty 
nursjng and rnoJ(lk>31 """,In .. m/Ju lalory, >i(:O(6 and long tomn C916 s~nlrlg&. ThAy ara '9gisW\ld 
nurses w~h 'pflClal/7.AO advan""d aduP.atkln ~nd r.llnlcAl competency 10 p<a~H1e hllsllh and 
ma~lr"" r.a .... lor dI~a"'" populallons In a ""'ie1y Qf primary C>OHI l'''lltR 9rd long ' .. rm rare 
S6tIlngs. lo\<Is!6(8. fXl~1 master's or doctor ... prIlJlfIf 9tloo "" raq l.lfrAd lor eot~ IfM'Il practicf>. 
(AANP 20061 
II. Process of Care 
Th" m'rHA prACtitlooe, ut i ll~AS the sclentill<; procass and natlor\;ll star>d~rds or C>I'~ 
AS a 1r<.ffifI",\l/1< k>r "",""glng pa'..,nl e ...... . This process i llCl~es: 
A. AsIIa"SrrKlnt 01 h..,,,'ltl suotus 
Th .. nu'.11 prACm."..." aSSIlSlIAS h6;Ilth ~tatu~ by: 
obtalnmg A ' A"'.anl hlJaith And m8d1r.ll' hislmy 
perform ing" [lh~"!QI1 .... ""'inallon hRsoo on "9" ~nd hl8'Of)l 
perform ing Of orderlng preyentl"", Rnd diatlnos~r, pr<l<"'dUf<lS b""a~ on 
th.., paUent's aga "no hb;tr>ry 
Identifying heRI:h Rnd m!>dio:;A l risk rAdom 
B. Diagnool. 
Th .. nu'"" prACmOrH.l' m~k .. s ~ diagnmlls hy. 
utilil:lng O"itlr;lll thinking In Ih6 dlAgnos!lc pmcus 
synthesil ing and 1" ... l y~ing l IlA cnU ... r:tad d,,:" 
formlJl~tlng II diWeran l"' l diagnosis hRSIId OIl thQ t.l".ory, f'h1s1cfll 
examln .. tk>n , ..,.,d diagnootic te.t ISSUtts 
est>lb'i>lhlng prIortl~s to moellh6 hea'jh and " " Ht l",,1 n;>lIds 01 the 
Inrtlvidu"l. l~mily, or community 
c. Do~elopment 01 A treatment pl"n 
The nurse flI>'C\itlooftr t<>gelh6f with thQ [lAUe"! "nd lamlly. e!rt8bU"t .... s "" 
!.Nidf!""", h.AAd. m"tu"lI y .r.""flI"~", cn;;\·"w"' lIn9S0S pi"n 01 QUe thilt 
maximizes hea lth potent"'1. 
For""J I.tloo 01 the tfeatm~nt pl"n l"cluOO~ : 
orderl .... ~r.j IntalprlltlngllddHional dlagnos!lc tests 
pre.r,Mhlnglordering ~ppmpri..:e phannacok>glr. Am non·ph"' miOCOlogi[ 
Inl9rwlnUons 
d<N9lopjng a pllll6nt adl.K>il!ion r"'" 
"PPfOPr1At9 consuIl91lon.' .... r .. ""t 
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D. Impl mneniadoo of lIle plan 
Intervent,ros are ~ased u~n estatllished priori~es. 
Aotions by the nurse prac1Jdooen; are: 
irldividua:ized 
oansistem with tIm appropriate p!an IDr oa,e 
based an sOlentific princrples. theoretical know:.,dge. arid d ,nica l e.pertise 
oonsistem with teaching and team;,-,;, DpIXlrtunlties 
Aotions indu<le: 
accurately condoct'".... supervising. and interpret,,,... dial;nostio tests 
Jlffiscrib:nglordering phamlawlogic agents arid JIOO pharmacoll>\lic therapies 
prmiding relevant patient eduoatbn 
making appropria le ",Ienals to olller hea~h profuss,ona~ and community agenaes 
E. Fo/Iow-LJP and evaluatioo of !he patrem status 
Tne nurse practitioner maintains a process for systematic I<>iow·up by: 
determining the effectiveness 01 the treatment plan ",·ith 
documentatio n of patient care ootcomes 
reassessing and mod.l)oing the plan "'~h Ihe paden! and fami'y as 
necessal)l to achieve t.ealth and madical ... oats 
III. Care Prlorilies 
The nu,,*, praotr.iooe~s practice model emphasizes: 
A. Patie~t and fami ly edocation 
The nurse practitioner ~es health educa1ion and ul"."s oommunity 
",souroo opportuni~"s for the individual and.!", fami ly 
8. Faci!itatioo 01 pilt,ent participation in self care. 
The nurne practitione r fadilates patienl participation in hea:!h and medical care 
by pJO\lidi"ll ;nlDrmatioo """de<! 10 make decisions and ctJoices aoout: 
rromotkm. maintenance, and restoratioo 01 hea lth 
oonsu~ation with olher appropriate hea~h care persanr.~ 
appropria:a utilizatioo of health ca,,, resooJCes 
c . Promotion of optimal hea~h 
D. Provision 01 corrtinual:Y com~lent care 
E. FaciJtatioo oIl!Jltl)l ;nla the heat:h care systern 
F. The prorootion of a safe env,ronment 
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IV. I nt~iscipli""f)'IColiabora1ive Re5pon5ibili lies 
... ~., lir.enSild i n""p"n~~nt pr,,,,t ib nnc,. ttV' nurs~ p",,".ti tionc' p~rtidp~!t's "<,, 
t"~m """d~r and mtombOlr in th" prov~ 01 hIla fth "nd !Tl8(liCIII car" , 
intera ctJng IOith protcs.ional colleagues to pro,;~c oompr<lhensive care, 
V. Ac<:lIrate Doc~""'ntali<>n of Patient Stat~5 and Care 
VI. ResponSibility <IS Patient Ad~oc . te 
Eth ioal and legal standards provide Ihe baSIS of patient advooacy. As an 
ed\'OCale. the nutSe practitioner participates in health policy actr.ities at the 
""~'I , st.)!c. ""tion.,1 nnd Int"m.,tioo.,1 levels 
VII. Quality Assu,anc. and Contl n~.d Competence 
N~rnI! praoti:."..".,; reoo""ize the imp",...ance of continued le.amin ~ Ih~: 
- participation in Quality assuranoo row" .... includ ing systamatic reView of 
....c<>rtt~:lM 1,,,,,I,,,,,,,t pi""" on., perln<t ir: bns;" 
main!"""nc" of curr .. nt I<nov.~dqe tty attending continuing 
educatiCAI programs 
rnaint9rlanclt of oartiroc..too in com~;8I1CIt w;:h current stale IlIw 
applyin~ slardard,md cam guidelincs in clin1Cal practice 
VIII. Adjunct Rol~ .. of Nurse PractltlolK>r 
N~rne praotttioncrs o"",Dine the roles of provider, me-ntor. educato" 
........... rch&r. m8n>lger and coosullant. Thlt rnna pracijjooltr inlarprel.:i Ul<l 
role 01 the r~rSll pracl<lioner to indivi d~als. tamilie •. aM other prnffis.io"uls. 
IX. RMUrch 3~ 8a~1<. for Pracl"'" 
Nurne praot~ioners support ",search by developing olinical msearch 
questioru •. co;.-lduct,ng or PIl,jic.ipating ., i:udOai. 8nu dissilmioatlng 81\U 
inco:porn~ng fMlngs into praotlce. 
e AmcrlCall Academy 01 Nurse Practilklncr~. 1993 
Re";sed , 9913, 2002, 2000. 2007, 2010 
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Appendix D:  
Informed Consent 
 
St. John Fisher College 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
  
  
Title of study: The Lived Experiences of Families that Have Attended a Cardiogenetics 
Center. Under NIH original grant #2009-460-004: Ethical & Social Implications of Genetic 
Testing in the Case of Unexpected Deaths. Amendment approved and dated 4/14/2011- 
7/20/2011 
 Name(s) of researcher(s): Esma D. Paljevic, CPNP 
  
  
Faculty Supervisor: _Mary Alice Donius, Ed.D., RN 
Program Director: Ronald Valenti, PhD 
 
Phone for further information: Esma Paljevic 718-741-2327  
  
 Purpose of study:  
 
The purpose of this study is to better understand your personal experiences of experiencing 
sudden cardiac death in someone in your family. Additionally, this study seeks to understand how 
this specialized clinic has affected you and your family.  You, as research participants, will be 
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asked to discuss your experiences about sudden cardiac death and your time spent with the 
Cardigenetics Clinic and what it means to you. 
 
Study Procedures:  
 
Examples of the questions that you be asked in the interview are: 
1.  Tell me the story of your family member’s experience with SCD? 
             2.  Tell me the story of your experience with the Montefiore Cardiogenetics 
 
 
Approval of study: This study has been reviewed and approved by the St. John Fisher College 
Institutional Review Board (IRB). 
  
 Place of study: The Children’s Hospital at Montefiore Medical Center. Cardiogenetics Center. 
3415 Bainbridge Ave Bronx, NY 10467. For your participation in this study you will be asked to 
meet with the researcher once for an in depth interview/discussion about you r experiences. The 
approximate length of thisone time interview session, may last from 1-2 hours 
  
  
Risks and benefits:  The expected risks and benefits of participation in this study are explained 
below: 
  
•  There may or may not be direct medical benefit to you from being in this research study. 
• Possible benefits are that you may feel support and empathy while participating in the 
interview. 
• In addition, the information learned from this study may, in the future, benefit other people 
with the same medical condition. 
• You may become upset from talking about difficult experiences such as the death of a 
family member, or the fact that your family may be at risk for having a genetic condition 
associated with sudden death. 
Method for protecting confidentiality/privacy:  
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•  The research records will be kept private and your name will not be used in any written 
or verbal reports. 
• The research records will be kept in a secured manner and computer records will be 
password protected. 
• Support for this study is being supplied by: National Institutes of Health. 
• Your research records and medical records may be inspected by members of the 
research team, and the study sponsor (The National Institutes of Health). The people 
who reviewed this research study as members of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine 
Committee on Clinical Investigations (CCI) and the Montefiore Medical Center 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) may also review your research and medical records. All 
of these people have agreed to keep your information private and not to use this 
information for anything other that the purposes of this study. 
• All of these groups have been agreed to keep your name private. 
• Results of the study may be presented at professional meetings, or published in journals. 
None of your identifying information will be included in these presentations or publications 
in order to protect your privacy. 
Your rights: As a research participant, you have the right to: 
  
1.         Have the purpose of the study, and the expected risks and benefits fully explained 
to you before you choose to participate. 
2.         Withdraw from participation at any time without penalty. 
3.         Refuse to answer a particular question without penalty. 
4.         Be informed of appropriate alternative procedures or courses of treatment, if any, 
that might be advantageous to you. 
5.         Be informed of the results of the study.  
  
I have read the above, received a copy of this form, and I agree to participate in the above-named 
study.  
  
Print name (Participant)                               Signature                                                          Date: 
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 Print name (Investigator)                            Signature                                                          Date: 
  
If you have any further questions regarding this study, please contact the researcher listed 
above.  If you experience emotional or physical discomfort due to participation in this study, Dr. 
Louise Silverstein, a family psychologist, will be contacted and made available for support.  
 
 
